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Abstract 
 
 

 

The dissertation presents theoretical models for processes involving continuous 

failure and displacement of material via contact with a rigid object. Focus is mainly on 

processes relating to material-wheel interaction, which are central in a number of 

engineering applications (e.g., vehicle mobility and metal rolling). The analysis considers 

indentation, transient rolling, and steady-state rolling on an elastic-perfectly plastic or a 

rigid-perfectly plastic cohesive-frictional material. Mechanics-based models are 

developed using two separate approaches. The first is based on comprehensive numerical 

simulation using the Finite Element Method (FEM), which enables rigorous analysis of 

the three-dimensional deformation occurring for narrow wheels. The second approach is 

analytic and formulated by considering the entire process of deformation as a sequence of 

incipient plastic flow problems. Using the theoretical models, the relationships between 

dimensionless variables are quantitatively assessed. It is further shown that the 

predictions display reasonable agreement with experimental data from two types of 

small-scale indentation and rolling tests: one aimed at measuring the force-penetration 

relationship for indenting and rolling wheels and the second type concentrated on 

measuring the incremental displacement field at wheel midplane using Particle Image 

Velocimetry (PIV). The models and experiments provide insights into how indentation 

and rolling processes are influenced by three-dimensional effects, non-associativity, 

localization, and the presence of displaced material. 
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Chapter 1 
 
 

Introduction 
 
 

1.1. Processes in geo- and solid mechanics 
 

Many problems in engineering revolve around predicting when and how failure 

occurs within a material or structure. Classical examples in geotechnical engineering are 

slope stability, bearing capacity of foundations, and stability of retaining walls. As 

illustrated in Fig. 1.1, this type of problem is typically analyzed by considering the state 

corresponding to incipient failure, wherein boundaries are well-defined and given 

according to the undeformed shape of the material. Often the displacement or velocity 

fields (dotted lines in Fig. 1.1) are deemed of secondary importance, and the analysis 

concentrates on predicting the load inducing or resisting failure (e.g., ultimate force Pu). 

In contrast to problems involving a single critical failure state, a large number of 

engineering problems are characterized by continuous failure and displacement of 

material, usually via contact with a rigid or flexible object. Examples are soil-machine 

interaction (e.g., Bekker 1969, Shen and Kushwaha 1998), metal forming/cutting (e.g., 

Roberts 1978, Atkins 2009), asperity contact in material wear and tribology (e.g., 

Bowden and Tabor 1950, Hutchings 1996), and scratch tests used to determine 

mechanical properties of materials (e.g., O’Neill 1967, Felder and Bucaille 2006, 

Pelletier et al. 2009). Problems of this sort are referred to in the dissertation as processes 

due to their evolutionary nature, with quantities such as penetration and force on the 
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object changing in time. In particular, the shape and location of material boundaries are 

unknown beforehand, and these are either assumed or must be determined as part of the 

solution procedure in theoretical models. 

As an explicit example, Fig. 1.2 illustrates the process of a rigid wedge indenting 

normally into a ductile material and subsequently undergoing a simple translational 

motion. Relevant variables are penetration δ, vertical component of force W (weight), 

horizontal component of force H, and translational displacement u, all of which generally 

vary as functions of time t. Under quasi-static conditions, time t may be eliminated by 

parameterizing W in terms of δ in the indentation phase (or vice versa) and by writing W, 

H, and δ as functions of u in the translation phase. The process may in general be force-

controlled (specified W) or displacement-controlled (specified δ) during translation. Only 

force-controlled processes are considered throughout the dissertation, except where 

indicated. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.1. Examples of states corresponding to incipient material failure from classical 
solid and soil mechanics: (a) flat, rigid punch pressed into rigid-perfectly plastic surface, 

or bearing capacity problem; (b) passive failure of material behind retaining wall.
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Figure 1.2. Wedge indentation and translation as example of process, showing (a) 
indentation; (b) transient regime; and (c) steady-state regime. 
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Three distinct phases can be identified in the process shown in Fig. 1.2: the 

indentation phase (Fig. 1.2a), the transient regime (Fig. 1.2b), and the steady-state regime 

(Fig. 1.2c). In the indentation phase, lips of displaced material form on both sides of the 

wedge and grow in volume as δ, or W, increases. In the transient regime, penetration δ 

and horizontal force H change with respect to u, and the lip of material on the leading, or 

front, flank of the wedge continues to evolve in size and shape. In the steady-state 

regime, which may or may not exist depending on prescribed W, penetration δ and 

horizontal force H are constants (dδ/du = 0, dH/du = 0), and the lip of displaced material 

does not vary in size or shape as u increases.  

The wedge indentation and translation process considered in Fig. 1.2 reflects the 

basic aspects of a large class of problems concerned with the interaction between a blunt 

object and ductile material, where “blunt” indicates that the ratio of the penetration to the 

horizontal length of contact is small and that the angle formed between the front edge of 

the object and the material surface also remains relatively small. As the object becomes 

sharp, other modes of deformation from that considered in Fig. 1.2 can be present 

depending on the material type and interface friction/adhesion. For example, it is possible 

in translation of a sharp wedge that a “chip” rather than a “standing wave” forms in front 

of the wedge, where chip formation is indeed central in machining and cutting of 

materials (e.g., Petryk 1987, Oxley 1989).  

 

1.2. Processes involving material-wheel interaction 
 

A particular type of process with broad applicability in engineering deals with a 

wheel rolling over relatively weak material that undergoes large, plastic (permanent) 

deformation. The most prominent example is soil-wheel interaction (Bekker 1969, 

Karafiath and Nowatzki 1978, Wong 1989, Muro and O’Brien 2004), which occurs when 

an off-road vehicle (ORV) such as a hauling truck, all-terrain vehicle (ATV), or planetary 

rover traverses unpaved terrain. 

Studies on soil-wheel interaction are mainly concerned with evaluation of vehicle 

mobility and efficiency, although other engineering applications exist. Land damage 
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assessment and mitigation, for example, has emerged as an area of considerable 

international interest, both in terms of understanding and predicting impacts of ORVs on 

the natural environment and with regard to developing policy intended to prevent 

inappropriate recreational, commercial, or military land use (Webb and Wilshire 1983). 

Plastic deformation of soil caused by ORV traffic is directly associated with destruction 

of vegetation, erosion, and changes to water runoff and absorption characteristics of the 

terrain (Li et al. 2007).  

Beyond the area of soil-wheel interaction, rolling-induced plastic deformation is 

crucial to the success of industrial processes such as metal rolling (Oh and Kobayashi 

1975, Mori and Osakada 1984, 1990), and novel test methods for determining in situ 

material properties can be premised on relating depth of the rut left by a rolling wheel to 

material strength parameters (Hambleton 2006, Hambleton and Drescher 2007, 2008a). 

1.3. Previous works 
 

A vast body of literature is dedicated to normal indentation of objects, with 

individual works varying by material type and indenter geometry. Indentation of a rigid 

wedge (Fig. 1.2a) into rigid-perfectly plastic cohesive or cohesive-frictional material has 

received considerable attention (e.g., Hill et al. 1947, Grunzweig et al. 1954, Drescher et 

al. 1967, Butterfield and Andrawes 1972, Petryk 1980, Drescher and Michalowski 1984, 

Tordesillas and Shi 1999), whereas papers dealing with other indenter geometries in 

plane strain are notably absent from the literature. Cinar and Sinclair (1986) and Da Silva 

Botelho et al. (2005) analyzed plane-strain indentation of a cylinder on an elastic-plastic 

surface but considered only small-strain indentation in which elastic effects dominate. 

Ample works may be found on indentation of axisymmetric and pyramidal objects, 

mostly for cohesive materials in the context of hardness testing (e.g., Bishop et al. 1945, 

Tabor 1951, Johnson 1985, Yu and Blanchard 1996, Mesarovic and Fleck 1999) though 

also for cohesive-frictional materials (Michalowski 1985, 1986). 

Studies focusing on the transient regime of material-object interaction could not 

be found. It may be noted, however, that Challen et al. (1984) show experimental results 

for translation of a blunt, rigid wedge over a soft metal in the transient regime, albeit the 
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objective of their experiments was to validate a theoretical model proposed for steady-

state translation (Challen and Oxley 1979). Indeed, the manner in which the authors 

conducted their experiments was similar to the wedge indentation and translation process 

depicted in Fig. 1.2. Challen and Oxley discuss the potential significance of the transient 

phase, or “transition period,” with respect to micromechanical models in tribology. 

Theoretical studies on steady-state translation of wedges and three-dimensional 

objects over rigid-plastic material, while not as numerous as for indentation, can also be 

found in the literature. Steady-state translation of a wedge (Fig. 1.2c) over cohesive 

material was considered by Challen and Oxley (1979), Petryk (1987), and Kopalinsky 

(1992) among others. Three-dimensional analyses of the plastic flow of cohesive-

frictional material around cones, pyramids, and other geometries using the kinematic 

method of limit analysis were considered by De Vathaire et al. (1981), Drescher (1989), 

Azarkhin and Richmond (1992), and Hutchings (1992). 

The earliest models for steady-state processes involving material-wheel 

interaction were empirical, and these methods still dominate the area today (Bekker 1969, 

Wong 2001, Osetinsky and Shmulevich 2004, Shibly et al. 2005, Jones et al. 2005). 

Attempts to analyze steady-state rolling of a wheel, or cylinder, using basic principles of 

mechanics have been presented in the literature by employing rigid-plastic analysis 

(Mandel 1967; Dagan and Tulin 1969; Collins 1972, 1978; Karafiath and Nowatzki 1978; 

Petryk 1983; Tordesillas and Shi 2000), numerical simulation based on the Finite 

Element Method (Foster et al. 1995; Liu and Wong 1996; Fervers 2004; Chiroux et al. 

2005), and simulation using the Discrete Element Method (Asaf et al. 2006). With the 

exception of the work by Chiroux et al. (2005), these studies considered exclusively two-

dimensional deformation, which is a potentially erroneous approximation for typical, 

narrow wheels. A detailed review of previous works dealing with soil-wheel interaction 

is given by Hambleton (2006). 

1.4. Objectives and scope 
 

The overarching purpose of this research is to formulate and experimentally 

validate mechanics-based models for the quasi-static processes involved as a wheel 
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indents and rolls over cohesive-frictional material, although components of this work are 

generalized to objects other than the wheel (e.g., wedge). It is assumed throughout that 

the wheel is rigid and has a simple right-cylindrical shape. The assumption of a rigid 

wheel is often employed in research on material-wheel interaction (cf. Bekker 1969, Mori 

and Osakada 1990, Muro and O’Brien 2004) and is valid when the material is soft 

relative to the wheel. An additional assumption introduced to balance the scope of this 

research is that no torque acts about the wheel’s axis of rotation during rolling. A torque-

free wheel is perhaps as often encountered in practice as the case of a wheel with torque 

(i.e., driving wheel) and pertains to the situation where the wheel is towed or pushed.  

The first major objective of this research is to develop a comprehensive three-

dimensional numerical model for the processes of wheel indentation and rolling on an 

elastic-perfectly plastic material. This model is subsequently utilized to understand the 

main elements of the indentation and rolling processes, especially in terms of 

dimensionless force-penetration relationships and characteristics of wheel-induced 

deformation. The numerical simulations are also used to evaluate the essential differences 

between three- and two-dimensional (plane strain) analyses. 

The second objective is to formulate approximate analytic or semi-analytic 

approaches for modeling indentation and rolling using rigid-perfectly plastic analysis. 

Such approaches not only offer an efficient alternative to numerical simulation but 

provide clear insights into the physics involved in the indention and rolling processes. A 

significant underlying objective related to analytic modeling is to demonstrate how 

solutions from conventional rigid-plastic analysis can be applied on an incremental basis 

to processes involving material-object interaction. This novel concept is used to 

formulate models for indentation of objects of arbitrary shape as well as transient wedge 

translation and wheel rolling. 

The third objective is to validate the theoretical models using fundamental small-

scale experiments. Two basic types of experiments are considered: one aimed at 

measuring the force-penetration relationship for indenting and rolling wheels and the 

second focused on measuring the displacement field within the material (i.e., kinematics). 
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The proposed theoretical models and experiments are intended to provide a firm, 

mechanics-based groundwork for predicting and optimizing vehicle performance on soils 

of arbitrary composition, predicting land damage, assessing damage mitigation methods, 

performing inverse analysis to deduce material properties from measured deformation, 

and other areas of contemporary relevance.  

1.5. Organization of the dissertation 
 

The dissertation is composed primarily of works published or submitted to peer-

reviewed journals or proceedings, as outlined below. 

 

• Chapter 2 gives an overview of the methodologies used in the dissertation, which 

include numerical simulation using the Finite Element Method (FEM), 

approximate analytic modeling based on rigid-plastic analysis, and small-scale 

experiments incorporating Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). 

 

• Chapter 3 is a published journal article (Hambleton and Drescher 2008c) 

discussing FEM simulation and an approximate analytic model for indentation of 

wheels in three- and two-dimensions. The analytic model, which is later refined in 

Chapter 5, is based on replacing material displaced by the wheel with surcharge 

and disregarding the effect of displaced material on contact area. The theoretical 

models are validated with data from small-scale experiments. 

 

• Chapter 4 is a published conference paper (Hambleton and Drescher 2009b) that 

utilizes the FEM simulations and analytic models developed in Chapter 3 to 

assess the asymptotic behaviors associated with the aspect ratio of the wheel 

going to zero (thin wheel) and infinity (wide wheel). It is shown that both thin and 

wide wheels can be analyzed using plane strain and that localization of the 

deformation occurs in both extremes. 
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• Chapter 5 is a journal paper under review (Hambleton and Drescher 2010) that 

focuses on precise analytic modeling of indentation by considering evolution of 

the material displaced by the indenter. The plane-strain analytic model is 

formulated for blunt objects of arbitrary shape, with the particular geometries of 

the cylinder and wedge examined in detail. 

 

• Chapter 6 is a published journal paper (Hambleton and Drescher 2009a) 

presenting FEM simulations and approximate analytic models for a rolling wheel, 

as well as results of small-scale experiments. The analysis and experiments 

concentrate on steady state and relatively narrow (three-dimensional) wheels. 

 

• Chapter 7 is a published journal paper (Hambleton and Drescher 2009c) that 

examines essential differences between three- and two-dimensional modeling of a 

rolling wheel on cohesive material. The complete transient and steady-state 

rolling process, beginning with indentation, is investigated in detail. 

 

• Chapter 8 is as yet unpublished material presenting analytic, or semi-analytic, 

models of complete wedge translation and wheel (cylinder) rolling processes 

consisting of indentation, transient translation/rolling, and steady-state 

translation/rolling. As in Chapter 5, the models rigorously, albeit approximately, 

account for evolution of the lip of material displaced by the wedge/cylinder. 

 

The reader should be alerted to variations in notation between the chapters, an example 

being that penetration is denoted s and referred to as “sinkage” in Chapters 3 and 6. 

These variations appear as a result of the differing terminology used in the journal in 

which the articles appear. A comprehensive glossary of symbols is provided in the 

introductory material of the dissertation. 
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Chapter 2 
 
 

Methodology 
 
 
 
This chapter discusses the methods used throughout the dissertation to study processes 

involved in material-wheel interaction or, more generally, material-object interaction. 

Introductory remarks are given here, and specifics are addressed in the individual 

chapters that follow. In total, three approaches were used to theoretically and 

experimentally investigate quasi-static indentation and rolling processes: (1) 

comprehensive three- and two-dimensional numerical simulation using the Finite 

Element Method, (2) approximate analytic modeling based on rigid-plastic analysis, (3) 

fundamental small-scale experiments conducted in the laboratory. After introducing the 

fundamental constitutive law assumed for the material in Section 2.1, these three 

approaches are discussed in turn in Sections 2.2-2.4. 

 

2.1. Cohesive-frictional materials 
 

Despite the abundance and variety of constitutive laws available for modeling 

plastic deformation, materials are commonly classified as being cohesive, frictional, or 

generally cohesive-frictional. This conventional understanding is nowhere better 

illustrated than in the title of a leading journal in geomechanics: Mechanics of Cohesive-

Frictional Materials. Cohesive materials are characterized by some type of bonding 

between particles (e.g., clays and metals), and their plastic response is therefore relatively 
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unaffected by changes in pressure. In contrast, frictional materials derive strength from 

contact interactions between separate particles or grains (e.g., sand), such that the stress 

required to cause yielding at a material point depends crucially on the pressure. 

In the dissertation, the material is considered generally cohesive-frictional and 

described by an elastic-perfectly plastic or rigid-perfectly plastic (continuum-based) 

model. Accordingly, plastic deformation is prescribed according to the classical flow 

theory of plasticity (Hill 1950), where plastic deformation is governed by a yield 

condition (written as F = 0) and a corresponding flow potential. One of the earliest and 

most well-known yield conditions for cohesive-frictional materials, which also forms the 

basis for most analyses presented in this research, is the Mohr-Coulomb condition: 

 

2 1
3 1sec sin tan cos tan

3 3 3 3
F J I cπ πφ ξ φ ξ φ

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= − − − + −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

 (2.1) 

 
In (2.1), 0φ ≥  and 0c ≥  are the angle of internal friction and cohesion, respectively, and 

the stress invariants I1, J2, J3, and ξ are given by 
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In (2.2)-(2.5), σi (i = 1, 2, 3) are principal stresses, where compressive stress is defined as 

positive. 

If the yield function F and flow potential G are identical (G = F), plastic flow is 

said to be associated, but flow may in general be non-associated (G ≠ F), especially for 
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soils (cf. Vermeer and de Borst 1984). It is therefore assumed that plastic strains are 

given by a non-associated flow rule 

 

2 1
3 1sec sin tan cos tan

3 3 3 3
G J Iπ πψ ξ ψ ξ ψ

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= − − − +⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

 (2.6) 

 
where ψ is the dilation angle with 0 ψ φ≤ ≤ . Plastic principal strain increments p

iεΔ  (i = 

1,2,3) are calculated from the flow potential as 

 
p

i
i

Gε χ
σ

∂
Δ =

∂
  (2.7) 

 
In (2.7), χ  is the so-called plastic multiplier determined through subsequent analysis 

(Chen 1975). 

 

2.2. FEM simulation 
 

Numerical simulations based on the Finite Element Method (FEM) were 

developed through an extension of simulations used previously to investigate indentation 

and rolling on purely cohesive material (Hambleton 2006). These were performed using 

the FEM-based software ABAQUS/Explicit, which enables rigorous analysis of the 

indentation and rolling processes by treating the rigid wheel and deformable bed of 

material as bodies in contact. Using this code, it was possible to simulate a complete 

quasi-static rolling process beginning with indentation and ending, if admissible, with 

steady rolling. Furthermore, the software includes an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian 

(ALE) remeshing option enabling an accurate solution even in the presence of the large, 

plastic deformation that is of central interest. An example of the deformed configuration 

at the end of an indentation and rolling process is shown in Fig. 2.1. Two-dimensional 

(plane-strain) simulations were performed in essentially the same fashion as the three-

dimensional simulations by eliminating the dimension normal to the plane of the wheel 

and discretizing the material domain using quadrilateral plane-strain elements. 
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In FEM simulations, the material is elastic-perfectly plastic, where elastic 

parameters are Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν (linear elasticity). Since 

ABAQUS/Explicit does not include the Mohr-Coulomb material model, an extended 

version of the Drucker-Prager model (ABAQUS 2006) was utilized, which can provide a 

close match to the Mohr-Coulomb yield condition. This yield condition, 0DPF = , may be 

expressed as 

 

3
2 13/ 2

2

3 1 3 3 1 11 1 tan
2 2 3DP DP DP

JF J I c
K K J

φ
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞= + + − − −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
 (2.8) 

 
In (2.8), 0DPφ ≥ and 0DPc ≥  are the Drucker-Prager angle of internal friction and 

cohesion, respectively, and K is the ratio of the yield stresses in triaxial extension and 

compression. With K = 1, the original Drucker-Prager yield condition is recovered, and 

with 0DPφ = , Eq. (2.8) reduces to the classical von Mises yield condition. The flow 

potential corresponding to (2.8) is 
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ψ
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where DPψ  is the Drucker-Prager dilation angle, with 0 DP DPψ φ≤ ≤ . 

 With a general three-dimensional state of stress, it is possible to match the 

extended Drucker-Prager yield condition (2.8) to the Mohr-Coulomb yield condition 

along the triaxial compression and extension meridians  by choosing DPφ , DPc , and K as 
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Figure 2.1. Deformed configuration at the end of simulation involving indentation on a 
region of strong material (left-hand side of (b)) and rolling over relatively weak cohesive 

material (contours show octahedral shear stress). 

plane of symmetry 
(wheel midplane) 

(b) 

(a) 
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An exact match in triaxial compression and extension is possible only if φ < 22º, but the 

two yield criteria agree reasonably well even for φ > 22º, which is commonly the case for 

granular materials. 

 For plane strain, it is possible to select parameters for the Drucker-Prager yield 

condition such there is exact agreement with the Mohr-Coulomb yield condition 

regardless of the value of φ. The yield conditions (2.1) and (2.8) are identical in plane 

strain with K = 1 provided the following are satisfied: 

 

( )2tan 3 9 tan
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9 tan tan
DP DP

DP DP

φ ψ
φ

φ ψ

−
=
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  (2.13) 
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While it is possible to match the Drucker-Prager and Mohr-Coulomb yield 

conditions using (2.10)-(2.12) or (2.13)-(2.14), it should be noted that the corresponding 

non-associated plastic potentials will in general be somewhat different, with the 

discrepancy becoming larger for increasing φ. However, this difference is not expected to 

play a significant role with respect to the overall deformation predicted in simulations. 

Throughout the dissertation, numerical results are presented in terms of φ and c, which 

are related to the parameters selected in the FEM simulations using (2.10)-(2.12) or 

(2.13)-(2.14). 

FEM simulations were mostly conducted for wheel indentation and rolling 

processes. Detailed discussions of the simulation procedures and results permeate every 

chapter of the dissertation and are therefore not repeated here. As discussed in Chapters 5 

and 8, simulations of wedge indentation and translation (plane strain) were also 

performed to provide data for comparison with analytic or semi-analytic predictions, and 

these simulations were performed using procedures similar to those for wheel indentation 

and rolling. 
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2.3. Approximate analytic modeling 
 

In earlier works (Hambleton 2006, Hambleton and Drescher 2007), it was shown 

that indentation and steady rolling processes on cohesive material are amenable to 

simplified analysis using concepts from the theory of rigid-plastic materials. In particular, 

it was found that indentation can be treated as a sequence of yielding states, where each 

yielding state can be approximated reasonably well by the one induced by a flat punch 

with the same contact area as the material-wheel contact area. Solutions for the punch 

problem were thus utilized to construct analytic force-penetration relationships for wheel 

indentation. Similarly, an analytic approach was developed for steady-state rolling of a 

wheel by considering the steady yielding state in the material as analogous to the problem 

of limit load on a flat punch with inclined loading. 

In Chapters 3 and 6, the approximate analytic approach proposed previously 

(Hambleton 2006, Hambleton and Drescher 2007) is extended to cohesive-frictional 

materials. In Chapters 5 and 8, the analytic approach is significantly enhanced by 

incorporating kinematics from solutions to the punch problem, which enables 

consideration for the evolution of material boundaries. Chapters 5 and 8 also discuss 

novel analytic or semi-analytic solutions obtained for wedge indentation and translation. 

2.4. Small-scale experiments 
 

Two types of small-scale indentation and rolling tests were conducted in the 

laboratory to generate data for comparison with the numerical and analytic predictions. 

The first type aimed at measuring the force-penetration relationship for indenting and 

rolling wheels on purely frictional material (dry sand). The second type focused on 

measuring the incremental displacement field at the wheel midplane in purely frictional 

material using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV).  

The experiments performed to quantity the force-penetration relationship for 

indenting and rolling wheels were very similar to the experiments conducted previously 

on saturated clay (Hambleton 2006). In fact, Chapters 3 and 6 combine new data obtained 

for dry sand with the previous data for clay. In these experiments, the vertical force W 
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developing on wheels indented into a prepared bed of dense, well-graded sand 

(Przeslawski 2004), or rolling over the bed at prescribed penetration, was measured using 

a load cell. Friction angle φ of the material was determined through a series of triaxial 

compression tests (Figs. 2.2 and 2.3), where the material was compacted to the same 

density as in the indentation or rolling tests (1770 kg/m3). It can be seen from Fig. 2.3 

that the true failure envelope for the material is somewhat nonlinear, with the best-fit 

envelope (φ = 42º) giving some apparent cohesion. Additional details regarding 

procedural aspects and results of the force-penetration experiments can be found in 

Chapters 3 and 6 (Appendices A and D). 

Measurements of the incremental displacement field in granular material were 

obtained by placing a half-wheel flush with the transparent wall of an apparatus filled 

with crushed walnut shells (Fig. 2.4). The displacement field viewed with this apparatus, 

interpreted as being close to the one present at midplane of a fully three-dimensional 

configuration, was digitally photographed and analyzed using PIV (White et al. 2003). 

Details concerning the experiments involving PIV are in Chapters 3 and 6 (Appendices A 

and D). 
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Figure 2.2. Deviatoric stress versus axial strain from triaxial compression tests on sand 
used in force-penetration experiments 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2.3. Mohr’s plot (shear stress σt versus normal stress σn) for sand used in force-
penetration experiments 
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Figure 2.4. Apparatus used to infer incremental displacement field at wheel midplane for 
a wheel with diameter of 100 mm 
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Chapter 3 
 
 

Wheel Indentation 
 
 
 
 This chapter presents theoretical models and experimental results exclusively for 

indentation of a wheel or cylinder. Results of a large number of FEM simulations are 

presented through dimensionless force-penetration relationships, from which the effects 

of material strength parameters (φ and c), dilation angle (ψ), and aspect ratio of the wheel 

are assessed. Force-penetration relationships derived using the approximate analytic 

approach, which accounts for three-dimensional effects but not dilatancy, are also 

presented and compared with those from FEM simulation. Finally, force-penetration data 

and measured fields of the incremental displacements at the wheel midplane are 

compared with the theoretical predictions. The body of this chapter is furnished in the 

published journal paper provided in Appendix A (Hambleton and Drescher 2008c). 

 FEM simulations utilizing the fundamental elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive 

law (Section 2.2) provide satisfactory agreement with experimental results, especially if 

dilation angle is taken to be small. Simulations with varying ψ show that dilatancy has a 

strong influence on the predicted force-penetration relationships with φ > 0, since the 

large volume of material displaced during the indentation process greatly increases the 

area of contact. Agreement between the approximate analytic approach and the FEM 

simulations varies with respect to frictional angle φ and aspect ratio of the wheel, but 

overall the predictions are similar. 
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The theoretical models indicate that three-dimensional effects can be significant 

for predominantly frictional materials (e.g., sands) but not for cohesive materials (e.g., 

clays, metals). Also, the experiments involving PIV reveal that localized deformation 

(i.e., shear band formation) is suppressed with a typical (narrow) wheel, for which the 

deformation is quintessentially three-dimensional. For a cylinder (plane strain), 

localization is detected as a strong discontinuity in displacement bounding the deforming 

region of material beneath the cylinder. 
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Chapter 4 
 
 

Asymptotics in Wheel Indentation 
 
 
 

In this chapter, FEM simulations and the approximate analytic approach from 

Chapter 3 are used to investigate in detail the asymptotic behaviors associated with the 

aspect ratio of the wheel going to zero (narrow wheel) and infinity (wide wheel). Details 

are discussed in the proceedings publication given in Appendix B (Hambleton and 

Drescher 2009b). It is demonstrated for indentation of both narrow and wide wheels that 

a state of plane strain exists and, furthermore, that localization of the deformation occurs 

in both extremes. As in Chapter 3, the presence of localization is attributed to the 

existence of planar modes of deformation, whereas intrinsically three-dimensional (non-

planar) deformation for intermediate wheel aspect ratios suppresses strong discontinuities 

in displacement in much the same way as in axisymmetry (Cox et al. 1961). 

It is not surprising that a state of plane strain exists for a wide wheel, where the 

dimension along the width of the wheel is eliminated in the two-dimensional 

approximation. Indeed, most previous models for soil-wheel interaction implicitly 

assume plane strain (e.g., Bekker 1969, Karafiath and Nowatzki 1978, Liu and Wong 

1996). The occurrence of plane strain for a narrow wheel, however, appears to have never 

before been recognized. For a narrow wheel, material displaces overwhelmingly to the 

sides of the wheel, and the problem therefore resembles plane-strain indentation of a flat 

punch. Consequently, displaced material has a negligible effect on indentation of a 

narrow wheel, which contrasts the potentially significant role that displaced material 
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plays for a wide wheel (Chapter 3). Other differences between the narrow wheel and the 

wide are discussed in detail in Appendix B, where scaling of the two cases with respect to 

the fundamental punch solution is also presented. 
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Chapter 5 
 
 

Analytic Modeling of Indentation with Evolving 
Boundary 
 
 

The analytic approach presented in this chapter, as in Chapter 3, is premised on 

treating indentation as a sequence of incipient plastic flow problems (i.e., yielding states) 

bearing similarity to the one beneath a flat, rigid punch. The major improvement made in 

the model formulated in this chapter is that the location of the material boundary is 

determined as part of the solution procedure. In particular, the velocity field for the punch 

problem is used to ascertain conditions governing evolution of the material boundary 

within an increment of deformation, and this yields a coupled system of nonlinear 

algebraic and differential equations describing the complete indentation process. The 

plane-strain analysis accommodates blunt indenters of arbitrary shape, although only the 

cylinder and wedge are studied in detail. Very good agreement with results from FEM 

simulation is found. The complete work is a journal paper under review, given in 

Appendix C (Hambleton and Drescher 2010). 

The approach discussed in this chapter not only provides force-penetration 

relationships for indentation problems which have remained unsolved (e.g., cylinder 

indentation and indentation of ponderable material), but it also provides explicit 

expressions for indentation force that were never before obtained even for well-studied 

indentation processes (e.g., wedge and weightless material). The model readily captures 

the effect that displaced material has on evolution of contact and the resulting force-
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penetration relationship. As observed in previous chapters, displaced material has an 

especially profound effect on the force-penetration relationship for dilatant material, 

although it also plays a role for incompressible material. 
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Chapter 6 
 
 

Steady-State Rolling of a Wheel 
 
 
 

This chapter is concerned with modeling a rolling wheel in three dimensions, 

primarily under steady-state conditions. FEM simulations of the rolling process were 

conducted to investigate the effects of material strength (φ and c) on the relationship 

between dimensionless force and steady-state penetration for non-dilatant materials (ψ = 

0). Also, an approximate analytic approach similar to the one presented in Chapter 3, 

which accounts for three-dimensionality and inclination of the resultant force on the 

wheel, is presented. Essential differences between indentation and steady-state rolling 

processes are also noted. Predictions are compared with data from the two types of small-

scale experiments described in Section 2.4, and favorable agreement is found. A thorough 

discussion with additional details is provided in the published journal paper in Appendix 

D (Hambleton and Drescher 2009a). 

The three-dimensional FEM simulations of a rolling wheel on cohesive-frictional 

material enabled fundamental conclusions to be drawn about the three-dimensional flow 

around a rotating wheel, as well as the dimensionless force-penetration relationships. 

Difficulties were encountered, however, when attempting to model purely frictional 

material (c = 0). Namely, considerable cohesion was needed for stability in simulating the 

rolling process. The approximate analytic approach on the other hand provides 

predictions for purely frictional materials as readily as for purely cohesive materials. The 
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FEM simulations and analytic approach predict similar trends overall and display 

reasonable quantitative agreement. 

In spite of the large cohesion necessary to achieve stability in the FEM 

simulations on frictional material, the field of incremental displacements measured using 

PIV is reproduced reasonably by FEM simulation. This agrees with observations from 

analysis of other problems in geomechanics (foundations, retaining walls, etc.) indicating 

that cohesion does not significantly affect kinematics of failure. It is likely, therefore, that 

introducing artificial cohesion only has a substantial influence on the force-penetration 

relationship. One implication of this finding is that the force-penetration relationship for 

purely frictional material might be determined by running multiple simulations with 

decreasing c and then extrapolating to infer results for c = 0. As in indentation, both FEM 

simulations and experiments indicate that localization does not occur within the 

inherently three-dimensional field of deformation induced by a relatively narrow wheel. 
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Chapter 7 
 
 

Comparison of Three- and Two-dimensional Models of 
Rolling Wheel 
 
 
 

In this chapter, three- and two-dimensional FEM simulations of the complete 

transient and steady-state rolling process are conducted, considering only purely cohesive 

material (φ = 0). Based on these simulations, it is shown that wheel penetration predicted 

from three- and two-dimensional is dramatically different for a thin wheel, whereas 

horizontal (drag) force on the wheel is characteristically similar. This arises because 

material incompressibility imposes that the wheel (cylinder) travels at the material 

surface in plane strain. In the three-dimensional process, material flow to the sides of the 

wheel allows significant penetration under steady-state conditions. A complete discussion 

of the modeling and results is in the published journal paper in Appendix E (Hambleton 

and Drescher 2009c). 

By simulating the complete transient and steady-state rolling regimes beginning 

from indentation, it becomes apparent how the standing wave, or bow wave, traveling 

ahead of a rolling cylinder is formed in plane strain, where the existence of a standing 

wave was postulated in previous works dealing with steady state (e.g., Collins 1972, 

1978). In the indentation and translation phases, a sizeable lip of material is generated as 

the cylinder penetrates into the material, and at some point, the evolving bow wave grows 

sufficiently large as to begin forcing the cylinder to climb (dδ/du < 0) back to the material 
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surface. In fact, the cylinder at some point during the transient phase travels above the 

original material surface (δ < 0) before finally reaching steady state corresponding to 

small (elastic) penetration. As larger weight is applied to the wheel, the maximum 

penetration reached in the transient regime increases, and the bow wave in steady state 

increases in size. Differences between three- and two-dimensional rolling processes in 

terms of contact length and contact stresses in steady state are discussed in detail in 

Appendix E. 
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Chapter 8 
 
 

Modeling Transient Processes with Evolving Boundary 
 
 
 

8.1 Introduction 
 

In Chapter 1, three distinct phases of a process involving material-object 

interaction were described: the indentation phase, the transient regime, and the steady-

state regime. In previous chapters, an approximate analytic model was developed for 

normal indentation of wheels and other objects (Chapters 3 and 5), as well as for steady-

state rolling of a wheel or cylinder (Chapter 6). These approximate models were 

developed by treating the process as a sequence of incipient plastic flow problems. In this 

chapter, it is shown that transient processes involving an evolving boundary that is 

unknown beforehand can also be modeled incrementally as a sequence of incipient flow 

problems. Ultimately, the model is validated against results of FEM simulation. 

While the incremental approach presented in this chapter can in principle be 

applied to a variety of object types, materials, and operating conditions, it is unknown 

whether such problems can be effectively synthesized in a single mathematical 

framework as was done in Chapter 5 for indentation of blunt objects. For this reason, 

only two specific examples are considered: (1) translation of a smooth, blunt wedge and 

(2) rolling of a torque-free, rough cylinder. A smooth wedge, rather than a rough wedge, 

is considered due to essential similarity of the underlying incipient flow problem to the 
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one used for a rolling cylinder. The first example, while a fundamental problem with 

applications in its own right, is therefore largely preparatory for the second example. 

Rigid-plastic solutions for steady-state wedge translation and cylinder rolling can 

be found in the literature, although no previous attempts to model the transient regime 

appear to have been made in either case. Attention is restricted to cohesive (φ = 0), rigid-

plastic material for which incompressibility holds, however extending the approach to 

dilatant cohesive-frictional materials (φ > 0, ψ ≥ 0) as in Chapter 5 also appears to be 

possible. The problems are modeled as two-dimensional (plane strain), and the material is 

taken to be weightless and homogenous. 

In both wedge translation and wheel rolling, a complete indentation or rolling 

process beginning with normal indentation is considered. It is assumed that the process is 

weight-controlled, such that vertical component of force W remains fixed from the end of 

the indentation phase. The transient regime therefore begins from a state of initial 

penetration modeled as in Chapter 5. The independent, or controlled, variable throughout 

the process is the translational displacement of the wedge or cylinder, denoted u. 

 

8.2 Translation of blunt, smooth wedge 

 

 Steady-state translation of a blunt wedge across a rigid-plastic surface was first 

considered by Challen and Oxley (1979) in the context of tribology. In this work, the 

translating wedge solution was proposed as a means to understand the role of asperities in 

the frictional interaction of surfaces, and it has been utilized in numerous works to follow 

(e.g., Challen et al. 1984, Black et al. 1988, Kopalinsky 1992, Bressan and Williams 

2009). Understanding the problem involving a smooth (frictionless) wedge is central in 

determining the net frictional behavior of lubricated surfaces with contacting asperities 

(Challen and Oxley 1979). 

 Figure 8.1 shows the phases of wedge translation. After indentation (Fig. 8.1a), an 

initial phase of translation commences (Fig. 8.1b) in which translational displacement u 

increases but the rear flank of the wedge remains in contact with the material. This initial 
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phase of translation resembles oblique wedge indentation (Petryk 1980). At some value 

of u, the rear flank separates from the material, and from this point on to an advanced 

stage of translation (Fig. 8.1c), material contacts the wedge only on the front flank. It is 

assumed that the boundary of the lip formed in front of the wedge is a straight line 

segment, with lip angle β and lip height l measured as the vertical distance between the 

point of contact with the wedge and the undisturbed surface (Fig. 8.1). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8.1. Phases of complete wedge translation process: (a) indentation; (b) initial 
translation following indentation; (c) advanced stage of translation 
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For indentation, stresses and velocities within the material are evaluated using the 

method of characteristics as shown in Fig. 8.1, where such a mechanism was first 

considered by Hill et al. (1947). A feature of the deforming region in indentation is that 

the length of the lip (segment BC in Fig. 8.1a) is equal to the inclined length of contact on 

either wedge flank (segment AB). This length, denoted h , is given as 

 
( )csch l δ α= +   (8.1) 

 
where α is the angle formed between the wedge flank and the horizontal. The tangential 

component of traction along the wedge flank is zero since the wedge is frictionless, and 

the uniform normal component q  (Fig. 8.1a) is given by 

 
( )2 2 2q c π α β= + − −  (8.2) 

 
As in Chapter 5, angle β is assumed to be small from the outset (cosβ ≈ 1, sinβ ≈ β), so 

that β is evaluated from 

 

( )
sinl l
lh

αβ
δ

= =
+

 (8.3) 

 
Hill et al. (1947) obtained expressions that give penetration as an implicit function of 

indentation force, but using the approach considered in Chapter 5 (Appendix C) with 

appropriate parameters (λ = 1/(2cosα) and κ = cosα), the following explicit expressions 

can be derived: 

 

( )( )0 2

1 cos
2 cot 2 2 1 2cos 2cos
W

c
αδ

α π α α α
+

=
⎡ ⎤+ − + −⎣ ⎦

 (8.4) 

 

0 0
cos

cos 1
l α δ

α
=

+
 (8.5) 

 

In (8.4) and (8.5), subscript “0” is used to indicate that these are initial conditions at the 

start of wedge translation. 
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 After indentation, the mechanism of material failure becomes non-symmetric. The 

key assumption now introduced, on which the entire incremental approach rests, is that 

the same mechanism from indentation remains at the front wedge flank as the wedge 

begins to translate, as shown in Fig. 8.1b,c. That is, no deformation occurs a the rear 

wedge flank, and the mechanism at the front flank, with the length of the lip always equal 

to h , will change in terms of its size and central angle according to the variation in δ and 

l. The initial and advanced stages of translation (Figs. 8.1b and 8.1c, respectively) are 

discussed separately in the sections that follow. An essential part of both stages, however, 

is the incremental balance of mass discussed in the next section. 

 

8.2.1 Mass balance for translating wedge 

 

 Due to incompressibility of the material (φ = 0), mass balance is equivalent 

volume balance, and the incremental volume (area) of material displaced by the indenter, 

dVd, must always equal the incremental volume change in the lip, dVl. Referring to Fig. 

8.2, dVd is the sum of areas ABGF, BCDG, FGE, and GDE: 

 
21 1cot cot

2 2ddV du d dud dδ δ α δ δ α δ= + + +  (8.6) 

 
The last two terms in (8.6) are higher order and ultimately can be neglected. This implies 

that the incremental volume displaced by the wedge is calculated simply by adding two 

terms: (1) one term relating to the increment in penetration dδ, calculated as the length 

over which the wedge intersects the undisturbed surface (segment AB in Fig. 8.2) 

multiplied by the increment in penetration dδ; and (2) another term relating to an 

increment of translation du, given by δdu. Such a result is applicable to other objects as 

well, where only the expression for the length of contact with the undisturbed surface 

changes with object geometry. 

 The incremental volume change in the lip can be conveniently calculated as 
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Figure 8.2. Increment of deformation during translation of a blunt wedge in cohesive 
material 

 

 

l l
l

V VdV d dl
l

δ
δ

∂ ∂
= +

∂ ∂
  (8.7) 

 

where the total volume in the lip Vl is given by 

 

( ) ( )1 1cot cos cot csc cos
2 2lV l l h l l lα β α δ α β= + = + +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  (8.8) 

 

Calculation of dVl from Eqs. (8.7) and (8.8) with cosβ ≈ 1 yields the following 
 

1 csc csc cos
2 2ldV l d l l dlδα δ α α⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (8.9) 

 
After equating (8.9) and (8.6) and dropping higher order terms, mass balance gives the 

following first-order ordinary differential equation 

 

( ) ( )2 cos 2 1 cos 2 sind dll l
du du
δδ α δ α δ α− − + + = −⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  (8.10) 

 
Eq. (8.10) applies for both the initial and advanced translation phases discussed in the 

next section. 
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8.2.2 Initial translation phase 

 

 In the phase of translation following indentation, the wedge will penetrate deeper 

into the material. This happens because the wedge moves away from the supporting 

material on the rear flank, and the loss of support from this material requires that the 

wedge penetrate deeper in order to sustain the constant applied weight W. This essential 

feature of the initial translation phase appears to hold true for objects of arbitrary shape 

under constant applied weight. 

 For the smooth wedge, it may further be argued on a physical basis that the wedge 

does not separate from material on the rear wedge flank, i.e., segment DE in Fig. 8.1b, 

during the initial translation phase. Separation cannot happen due to the fact that material 

on the front flank of the wedge will not alone sustain the applied weight. Also, it is 

claimed that material in contact with the rear wedge flank behaves as rigid (no 

deformation), with deformation happening only at the front flank (Fig. 8.1b). This is 

supported by the hypothesis of minimum effort, which indicates that a mechanism 

involving deformation of material at the rear wedge flank would be energetically less 

likely than the one-sided mechanism in Fig. 8.1b. 

According to the arguments above, the wedge’s trajectory during initial 

translation is given simply as 

  

tand
du
δ α=   (8.11) 

 
which is integrated to find 
 

0 tanuδ δ α= +   (8.12) 
 
Initial penetration δ0 in (8.12) is evaluated from Eqs. (8.4). In the initial translation phase 

where δ as a function of u is known, it is possible to use a total volume balance, Vd = Vl, 

to obtain l analytically. This solution, which also satisfies incremental mass balance (Eq. 

(8.10)), may be expressed as 
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( ) ( ){
( ) ( )( ) }

2
0 0

1/ 22
0 0

1 csc sec csc sec
2 cot csc

4 cot csc cot 2 2 tan

l u u

u u

δ α α δ α α
α α

α α δ α δ α

⎡= − − + +⎣+

⎤+ + + + ⎦

 (8.13) 

 
 The resultant force on the front wedge flank, denoted Qf and shown in Fig. 8.1b, 

acts normal to the flank and has magnitude given by fQ qh= . The resultant force on the 

rear flank, Qr, is also directed along the flank’s normal, and its magnitude may be 

determined using equilibrium in the vertical direction: 

 
( )cos sec secr fQ W Q W qhα α α= − = −   (8.14) 

 
The horizontal reaction force H acting on the wedge is 

 
( )sin 2 sin tanf rH Q Q qh Wα α α= − = −   (8.15) 

 
The initial phase proceeds until Qr in (8.14) becomes zero. At this point, the 

wedge separates from the rigid material at the rear flank and the final phase of translation 

begins. 

 

8.2.3 Advanced translation phase 

 

 In the final stage of translation, material contacts the wedge only on the front 

flank, and the condition supplementing mass balance (Eq. (8.10)) is that force on the 

front flank equilibrates the applied weight, i.e., cos cosfQ qh Wα α= = . This condition, 

when combined with (8.1)-(8.3), gives a relationship between l and δ: 

  
( )

( )
tan 2 2

2 2sin
W c

l
c

α δ π α
π α α
− + −

=
2 + − −

  (8.16) 

 
The derivative dl/du in Eq. (8.10) can therefore be determined as 
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2 2

2 2sin
dl dl d d
du d du du

δ π α δ
δ π α α

+ −
= = −

2 + − −
  (8.17) 

 
Upon combining Eqs. (8.10), (8.16), and (8.17), the following nonlinear differential 

equation is found 

 

( ) { ( )

( ) ( ) }

22 sin 2 2 2sin / 2sin 2 2

2 4 cos 4 cos sin 2 2 2sin tan

d c
du

W c c c W

δ δ α π α α α π α

δ δ α δ α α π α α α

= − + − − + −⎡⎣

× − − + + + − +⎤⎦

 (8.18) 

 
Equation (8.18) together with the initial condition δ = δ0 at u = 0, represents an initial 

boundary value problem. 

No analytic solution to Eq. (8.18) could be found, and it was therefore solved 

numerically using the Euler (forward) method. This simple numerical method, while 

displaying a slow convergence rate compared to other numerical schemes (e.g., fourth-

order Runge-Kutta), provides an accurate solution to (8.18) even with a relatively course 

discretization.  

Finally, it is noted that horizontal reaction force in the advanced stage is simply a 

constant, given as 

 
tanH W α=   (8.19) 

 
Predictions using the incremental approach are shown in the next section. 

 

8.2.4 Results for translating wedge 

 

 High fidelity numerical results obtained using the incremental approach are 

shown in Figs. 8.3-8.5 for varying wedge angles. Penetration δ, lip height l, and 

translational displacement u are normalized by initial penetration δ0 (Eq. (8.4)), and in 

terms of these dimensionless variables, the curves do not change as applied weight W and 

cohesion c are varied. It is seen in Fig. 8.3 that after reaching maximum normalized 
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penetration, which is nearly independent of wedge angle, penetration δ slowly decreases 

to zero with increasing translational displacement. Lip height l (Fig. 8.4) by contrast 

increases monotonically throughout the translation process and approaches the 

asymptotes shown as dashed lines. The horizontal reaction force H shows a disparate 

behavior from the kinematic quantities δ and l, appearing as nearly piecewise linear and 

constant in Fig. 8.5. The initial portion of these curves, however, possesses slight 

curvature. At the extremes u = 0 (indentation) and u = ∞ (steady-state rolling), quantities 

δ, l, and H agree with solutions proposed previously in the literature (Hill et al. 1947, 

Challen and Oxley 1979). 

 In Fig. 8.6 and 8.7, penetration δ and horizontal force H from the incremental 

approach are compared with results of FEM obtained in the same was as discussed in 

Chapter 7 (Appendix E). Simulation was performed by replacing the cylinder with a 

wedge with α = 10º and δ0c/W = 0.013, where the sharp apex of the wedge was rounded 

by a radius of length equal to the element length. Agreement is excellent for penetration 

δ, with some discrepancy occurring as u becomes large due to small elastic penetration of 

the wedge in the FEM simulations. Horizontal force H from the incremental approach is 

also close to that from FEM simulation, being only somewhat less in the advanced 

translation phase. 
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Figure 8.3. Normalized penetration versus normalized translational displacement for 
translation of smooth wedge 

 
 

 
 

Figure 8.4. Normalized lip height versus normalized translational displacement for 
translation of smooth wedge 
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Figure 8.5. Horizontal reaction force versus normalized translational displacement for 
translation of smooth wedge 

 
 

 
 

Figure 8.6. Comparison of penetration from incremental approach and simulation using 
FEM (α = 10º, δ0c/W = 0.013) 
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Figure 8.7. Comparison of horizontal reaction force from incremental approach and FEM 
simulation (α = 10º, δ0c/W = 0.013) 

 
 

8.3 Rolling of rough cylinder 
 

 Like the wedge, no previous works on the transient regime of cylinder rolling 

could be found in the literature, although a number of earlier studies investigate steady-

state rolling. As discussed in Chapter 7, solutions based on rigid-plastic analysis can be 

found in papers by Mandel (1967), Marshall (1968), Dagan and Tulin (1969), Segal 

(1971), Collins (1972, 1978), Petryk (1983), and Tordesillas and Shi (2000). The present 

investigation is concerned with developing a solution for the transient rolling regime for a 

rough, torque-free rolling cylinder on cohesive material. This analysis is intended to 

provide insight into the physical process, as well as generate an efficient and accurate 

alternative to the FEM simulations described in Chapter 7. 

 The rolling process beginning from indentation is shown schematically in Fig. 

8.8. The cylinder has radius r, and quantities l and β characterize the lip geometry in the 

same way as in wedge translation. It is again assumed that β is small (sinβ ≈ β, cosβ ≈ 1). 

incremental approach 

FEM 
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The normal indentation phase (Fig. 8.8a) is discussed in detail in Chapter 5, where the 

process is analyzed using the Prandtl-type field of characteristics shown in the figure as 

the region BCDEF (symmetric about BF). As with the simplified mechanism considered 

by Collins (1972) for steady-state rolling, it is considered acceptable that the cylinder lies 

partly within region ACF since this region moves as a rigid body. Using the force-

penetration formulas for a cylinder from Chapter 5, penetration δ0 and lip height l0 

resulting from indentation can be readily evaluated.  

 Like in wedge translation, the fundamental assumption now employed in 

analyzing the transient rolling regime is that a Prandtl-type mechanism similar to the one 

for indentation exists beneath the cylinder during rolling. This mechanism, shown in Fig. 

8.8b, is one-sided and differs from the one in indentation in that the central angle is less 

(i.e., KHJ KHJ∠ < ∠ ). Also, an implicit part of this mechanism is that the lip length HI 

is equal to contact length GH, denoted again by h . Contact length h  for the cylinder is 

given as  

 

2 sin
2

r fh r
ω ω+⎛ ⎞

= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

  (8.20) 

 
where rear contact angle ωr and front contact angle ωf are shown in Fig. 8.8b. Angle ωf 

can be expressed in terms of δ and l as 

 
1cos 1f

l
r

δω − +⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

  (8.21) 

 
whereas rear angle ωr is as yet undetermined. Equations (8.20) and (8.21) may be 

combined to find 

 
11 12 sin cos 1

2 2r
lh r

r
δω −⎡ + ⎤⎛ ⎞= + −⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

  (8.22) 
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Figure 8.8. Phases of complete cylinder rolling process: (a) indentation; (c) transient 
rolling regime 

 

 

 

Using the simplified Prandtl-type mechanism, the tangential component of 

tractions along GH is zero. This also satisfies the condition that torque at the cylinder’s 

axis of rotation is zero. The normal component of the uniform tractions along segment 

GH is again denoted q  and given by 

 
( )2 2f rq c π ω ω β= + − + −  (8.23) 
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where angle β may be expressed as 

 

1

sin
1 12 sin cos 1
2 2r

l l
lh r

r

β β
δω −

≈ = =
⎡ + ⎤⎛ ⎞+ −⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

 (8.24) 

 
The weight W applied to the wheel, which remains fixed throughout the rolling 

process, is related to ωf, ωr, and β through the following 

 

( )( )cos 2 2 sin sin
2 2

f r
f r f rW qh rc

ω ω π ω ω β ω ω
⎛ ⎞

= − = + − + − +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (8.25) 

 
Horizontal reaction force H varies as a function of u and can be similarly evaluated: 

 

( )( )sin 2 2 cos cos
2 2

f r
f r r fH qh rc

ω ω π ω ω β ω ω
⎛ ⎞

= − = + − + − −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (8.26) 

 
After combining (8.21), (8.24), and (8.25), the following relationship between δ, l, and ωr 

is determined 

 

1

1

1

2 cos 1
1 1sin cos 1
2 2

sin cos 1 sin

r

r

r

W l l
cr r lr

r

l
r

δπ ω
δω

δ ω

−

−

−

⎧ ⎫
⎪ ⎪+⎪ ⎪⎛ ⎞= + − − + −⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟ ⎡ + ⎤⎛ ⎞⎝ ⎠⎪ ⎪+ −⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
⎡ ⎤⎛ + ⎞⎛ ⎞× − +⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

 (8.27) 

 
 In the next section, the value of angle ωr is assessed by examining the kinematics 

involved in the rolling process. 
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Figure 8.9. Kinematics for initial phase of rolling 

 

 

8.3.1 Kinematics for rolling cylinder 
 
 In the wedge translation example considered in Section 8.2, it was seen that there 

existed an initial translation phase where material was in contact with the rear flank of the 

wedge. For a rolling cylinder, material also contacts along the rear of the cylinder during 

the initial rolling phase, and this is manifested through the rear contact angle, ωr > 0.  

 Figure 8.9 shows schematically an increment of deformation for a rolling 

cylinder. At the beginning of the increment, the cylinder is positioned as shown by the 

dashed lines, and at the end of the increment the cylinder has moved downward by an 

increment in penetration, dδ, and to the right by an increment in translational 

displacement, du. It is observed that as the cylinder undergoes this motion the cylinder is 

in contact with material only along the arc CD, having separated from the material along 

the arc ED. The angle ωr is therefore given as DBC∠ . 

Fig. 8.9 shows that ωr is geometrically related to du and dδ. Angle ABD∠  is 

denoted ωo and evaluated as 
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22 2
1 1 1cos cos cos 1

2 2 2o
AB du d du d

r r r du
δ δω − − −

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ + ⎛ ⎞⎢ ⎥= = = +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎣ ⎦
 (8.28) 

 

Clearly, Eq. (8.28) is simplified considerably by assuming that dδ/du is small, such that 

the square-root term is close to unity. Also, du is much smaller than r, and eliminating the 

trigonometric function via a Taylor expansion gives the following 

 
1cos

2 2 2o
du du

r r
πω − ⎡ ⎤≈ ≈ −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

  (8.29) 

 
With reference to Fig. 8.9, ωr can now be computed as 
 

1 1tan tan
2 2r o

d du d
du r du

π δ δω ω − −⎛ ⎞= − + = +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

  (8.30) 

 
With dδ/du taken as small, a Taylor expansion can again be applied to find 
 

2r
du d

r du
δω ≈ +   (8.31) 

 
Finally, it is recognized that the quantity du/(2r) in (8.31) is a higher order term than 

dδ/du, and dropping this term gives the expression 

 

r
d
du
δω =   (8.32) 

 
Relation (8.32) plays a central role in the transient rolling process and holds at all 

instances during the rolling process, even those in which dδ/du < 0 (i.e., climbing 

cylinder). 

 

8.3.2 Mass balance for cylinder 

 

The incremental balance of mass for the cylinder is analogous to that for wedge 

indentation. Again, mass balance and volume (area) balance are equivalent due to 
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incompressibility of the material, and the volume of material displaced by the cylinder in 

an increment of deformation, dVd, is equal to the volume change in the lip, dVl. The 

incremental volume displaced can be calculated as 

 
22 sind rdV du r r dδ δ δ ω δ⎡ ⎤= + − +⎣ ⎦   (8.33) 

 
where higher-order terms have been neglected. 

Total volume of material in the lip, Vl, can be evaluated as follows 
 

( ) ( ) ( )

( )

2 2 1 1

2 1

1 12 cos 1 cos 1
2 2

1 1 12 sin cos 1
2 2 2

l

r

lV l r r l l r
r r

lr r lr
r

δ δδ δ δ

δδ δ δ ω

− −

−

⎡ + ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + − + − + + − − −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
⎡ + ⎤⎛ ⎞− − − + + −⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

 (8.34) 

 
The change in volume of the lip during an increment is therefore 
 

l l
l

V VdV d dl
l

δ
δ

∂ ∂
= +

∂ ∂
  (8.35) 

 
where 
 

( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

2 2 2
2

2 2

2
2

2

1

2

1 22
2 2 2

2
2

1 1cos cos 1
2 22

l

r

rV l rr
r r l l

rr l l
r

lr l
rr l l

δ δ δδ δ
δ δ δ δ δ

δ δ
δ δ

δω
δ δ

−

⎧ −∂ + −⎪= − + − −⎨∂ −⎪ + − +⎩

− + − + +
−

⎫⎡ + ⎤⎪⎛ ⎞+ + − ⎬⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦⎪+ − + ⎭

 (8.36) 
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( ) ( )

( )( )
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2 1

1

1 2
4 2

12 2 sin cos 1
2

1cos cos 1
22

l

r

r

V l r
l r l l

lr l l r
r

lr l
rl r l

δ δ

δ δ

δδ δ ω

δω
δ δ

−

−

⎧∂ + −⎪= −⎨∂ ⎪ + − +⎩
⎡ + ⎤⎛ ⎞+ + − + + + −⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

⎫⎡ + ⎤⎪⎛ ⎞+ + − ⎬⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠+ − − ⎣ ⎦⎪⎭

 (8.37) 

 
By equating dVd from (8.33) to dVl from (8.35), the following differential 

equation resulting from incremental mass balance is found 

 
22 sinl l

r
V Vd dlr r

du l du
δδ δ ω δ

δ
∂ ∂⎡ ⎤− − − + =⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎣ ⎦

 (8.38) 

 
where /lV δ∂ ∂  and /lV l∂ ∂  are given by (8.36) and (8.37). 

 

Mass balance for δ < 0 

 

 The possibility that penetration δ becomes negative, i.e., the cylinder climbs 

above ground level, is not obvious from the outset, but allowing δ < 0 is an essential part 

of the incremental model. With δ < 0, the incremental volume changes dVd and dVl must 

be computed differently than in Eqs. (8.33)-(8.38). 

The configuration corresponding to δ < 0 is shown schematically in Fig. 8.10. In 

this case, the lip of material extends below the cylinder (region ABCD), and its volume 

may be computed as  
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Figure 8.10. Rolling cylinder with δ < 0 
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 (8.39) 

 
Relation (8.35) still applies, and the change in volume of the lip in an increment of 

deformation is therefore ascertained by differentiating (8.39) with respect to δ and l. 

 With δ < 0, the volume of material displaced by the cylinder is in fact negative 

and given simply by 

 

ldV duδ=  (8.40)  

 
Combining (8.35) and (8.40), the final differential form of mass balance for the case δ < 

0 may be written 

 
l lV Vd dl

du l du
δ δ

δ
∂ ∂
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Derivatives /lV δ∂ ∂  and /lV l∂ ∂  in (8.41) are evaluated from (8.39) and take a 

complicated form similar to (8.36) and (8.37). 

 

8.3.3 Numerical solution 

 

 Eqs. (8.27), (8.32), and (8.38) (or (8.41) with δ < 0) represent a highly nonlinear 

initial value problem with initial conditions δ = δ0 and l = l0 at u = 0. The following 

combined iterative and finite differencing scheme was employed to solve this system of 

equations.  

 

1. Given values δj and lj corresponding to the beginning of a finite difference step, 

ωr,j = (dδ/du)j is calculated from Eq. (8.27) using Newton’s Method. 

2. If δj > 0, (dl/du)j is computed from Eq. (8.38) using values of δ and l at the 

beginning of the finite difference step (δj and lj) and (dδ/du)j = ωr,j. If δj < 0, the 

same operations are performed but with (8.41) in place of (8.38). 

3. Values δj+1, lj+1 are evaluated using the standard Euler (forward) method with 

specified step size Δu: 1j j
j

du
du
δδ δ+

⎛ ⎞= + Δ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 , 1j j
j

dll l u
du+

⎛ ⎞= + Δ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

. 

 

The above numerical scheme was found to be robust, and it yielded reasonable 

results even for a relatively large step size Δu. All numerical results shown in the next 

section have accuracy such that errors are orders of magnitude less than the range of the 

plot, as determined through a convergence study. 
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8.3.4 Results for rolling cylinder 

 

 Numerical results obtained using the incremental approach are plotted in Figs. 

8.11-8.14. From Fig. 8.11, it can be seen that the approach captures the behavior 

predicted in Chapter 7 using FEM simulation very well (see Fig. 6 in Appendix E). 

Namely, the cylinder initially penetrates deeper into the material than in the indentation 

phase, and after reaching maximum penetration, the cylinder climbs to the surface. As in 

Fig. 6 in Appendix E, the cylinder is above ground level (δ < 0) over a range of u, and as 

a consequence of incompressibility, penetration tends towards zero as u becomes large. 

When weight on the cylinder is increased, the maximum penetration increases, as does 

the height to which the wheel climbs above ground level. Above a critical value of 

applied force, determined as W/cr ≈ 2.73, the wheel buries itself (e.g., W/cr = 2.8 in Fig. 

8.11). It is also seen that dδ/du is always very small, providing an a posteriori validation 

of the assumption used in deriving (8.32). 

 

 
 

Figure 8.11. Normalized penetration versus normalized horizontal displacement for 
rolling cylinder 
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Figure 8.12. Normalized lip height versus normalized horizontal displacement for rolling 

cylinder 
 
 

 
Figure 8.13. Normalized horizontal force versus normalized horizontal displacement for 

rolling cylinder 
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Figure 8.14. Angle ωr versus normalized horizontal cylinder displacement for rolling 

cylinder 
 
 

Normalized lip height l (Fig. 8.12) and normalized horizontal force H (Fig. 8.13) 

increase with increasing W and tend toward values consistent with the mechanism by 

Collins (1972) as u becomes large. Unlike the translating wedge, l and H are not 

monotonic functions of u, with maximum values attained at limited values of horizontal 

displacement. Like penetration, angle ωr (Fig. 8.14) also exhibits oscillations but tends 

towards zero as u becomes large. 

 Figures 8.15 and 8.16 show that predictions from the incremental approach agree 

very well with results obtained from simulation using FEM, where simulations were 

performed as described in Chapter 7. Some discrepancy arises due to the presence of 

elastic deformation in the FEM simulations, visible most clearly as non-zero penetration 

at large horizontal displacement. Given the fact that failure mechanism used in the 

incremental approach is approximate by its very nature, the agreement between the 

simulations and the incremental approach is remarkable. 

 A significant feature of the incremental model is that, from a mathematical 
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Figure 8.15. Cylinder penetration predicted using incremental approach and FEM 

simulation (W/cr = 2.1) 
 
 

 
Figure 8.16. Horizontal force predicted using incremental approach and FEM simulation 

(W/cr = 2.1) 
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viewpoint, a true steady state not reached at a finite value of displacement u. This is 

shown in Fig. 8.17 through a rescaling of δ over intervals of the full range of translation 

(0 < u/r < 20). When δ is plotted at a scale on the order of the maximum penetration, it 

appears that steady state is reached at u/r < 10. However, a rescaling of the penetration at 

larger values of u reveals that penetration continues to oscillate about zero. These 

oscillations decay at such a rapid rate that, from a physical viewpoint, they would be 

impossible to detect beyond a limited value of u. 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 8.17. Normalized penetration over various ranges of horizontal displacement, 
showing continuous oscillation of penetration (W/cr = 2.0) 
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8.4. Concluding remarks 

 

 The incremental approach, presented in this chapter through the two specific 

examples of wedge translation and cylinder rolling, suggests that the transient regime of a 

process involving material-object interaction can also be rigorously modeled using rigid-

plastic analysis. This model for the transient regime provides a connection between the 

indentation phase and steady-state regime, which have continually been considered 

separately in the literature (e.g., Hill et al. 1947, Challen and Oxley 1979). The predicted 

relationships between penetration and horizontal displacement for the translating wedge 

and rolling cylinder possess disparate qualities, with a monotonic decrease in penetration 

for transient wedge translation and oscillations present for transient cylinder rolling. 

These differences in behavior are strongly related to the geometry of the object, as the 

mechanism of plastic flow at any instant in the transient and steady-state regimes is 

similar in both processes. 

 FEM simulations discussed in Chapter 7 (Appendix E) were also utilized to model 

the transient and steady-state regimes for a rolling cylinder, and the incremental approach 

agrees very well with the results of simulation. As compared with FEM simulations, the 

incremental approach is extremely efficient, with computation times being on the order of 

hours for the FEM simulations and seconds for the incremental approach. Also, the 

incremental approach encapsulates all of the basic physics involved in the transient and 

steady-state rolling processes. Moreover, it shows that steady state is never in fact 

reached at finite horizontal cylinder displacement, and whether such a conclusion could 

ever be ascertained from FEM simulations is doubtful due to persistent noise in the 

solution. 
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Chapter 9 
 
 

Concluding Remarks 
 
 
 

 

In the dissertation, rigorous theoretical models for processes involving material-

wheel interaction are formulated, where both numerical (FEM) and analytic approaches 

for modeling indentation and rolling processes are devised. In some instances (e.g., 

Chapter 5), the models are generalized to objects other than a wheel or cylinder. The 

dissertation also presents the results of small-scale experiments that were performed to 

validate theoretical results and obtain deeper insight into the physical processes. The 

theoretical approaches and experimental data are used to assess the relationships between 

wheel penetration, applied force, basic material parameters, and wheel geometry, namely 

by quantifying the relationships between dimensionless variables. Descriptions of the 

predicted relationships and the factors affecting them most can be found in the 

conclusions sections of individual chapters. 

The constitutive law implemented in the FEM simulations and analytic approach 

is fundamental, containing three essential plastic parameters: cohesion c, friction angle φ, 

and dilation angle ψ. With only three parameters, analysis and interpretation of the 

indentation and rolling processes becomes tractable, which may not be the case when a 

sophisticated constitutive law incorporating are large number of (possibly obscure) 

parameters is utilized. Furthermore, theoretical predictions were found to give reasonable 
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agreement with experimental results, suggesting that the proposed models offer a 

satisfactory first approximation for a wide range of materials. The results of this research 

provide a benchmark in cases where it might be necessary to achieve greater accuracy 

through the use of refined constitutive laws. 

The proposed FEM simulations reproduce the three-dimensional deformation 

induced by narrow wheels in indentation and rolling. Results from simulations with 

different wheel aspect ratios reveal the full extent of three-dimensional effects, which 

vary by material type. These simulations also elucidate the limitations of analyzing a 

three-dimensional process as two-dimensional. Salient examples of this are (1) the lack of 

significant penetration occurring in steady-state rolling of a cylinder under plane-strain 

conditions and (2) suppression of shear bands in the intrinsically three-dimensional 

displacement field induced by a narrow wheel, where the latter was observed in both 

FEM simulations and experiments utilizing PIV. 

A major finding from this research is that a process involving material-object 

interaction (e.g., indentation of blunt object, wedge translation, transient cylinder rolling) 

can be modeled as a sequence of incipient flow problems, where the incipient flow 

problem is a fundamental solution from the theory of rigid-perfectly plastic materials 

(e.g., Prandtl solution). By incorporating kinematic and static information from the 

fundamental solution, tractable incremental (differential) descriptions of the processes are 

formulated. This approach accounts for evolution of contact as material is displaced, 

which can have a significant effect on predicted penetration or force. Also, the model 

sheds light on the physics involved in the indentation and rolling processes, an example 

being the perpetual oscillation of wheel penetration with respect to horizontal 

displacement for a rolling cylinder. The proposed incremental approach may also be 

applied to axisymmetric or non-axisymmetric three-dimensional geometries, although 

works dealing with the incipient flow problem in three dimensions are scarce 

(Michalowski 2001). 

Throughout the dissertation, the analyses of wheel indentation and rolling were 

limited to rigid, torque-free wheels. The feasibility of simulating a pneumatic (inflated) 

tire was shown in an earlier work (Hambleton 2006), where it was also observed that 
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wheel flexibility can be accommodated by using an “equivalent wheel diameter” that 

grows as a function of increasing load. By introducing a specific equation governing the 

equivalent diameter, force-penetration relationships for a flexible wheel may also be 

obtained analytically or semi-analytically. Future works may consider non-zero wheel 

torque as well. FEM simulations with wheel torque are a straightforward extension of 

those considered in this research, and the analytic approach could also be expanded by 

utilizing solutions to the fundamental punch problem that include the effect of eccentric, 

inclined loading (cf. Michalowski and You 1998). 
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Modeling Wheel-Induced Rutting in Soils: Indentation 
 

J.P. Hambleton a, A. Drescher a,* 
a Department of Civil Engineering, University of Minnesota, 500 Pillsbury Drive SE, 

Minneapolis, MN 55455, USA 
 
Abstract 
 
The analysis of indentation of rigid cylindrical wheels into frictional/cohesive soils is 
presented. Three- and two-dimensional numerical simulations were performed using the 
finite element code ABAQUS to assess the influence of soil strength parameters, 
dilatancy, and wheel geometry on the relationship between the indentation force and 
wheel sinkage. The effect of three-dimensionality in the indentation process is studied in 
detail. Three-dimensional effects were found to be minor for clays though significant for 
sands. An approximate analytic approach is also presented, which relates indentation 
force and wheel sinkage for given wheel geometry and material parameters. Theoretical 
results are compared with preliminary experimental data obtained from small-scale 
indentation tests, and satisfactory qualitative agreement is shown. The results described 
in the paper are regarded as reference for numerical and analytic modeling of wheel 
rolling, to be presented in a separate paper. 
 
Keywords: Rigid wheel indentation; Finite element method; Elastic-plastic; Analytic; 
Experiments; PIV; Clay; Sand 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Hauling trucks, off-road recreational vehicles, and special purpose vehicles often 
induce permanent wheel impressions, or ruts, in soils. Negative implications of rutting 
include destruction of vegetation and erosion (Li et al. 2007) in sensitive natural areas 
such as parks, forests, and wetlands. When viewed in a positive light, a soil’s 
susceptibility to rutting can be understood as an indicator of its strength, and novel test 
methods for determining in situ soil strength parameters can be premised on measurement 
of rut depth (Hambleton 2006). Accurate prediction of rutting is central in both assessing 
land damage and relating rut depth to soil strength. 
__________ 
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +1-612-625-2374; fax: +1-612-626-7750. 
Email addresses: dresc001@umn.edu (A. Drescher), hamb0025@umn.edu (J.P. Hambleton). 
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A rut is a manifestation of inelastic deformation and results from the 
loading/unloading process present with a rolling wheel. Rut formation begins when the 
wheel first encounters soil prone to rutting, e.g., rolls from a stronger material onto a 
weaker one. The initial phase of rut formation is rather complex but bears similarity to 
the simpler process of wheel indentation, in which a wheel displaces normally into the 
soil without translation or rotation. Indentation is directly involved when stationary 
vehicles are loaded gradually or lowered onto the soil. 

This paper deals with modeling wheel indentation as a quasi-static process. The 
approach and the results presented are viewed as reference for modeling rut formation 
during wheel rolling, to be presented in a separate paper. The motivation for considering 
indentation and rolling separately derives from crucial differences in the two processes 
affecting the analysis. Indentation is a continuous loading process with a growing region 
of deformation, whereas in rolling there is a loading/unloading sequence and deformation 
at an advanced state can be steady in time. Also, wheel indentation is characterized by 
double symmetry in the deformation field (parallel and perpendicular to the plane of the 
wheel) as opposed to single symmetry in the case of rolling (parallel to the plane of the 
wheel). 

The approaches discussed in this paper are based on preliminary findings by 
Hambleton (2006) and Hambleton and Drescher (2007) related to modeling test rolling, a 
procedure used in roadway embankment construction for quality assurance. In these 
works, theoretical models were formulated to expand on existing empirical, analytic, and 
numerical approaches for modeling soil-wheel interaction, which are amply illustrated in 
the literature and summarized, for example, in books by Bekker (1969), Karafiath and 
Nowatzki (1978), and Wong (2001). 

The analysis of shallow indentation of objects into a stratum constitutes one of the 
main topics of contact mechanics (cf. Johnson 1985), with the results used extensively in 
evaluating mechanical properties of metals as well as polymeric coatings 
(microindentation). Such analyses were considered by Bishop et al. (1945), Mulhearn 
(1959), Lawn and Marshall (1979), Yu and Blanchard (1996), Mesarovic and Fleck 
(1999), Da Silva Botelho et al. (2005), Kucharski and Mroz (2007), and numerous others. 
Various analysis techniques and material models have been employed. Analytic or semi-
analytic solutions are possible for plane or axisymmetric objects and simplified material 
models, examples being wedge indentation into metals (Hill et al. 1947) and soils 
(Drescher et al. 1967, Drescher and Michalowski 1984) and indentation of pyramids or 
cones into rocks (Michalowski 1985, 1986, Huang et al. 1998, Alehossein et al. 2000). In 
some of these papers, self-similarity of the solution was postulated, which makes the 
analysis much simpler. However, wheel indentation is inherently non-similar as the 
material displaced by the indenter is in contact with a surface of varying local inclination. 
Also, neither a plane mode nor an axisymmetric mode of deformation accurately 
describes the process. 

A viable tool for obtaining solutions to geometrically complex problems is the finite 
element method, which has been used increasingly in recent years to study soil-object 
interaction (Abo-Elnor et al. 2003, Fervers 2004, Li and Wong 1996, Chiroux et al. 
2005). In contrast to wheel rolling (Fervers 2004, Li and Wong 1996, Chiroux et al. 
2005), however, references dealing specifically with numerical simulations of wheel 
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indentation into soils appear to be missing. While some work on two-dimensional 
simulations of punch indentation in metals (Cinar and Sinclair 1986) can be used as 
reference for indentation in clays, three-dimensional analyses for frictional/cohesive soils 
are missing from the literature altogether. For this paper, numerical simulations using the 
finite element code ABAQUS were performed to gain an understanding of the influence 
of essential soil properties and wheel geometry on the indentation process. In particular, 
the effect of three-dimensionality in wheel indentation was assessed through simulation 
of varying wheel geometries and comparison with two-dimensional (plane strain) 
simulations. 

In numerical simulations, the soil was modeled as an elastic-perfectly plastic 
cohesive/frictional material obeying the Mohr-Coulomb yield condition and associated or 
non-associated plastic flow. Such an elastic-plastic model for the soil has been widely 
used in solving geomechanics problems and often serves as reference for more 
sophisticated models. Although it is an approximation of the true soil response, this 
model captures the essential recoverable and permanent parts of deformation and 
contains a minimal number of parameters (two elastic: Young's modulus E and Poisson's 
ratioν ; three plastic: friction angle φ, cohesion c, and dilation angle ψ ≤ φ), thus making 
it possible to evaluate material parameters from a limited number of well-established 
tests. As the yield condition in the model does not possess a cap, focus is on indentation 
into soils with limited ability to compact, i.e., soils for which the compaction state 
(density) is reflected in the magnitude of parameters. 

The soil model selected also makes it possible to compare the numerical results with 
results of an approximate analytic approach in which soil elastic properties and dilatancy 
are disregarded. In fact, selecting a large Young's modulus in the elastic-plastic model 
closely approximates the rigid-plastic one. As preliminary findings demonstrate 
(Hambleton 2006, Hambleton and Drescher 2007), the analytic approach yields useful 
formulas that may be easily applied in practical applications. In this paper, the analytic 
approach presented in (Hambleton 2006, Hambleton and Drescher 2007) for purely 
cohesive soil (φ = 0) is extended to frictional (c = 0) and frictional/cohesive (φ,c ≠ 0) 
materials. 

In both the numerical and analytic approaches, the geometry of the wheel is 
simplified to a right cylindrical shape with no local irregularities, and the wheel is 
assumed to be rigid. This assumption has proven successful in some previous works (cf. 
Bekker 1969, Karafiath and Nowatzki 1978). Indentation of flexible as well as toroidal 
wheels will be discussed elsewhere. 

Finally, to assess the adequacy of the theoretical approaches and the soil models 
selected, the results are compared with exploratory small-scale wheel indentation 
experiments performed on granular and cohesive soils. 
 
2. Numerical simulations 
 

Numerical simulations were performed using the finite element code 
ABAQUS/Explicit. This particular software, unlike many other commercial codes, has 
the option of using an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) mixed formulation, which 
makes remeshing possible in the case of large deformations. While remeshing is not 
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required for simulating wheel indentation, it is a virtual requisite for successful modeling 
of rolling processes. ABAQUS/Explicit performs fully dynamic analysis, though it 
readily recovers a quasi-static solution when boundary conditions are smoothly applied 
and the process is simulated over sufficiently large time. 

In ABAQUS/Explicit, the Mohr-Coulomb yield condition (pyramid with edges) is 
approximated by a modified Drucker-Prager yield condition (ABAQUS 2006) with a 
corresponding associated or non-associated flow potential. The Drucker-Prager condition 
was implemented by exactly matching the Mohr-Coulomb condition in triaxial 
compression, while matching as closely as possible in triaxial extension. A limitation 
inherent in the code pertains to the selection of the plastic parameters φ and c. Whereas 
meaningful results could be obtained for soils with φ ≥ 0 and c > 0, numerical instabilities 
prevented considering a purely frictional material (φ > 0 and c = 0). For this reason, very 
small cohesion was used when simulating sand. Three-dimensional simulations with 
large φ and an associated flow rule (ψ = φ) were also found to be generally unstable as a 
result of extreme volumetric strains. As focus was directed at the effects of soil strength 
and dilatancy, elastic properties were fixed at E/γd = 1000 and ν  = 0.3 in all simulations, 
where soil unit weight γ and wheel diameter d are used for normalization. 

The reference configuration used for simulating three-dimensional indentation is 
shown in Fig. 1. The same mesh in the x-z plane was used in two-dimensional (plane 
strain) simulations. The soil was discretized using linear, 8-node, reduced integration, 
hexahedral elements (4-node, rectangular elements for plane strain) with hourglass 
control. The total number of elements was 48,000 for the three-dimensional simulations 
and 1,200 with plane strain. Out-of-plane displacements were not allowed on all surfaces 
except the free surface in the x-y plane, thereby incorporating the symmetry conditions in 
the x-z and y-z planes and allowing some freedom at remaining boundaries. These 
remaining boundaries were located far enough from the wheel that their effects were 
negligible. The right-cylindrical wheel of diameter d and width b was modeled as an 
analytical rigid surface, meaning that it was smooth within the computational precision of 
the code (i.e., not discretized) and governed by a single reference node. The wheel 
possessed an edge fillet with a radius taken as a small fraction of the wheel width. A non-
zero fillet radius was required to avoid numerical problems arising from the algorithm 
used to model contact between the wheel and the soil. Dry friction with coefficient of 
friction μ controlled contact interaction between the wheel and soil. Except where 
specified otherwise, the coefficient of friction was μ = 0.5 in the simulations. 

Simulation consisted of first applying unit weight to the soil in the form of a uniform 
body force and then displacing the wheel vertically into the soil at a specified velocity. 
The wheel penetration depth referenced from the undisturbed soil surface is referred to as 
sinkage and denoted s. 

Force-sinkage curves resulting from simulation are presented through the 
dimensionless variables Q/γbd2 and s/d. It should be noted that total force Q and wheel 
width b are not defined in plane strain. Rather, force per unit width Q* is the operative 
variable in plane strain and the corresponding dimensionless variable is Q*/γd2. The force 
Q* can be understood as the ratio Q/b in the limit where the wheel aspect ratio b/d goes to 
infinity, and for notational simplicity, Q* and Q/b are taken to have the same meaning in 
plane strain. 
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional mesh and indenting wheel. 
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Figure 2. Indentation force for clay soil with varying b/d (φ = 0, c/γd = 1.25). 
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Figure 3. Effect of dilation angle on kinematics 
(s/d = 0.1, b/d = 0.3, φ = 30º, c/γd = 7.2×10-2). 

 
 
3. Results of numerical simulations 
 

The force-sinkage relationship for several values of b/d is shown in Fig. 2 for a purely 
cohesive, nearly incompressible soil (c/γd = 1.25, φ = ψ = 0) such as saturated clay. The 
undulations in the curves are algorithmic, as the nodal points come in contact with the 
wheel at intervals. Increasing the number of elements reduces this effect without shifting 
the overall curves, and within the intervals the smoothness of the response indicates 
robustness and stability of the algorithm. Overall, force increases with sinkage with 
decreasing rate, and the effect of b/d is relatively small, with normalized force increasing 
slightly with decreasing b/d. 

Qualitatively different results were obtained from indentation in sand, and they 
strongly depend on the dilation angle ψ ≤ φ (non-associativity). Fig. 3 illustrates the 
extent of the deformed region of soil when ψ is varied from ψ = 0 to ψ = φ/3 for a sand-
type soil and b/d = 0.3.  With increasing ψ, the volume of the deformed region and the 
contact area increase. This is the consequence of a constitutive model for the soil that 
assumes constant dilation angle. The influence of ψ is also visible as a significant 
increase in the indentation force (Fig. 4). For large ψ, excessively large volumetric strains 
give rise to instabilities that cause termination of the simulation.  

In contrast to the nonlinear force-sinkage curves observed for clay, force is a nearly 
linear function of sinkage for sand. Also, the wheel aspect ratio b/d has greater effect in 
sand than for clay, as illustrated in Figs. 5-7 for several different φ and ψ = 0. For small 
values of φ, wide wheels yield the highest force (per unit width), whereas for large φ the 
highest force corresponds to a particular aspect ratio away from small or large b/d. 
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Figure 4. Effect of dilation angle on indentation force 
(b/d = 0.3, φ = 30º, c/γd = 7.2×10-2). 
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Figure 5. Indentation force for sand with small friction angle and varying b/d (φ = 15º, ψ 

= 0, c/γd = 1.25×10-2). 
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Figure 6. Indentation force for sand with medium friction angle and varying b/d (φ = 30º, 
ψ = 0, c/γd = 1.25×10-2). 
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Figure 7. Indentation force for sand with large friction angle and varying b/d (φ = 45º, ψ 
= 0, c/γd = 1.25×10-2). 
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Despite the apparent instabilities present in some of the simulations, especially those 
corresponding to large φ, the indentation force clearly displays dependence on b/d. 

Results from numerical simulations for soils with both cohesion and internal friction 
are shown in Fig. 8 for b/d = 0.3. As expected, the indentation force increases as a result 
of an increase in either c or φ. Cohesion increases indentation force at a slightly 
decreasing rate, while internal friction increases indentation force at an increasing rate 
(roughly exponentially). 

The coefficient of interface friction μ was found to have relatively little influence on 
the computed indentation force (Fig. 9). For clay, the effect of varying μ from 0.1 to 10 is 
barely noticeable. For sand, the change in indentation force is more pronounced.  

The numerical simulations are case-specific, and from the outset there is no clear way 
to encapsulate such results in a tractable formula. The next section presents an analytic 
approach that provides algebraic formulas in support of the findings from the numerical 
simulations. 
 
4. Approximate analytic approach 
 

The approximate analytic approach originating from the work of Hambleton (2006) 
and Hambleton and Drescher (2007) hinges on an assumption that the soil can be 
modeled as rigid-perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb material (i.e., the elastic deformations 
are disregarded). It is further postulated that the continuous process of indentation can be 
decomposed into a sequence of states and the resulting process response constructed. The 
last assumption is that each indentation step is analogous to the plastic state beneath a 
rigid shallow foundation (punch). This assumption is supported by the results of 
numerical simulation of wheel indentation shown in Fig. 10a, which depicts the velocity 
field obtained under plane strain conditions for a soil with φ = 0. This velocity field is 
nearly identical to the one obtained by Prandtl (1921) for a flat strip footing with the 
same width as the contact length between the wheel and soil, acting on a rigid-plastic half 
plane (Fig. 10b). Thus, if penetration of the wheel is small in relation to wheel’s 
diameter, considering the contact area of the wheel (which grows with increasing s) as a 
flat surface seems acceptable. As Prandtl's solution is the basis of Meyerhof’s bearing 
capacity formula (1963) for plane and rectangular footings (a generalization of the 
Terzaghi’s formula (1943)), average stress over the soil-wheel contact area can be 
calculated semi-analytically for each indentation step. In using Meyerhof’s formula, the 
full three-dimensionality of the indentation process is preserved. 

Some bearing capacity concepts have been utilized previously in studying soil-wheel 
interaction (cf. Hetherington and Littleton 1978, Kim and Shin 1986), although their use 
in these works appears in the context of semi-empirical methods (Bekker 1969). In the 
present approach, the global force-sinkage response is formulated by means of a direct 
analogy between bearing capacity and wheel indentation.  

Meyerhof's formula for bearing capacity qu, the average vertical stress at the 
footing/soil interface, is  
 

1
2u c cs cd q qs qd s dq cN F F qN F F BN F Fγ γ γγ= + +  (1) 
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Figure 8. Influence of φ and c on indentation force (ψ = 0, b/d = 0.3). 
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Figure 9. Effect of interface friction on indentation force (b/d = 0.3). 
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Figure 10. Incremental displacements for clay soil (φ = 0). (a) ABAQUS; (b) Prandtl 
solution. 

 
 
where Nc… are factors depending on φ, Fcs… are factors depending on the footing width 
B and length L (B ≤ L), Fcd…are factors depending on the footing depth D, and q = γD is 
the surcharge acting at the depth D. Eq. (1) is derived from static considerations without 
any account for the flow rule and therefore does not depend on the dilation angle ψ. From 
the average stress qu and the contact area BL, the total force Q acting on the footing is  
 

uQ q BL=  (2) 
 

Expressions for the various factors in Eq. (1) used in foundation design are given in 
the Appendix. Alternatively, the results of numerical simulations could be used to derive 
new expressions. As the latter would require extensive numerical simulations and Eq. (1) 
is approximate (assumes superposition of cohesion, surcharge and weight effects), the 
formulas used in foundation design were implemented, and the resulting predictions were 
compared with numerical simulations. 

Fig. 11 illustrates indentation of a cylindrical rigid wheel. The length of the contact 
area h is taken as the length of a chord intersecting the indented wheel at the initial soil 
level. This gives the expression 
 

22h ds s= −  (3) 
 
The validity of Eq. (3), postulated ad hoc by Hambleton (2006), was assessed using the 
results of numerical simulations. From Fig. 12, it is evident that Eq. (3) tends to 
somewhat underestimate the contact length. One conceivably could determine an 
improved expression for h that accounts for c, φ, and ψ, but Eq. (3) suffices as a first 
approximation. The equivalent foundation width and length for an indenting wheel are 
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Figure 11. Wheel indentation as equivalent bearing capacity problem. (a) view in plane of 
wheel diameter; (b) view in plane of wheel width; (c) assumed geometry of displaced soil 

for estimation of D (Hambleton 2006). 
 
 
 
B h
L b

= ⎫
⎬= ⎭

  for h b< ;    
B b
L h

= ⎫
⎬= ⎭

  for h b≥  (4) 

 
An indenting wheel displaces material above the original soil surface. To account for 

this material as surcharge q and through the depth factors Fcd… in Eq. (1), mass balance 
of soil displaced by the wheel is used. Prandtl's plasticity solution is the basis of Eq. (1), 
and from this solution it is possible to estimate the equivalent depth D. Approximating 
the displaced volume of soil by the rectangular prisms shown in Fig. 11 and equating it to 
the volume occupied by the wheel (see (Hambleton 2006) for detailed derivation) gives  
 

1
6

D s≈  (5) 

 
Eq. (5) was derived assuming incompressibility, which holds for saturated clays and non-
associated (ψ = 0) sands. Combining Eqs. (1-5) gives algebraic expressions (Appendix) 
relating indentation force to sinkage. 

Fig. 13 compares the force-sinkage relationship for clay obtained using the analytic 
approach with the predictions determined through numerical simulation. The analytic 
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Figure 12. Contact length in analytic method and numerical simulations (b/d = 0.3). 
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Figure 13. Comparison of analytic method and numerical simulations for clay (φ = 0, c/γd 
= 1.25, smooth curves are from analytic method, markers are from ABAQUS). 
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prediction shows the same nonlinear trend as the numerical simulations, and quantitative 
agreement is satisfactory for small sinkage. At high sinkage, the analytic prediction 
underestimates the numerical results. This underestimation is in large part because the 
contact length is underestimated in the analytic method (Fig. 12). The predictions using 
the analytic approach do not quantitatively predict the effect of b/d, however the 
approach captures the insensitivity of indentation force to b/d.  

For sand (Figs. 14 and 15), differences in the predictions based on the analytic 
approach and the numerical simulations are large for some cases and small for others. 
Especially for large φ (Fig. 15), the increase in force resulting from an increase in ψ is 
quite dramatic. This dependence on ψ, present exclusively in the numerical simulations, 
makes comparison of the two approaches rather ambiguous. Nonetheless, the two 
approaches again provide qualitatively similar predictions 
 
5. Small-scale experiments 
 

Small-scale tests were conducted to investigate the deformation field beneath a wheel 
indenting a granular material. In particular, the extent of the deformation field related to 
dilatancy and the possible presence of localized deformation (shear bands) were of 
interest. The occurrence of multiple periodic shear bands in sands is known in plane 
wedge indentation (Butterfield and Andrawes 1972), although no experiments exploring 
the presence of shear bands in wheel indentation were previously performed. 

A container of length 780 mm, height 440 mm, and width 80 mm with a Plexiglas 
front wall was filled to a depth of 250 mm with crushed walnut shells, a material closely 
resembling sand but less abrasive against the Plexiglas wall (Waters and Drescher 2000). 
The material was rained into the top of the container through a scattering device and 
compacted in 30 mm lifts to a density of 730 kg/m3. The friction angle of the material 
determined from triaxial compression tests ranged from φ = 41º at low confining pressure 
to φ = 38º at higher pressures. A nylon wheel with diameter d = 100 mm and width b = 
19 mm was placed flush with the transparent wall and indented vertically, thus inducing 
approximately one half of three-dimensional indentation (b/d = 0.38). The surface of the 
wheel in contact with the walnut shells was covered in coarse sand paper to replicate high 
friction. Friction between the particles and the transparent wall distorted the deformation 
field somewhat, but its main characteristics were preserved. Digital photographs were 
taken at various stages of indentation, and they were processed using PIV software to 
extract the field of incremental displacements (White et al. 2003). 

Figs. 16 and 17 show the increments of displacements from indenting a densely 
packed material with two wheels: one as described (b/d = 0.38) and one with the same 
width as the container (plane strain). For b/d = 0.38 and small s (Fig. 16a), the deforming 
region increases as s increases, but as s becomes large (Fig. 17a), material moves 
predominantly to the side of the wheel and the deforming region at the wheel midplane 
does not grow significantly. Furthermore, the deforming region is not bounded by a 
strong discontinuity in incremental displacement (shear band). In plane strain, a distinct 
boundary occurs at larger sinkage (Fig. 17b). The absence of shear bands for b/d = 0.38 
can be interpreted as the effect of three-dimensionality, which suppresses shear band 
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Figure 14. Comparison of analytic method and numerical simulations for sand with 
medium friction angle (φ = 30º, c/γd = 1.25×10-2, smooth curves are from analytic 

method, open markers are from ABAQUS with ψ = 0, filled markers are from ABAQUS 
with ψ = 10º). 
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Figure 15. Comparison of analytic method and numerical simulations for sand with high 
friction angle (φ = 45º, c/γd = 1.25×10-2, smooth curves are from analytic method, open 

markers are from ABAQUS with ψ = 0, filled markers are from ABAQUS with ψ = 15º). 
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Figure 16. Displacement increments from PIV and numerical simulations (s/d = 0.04, φ = 
40º, ψ = 20º). (a) PIV, midplane for b/d = 0.38; (b) ABAQUS, midplane for b/d = 0.38; 

(c) PIV, plane strain; (b) ABAQUS, plane strain. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 17. Displacement increments from PIV (s/d = 0.1). (a) midplane for b/d = 0.38; (b) 
plane strain. 
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formation. In fact, it has been shown theoretically that plane strain is more prone to 
deformation localization than axisymmetry (Cox et al. 1961, Vardoulakis and Sulem 
1995). In either case, the deformation field closely resembles that from numerical 
simulations with average friction angle φ = 40º and dilation angle ψ = 20º, as illustrated 
in Fig. 16. 

Fully three-dimensional small-scale experiments were also conducted to determine 
the relationship between indentation force and sinkage. An aluminum wheel with coarse 
sandpaper adhered to the cylindrical surface was used. Dimensions of the wheel were d = 
115 mm and b = 38 mm. A load cell and an LVDT were used to measure indentation 
force and sinkage as the wheel was indented with constant velocity (0.1 mm/s) into the 
center of a soil-filled container (Hambleton 2006). The container had depth 100 mm, 
width 250 mm, and length 300 mm. 

Tests were conducted on two soils, one cohesive and the other frictional. A 
Minnesota clay (Swenson et al. 2006) was crushed and combined with water in a mixer 
to obtain a water content of 37%. Uniaxial and triaxial compression tests revealed a 
uniaxial compression yield strength σo = 2c = 57.7 kPa and friction angle φ ≈ 3°. The 
Young's modulus determined from the initial portion of the uniaxial compression stress-
strain curve was E = 2 MPa. A well-graded sand (Przeslawski 2004) was tested in a dense 
state corresponding to a density of 1770 kg/m3. Triaxial compression tests revealed a 
nonlinear failure envelope for this sand at low stress levels, with the friction angle 
varying from φ = 42º to φ = 46º. A Young's modulus of approximately E = 20 MPa was 
found from triaxial tests. 

Figs. 18 and 19 depict the measured force-sinkage curves in comparison with curves 
from numerical simulations and the analytic method. The agreement for clay is very 
good, with the analytic method somewhat overestimating the indentation force at low 
sinkage (underestimating sinkage at low force) as a result of neglected elastic effects.  
For sand, the agreement between the experimental results and the prediction using the 
analytic approach is excellent. The overestimation of indentation force from the 
numerical simulation in Fig. 19 can be attributed in part to the presence of the cohesion 
necessary for a stable solution. The results of simulation with c/γd = 5×10-4 are noticeably 
more erratic but closer to the experimental data than the simulation with c/γd = 5×10-2. 
Numerical results for the sand are with ψ = 0. The agreement between the numerical and 
experimental results would clearly be worse for ψ > 0, although ψ > 0 is surely the case 
for the dense sand tested. A better match could possibly be obtained by using a non-linear 
yield condition, but nevertheless, the comparison for both soils shows that the simple 
elastic-plastic model is sufficiently accurate to capture the experimentally observed force-
sinkage response.  

 
6. Conclusions 
 

Two approaches, one numerical and the other approximate analytic, were applied in 
analyzing indentation of wheels into soils modeled as elastic-perfectly plastic or rigid-
perfectly plastic materials. Numerical simulations for frictionless soils (clay) lead to 
force-sinkage response curves close to those obtained from small-scale experiments. For 
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Figure 18. Comparison of theoretical predictions and experimental data for clay. 
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Figure 19. Comparison of theoretical predictions and experimental data for dense sand. 
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frictional soils (sand), the response curves differ somewhat from the experimental ones, 
although reasonable agreement is obtained if dilatancy is suppressed by selecting small ψ 
or even ψ = 0 (plastic incompressibility). A similar result was reported previously in 
plane strain wedge indentation (Drescher et al. 1967). The approximate analytic approach 
is simple and provides a prediction comparable to the numerical and experimental results. 

Both the analytic and numerical approaches predict similar influence of wheel three-
dimensionality. For clays, three-dimensional effects have a small influence on the 
normalized (per unit width) indentation force, and the plane-strain approximation appears 
to be reasonable. For sands, this influence is greater and depends on the friction angle.  

In the numerical approach, indentation force Q depends on ten parameters: s, b, d, E, 
ν, c, φ, ψ, μ and γ. The effect of elasticity was not investigated in detail; however, as the 
present paper is viewed as reference for analyzing permanent rutting, the influence of 
plastic rather than elastic properties seems more important. It was found in simulations 
that the friction coefficient μ has a relatively insignificant effect, although μ has some 
influence with frictional materials. In the analytic approach, the parameters E, ν, ψ and μ 
are not present. The dilation angle is the important parameter that distinguishes the 
numerical and analytic approaches, and its influence on the results of numerical 
simulations is profound. 

This strong effect of ψ on indentation force appears to be somewhat contradictory to 
the common assessment of the influence of non-associativity in perfectly plastic models 
used in determining failure loads in geotechnical problems such as footings and retaining 
walls. It is generally agreed that in those problems non-associativity has moderate if not 
little effect on the failure load. The reason for this contradiction can be attributed to 
wheel indentation being a process characterized by continually growing contact area and 
deformation region, both controlled by dilatancy, whereas failure of footings or walls 
takes place at a particular deformation state and with predefined contact area. 

In the numerical simulations, a soil constitutive model that is more sophisticated than 
the one used may give a much better match with experiments. However, simple models 
provide good reference for improvements and are of greater benefit in practical 
applications, where a balance must be struck between precision and tractability. An 
example is the approximate analytic approach, which appears to be reasonable and can be 
easily used for evaluating the effects of the basic soil strength parameters (c and φ) and 
wheel geometry on the indentation force-wheel sinkage response.  
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Appendix 
 
Bearing capacity factors (Prandtl 1921, Reissner 1924, Vesic 1970): 
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4 2q c q qN e N N N Nπ ϕ

γ
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Shape factors (De Beer 1970): 
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Depth factors (Hansen 1970): 
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Indentation force: 
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This appendix provides the author-created final version of the following published 
proceedings article: 
 

Hambleton, J.P., and Drescher, A. (2009b). Asymptotics in soil-wheel interaction. 
Proceedings of the International Symposium on Computational Geomechanics, 
Pietruszczak, S., Pande, G.N., Tamagnini, C., and Wan, R. (eds.), Juan-les-Pin, 
France, Apr. 29-May 1, pp. 967-976. 
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Asymptotics in soil-wheel interaction 
 

J.P. Hambleton a, A. Drescher a,* 
a Department of Civil Engineering, University of Minnesota, 500 Pillsbury Drive SE, 

Minneapolis, MN 55455, USA 
 

 
Abstract 
 
Three-dimensional numerical simulations were performed to investigate the asymptotic 
behavior associated with wide and narrow wheels indenting cohesive and frictional 
materials. The wheel is taken to be rigid, and the material is elastic-perfectly plastic. 
Simulations reveal that deformation induced by both wide and narrow wheels can be 
approximated by plane strain, with the wheel indentation process resembling indentation 
of a flat punch in both cases. Numerical results are supplemented with a simple, albeit 
approximate analytic approach that captures essential features of the wheel indentation 
process and derives from fundamental solutions to the punch problem. Localization 
present for wide and narrow wheels on frictional soil is attributed to the planar modes of 
deformation present, as localized deformation was not observed for wheels of 
intermediate width. Previous studies on soil-wheel interaction assume that deformation 
occurs only within the plane of the wheel diameter, and the results obtained in this paper 
point to basic discrepancies arising with this assumption for a narrow wheel, both in 
terms of the dimensionless force-penetration relationship and soil kinematics. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Wheels of off-road equipment such as hauling trucks, recreational vehicles, and planetary 
rovers routinely induce permanent deformation in soil. Predicting this deformation, as 
well as the reaction forces on the wheel, is the central part of many engineering 
applications, including environmental impact estimation (cf. Li et al. 2007), vehicle 
mobility assessment (cf. Bekker 1969, Wong 2001), and novel methods for characterizing 
in situ material properties over large areas (Hambleton 2006, Hambleton and Drescher 
2007). 
 
__________ 
Corresponding author. Tel.: +1-612-625-2374; fax: +1-612-626-7750. 
Email addresses: dresc001@umn.edu (A. Drescher), hamb0025@umn.edu (J.P.Hambleton). 
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Most approaches for predicting variables of interest in soil-wheel interaction consider 
deformation only within the diametral plane, i.e., the plane of wheel motion. This 
assumption is either tacitly or explicitly assumed in empirical methods (Bekker 1969, 
Jones et al. 2005), analytic solutions (Karafiath and Nowatzki 1978, Tordesillas and Shi 
2000), and numerical approaches (Liu and Wong 1996, Asaf et al. 2006). Theoretical 
models considering fully three-dimensional soil-wheel interaction have only recently 
been proposed for cohesive (Hambleton 2006) and cohesive-frictional soils (Chiroux et 
al. 2005, Hambleton and Drescher 2009a). 

In this paper, the three-dimensional numerical models proposed previously by the 
authors for indentation of a rigid wheel on cohesive-frictional soil (Hambleton and 
Drescher 2008c) are used to analyze the asymptotic behavior associated with the width-
to-diameter ratio of the wheel going to infinity (wide wheel) and zero (narrow wheel). It 
is shown that both wide and narrow wheels are amenable to two-dimensional (plane 
strain) analysis. An approximate analytic approach is developed based on the numerical 
results, and appropriate similarity variables for the asymptotic cases are ascertained. 
Preliminary results from modeling the rolling phase (Hambleton 2006, Hambleton and 
Drescher 2007) suggest that rolling and indentation bear considerable similarity, although 
the rolling process itself is not considered in this paper. 

Due to its relevance in practical applications, focus is directed at the relationship 
between force and penetration for different wheel geometries and soil properties, 
although the analysis also provides insight into soil kinematics involved in the 
indentation process.  

 
2. Numerical Simulation 

 
Numerical simulations were performed as described by Hambleton and Drescher (2008c). 
The finite element code ABAQUS/Explicit was used to simulate quasi-static three-
dimensional indentation, using the two planes of symmetry involved in wheel indentation 
to reduce the problem size by a factor of 4. The soil was cohesive-frictional with linear 
elasticity and perfect plasticity. Plasticity was prescribed according to a modified version 
of the Drucker-Prager yield condition that closely matches the Mohr-Coulomb condition 
along compression and extension meridians in principal stress space. Plastic flow was, in 
general, non-associated. In total, 5 parameters describe the material: Young’s modulus E, 
Poisson’s ratio ν, cohesion c, friction angle φ, and dilation angle ψ ≤ φ, where plastic 
parameters refer to the Mohr-Coulomb yield functions. The wheel was taken to be a rigid 
cylinder of diameter d and width b. 

The soil was modeled as a finite domain of sufficient size such that boundary 
conditions did not influence results near the wheel. The soil was discretized using 
roughly 50,000 reduced integration hexahedral elements with linear interpolation, with 
element length near the wheel being roughly 0.05b. The wheel was modeled as an 
analytical (non-discretized) rigid surface with a small edge fillet (radius 0.05b) to prevent 
numerical difficulties associated with a sharp edge. Dry friction with coefficient of 
friction μ was prescribed as the contact law between the soil and wheel, with contact 
enforced according to the kinematic contact algorithm available in ABAQUS/Explicit. 
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Numerical simulation consisted of two stages. In the first stage, unit weight γ was 
applied to the soil in the form of a uniform body force, and in the second stage, the wheel 
was displaced normally into the soil. Wheel penetration and total force on the wheel are 
denoted δ and W, respectively. In selected simulations, arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian 
(ALE) adaptivity was used to correct element distortions.  

Accuracy of the numerical results is affected by a number of parameters, 
including element size, time step in the explicit time integration scheme, remeshing 
increment, and overall duration of simulation (to achieve quasi-static condition). These 
parameters were chosen based on a previous study in which adequate accuracy was 
demonstrated for cohesive material (Hambleton 2006). For the frictional materials 
addressed in this paper, results were found to be more sensitive to element size than with 
cohesive material, with wheel force decreasing somewhat at given penetration as element 
size was decreased. Since the purpose of this paper is to compare results for varying 
wheel widths, absolute accuracy was not of particular interest. Rather, relative accuracy 
between simulations of varying wheel width was ensured by keeping the number of 
elements constant across the wheel width 

 
3. Dimensional analysis 
 
A total of 11 variables appear in the theoretical model described in this paper (W, δ, b, d, 
c, φ, ψ, γ, E, ν, and μ). Out of several possible choices for dimensionless variables, those 
that are used in presenting and discussing results are 
 

2 , , , ,W b c EW b c E
bd d d d d

δδ
γ γ γ

= = = = =  (1) 

 
It should be noted that W  represents force per unit wheel width. With this, W  must be 
independent of wheel aspect ratio b  for effects out of the diametral plane to be 
negligible, as assumed in previous works in the literature. 

Further simplification is made by limiting attention to specific values of E , ν, and 
μ. The case 0E =  corresponds to a purely elastic material, and E = ∞  represents rigid-
plastic material. The results of simulation presented in this paper are with 1000E = , 
which characterizes many geomaterials but also essentially replicates rigid-plastic 
behavior with all but very small wheel penetration. The overall results are not sensitive to 
the choice of ν and μ (Hambleton and Drescher 2008c), and they were taken as 0.3ν =  
and 0.5μ =  in the simulations. 

 
4. Numerical results 

 
The relationship between W  and δ  for a purely cohesive soil (φ = ψ = 0) and 

varying b  is shown in Fig. 1. As with remaining plots, the discrete data from numerical 
simulation are plotted as connected points. In this figure, curves from a previous study 
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Figure 1. Force-penetration relationship for cohesive soil (c  = 1.25, φ = 0) with varying 
wheel aspect ratio. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. (a) Schematic of wheel indentation and (b) contact area for wide and narrow 
wheel 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Force-penetration relationship for frictional soil (ψ = 0, c  = 1.25×10-2) with 
varying wheel aspect ratio: (a) φ = 30º; (b) φ = 45º 
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(Hambleton and Drescher 2008c) are supplemented with results for a very narrow wheel 
simulation assuming plane strain, taking the same mesh as in the diametral plane of the 
three-dimensional simulations but with quadrilateral elements. The curves in Fig. 1 are 
non-smooth as a result of minor discretization error, with nodes at the soil surface coming 
into contact with the wheel at intervals. The curve for 0.02b =  is somewhat erratic as a 
result of remeshing, which was not needed in simulations of other aspect ratios. The need 
for remeshing points the general difficulty in performing three-dimensional simulations 
of very narrow wheels. For narrow wheels, element distortion tends to be rather extreme, 
since element size decreases with the wheel width but wheel penetration with respect to 
the diameter remains the relatively small ( 0.1δ ≤ ). Also, the aspect ratio of elements 
near the wheel tends to deteriorate as the wheel becomes narrow, as a fine mesh is needed 
along the wheel width but not in the diametral plane. 

For cohesive soil with intermediate and large wheel aspect ratios ( 0.3b ≥ ), b  has 
little influence on W  at given δ , but it is clear that W  tends to increase as the wheel 
becomes narrower. In fact, it appears, for fixed δ , that W  becomes unbounded as 

0b → . As b  increases, W  converges to the value obtained with plane strain (b = ∞ ).  
For frictional soil, results from a previous study (Hambleton and Drescher 2008c) 

showed that indentation force depends strongly on dilation angle ψ for wheels with 
intermediate aspect ratios. The increase in force resulting from an increase in ψ is a 
consequence of displaced material coming into contact with the wheel in the diametral 
plane (Fig. 2a). Due to dilation, the amount of material displaced becomes extremely 
large as ψ approaches φ. To avoid unrealistic deformation, ψ = 0 was used in most 
simulations. Indentation experiments involving granular material also reveal that ψ = 0 is 
reasonable (Drescher et al. 1967). 

In Fig. 3, the force-penetration relationship is plotted for varying b  and two 
particular values of φ. Very small cohesion was used in the simulations to maintain 
numerical stability, but the material is purely frictional for practical purposes. Again, 
remeshing in the simulation with 0.02b =  causes the curve to look more erratic than 
with other values of b . As with cohesive soil, W  varies significantly as a function of b . 
With φ = 30º and fixed δ , W  first decreases and then increases as b  goes from ∞  to 0. 
The trend is opposite with φ = 45º, with W  increasing and then decreasing as a function 
of b . As b → ∞  and 0b → , fairly regular oscillations (not associated with remeshing) 
become evident in the force-penetration curves. 

In the next section, basic commonalties and differences between the cases b → ∞  
and 0b →  are explained, as well as the trends with respect to b  noticeable in Figs. 1 
and 3. 
 
5. Analysis and Discussion 
 
Dependence of the force-penetration relationship on wheel aspect ratio b  rests 
fundamentally on the evolution of the contact area during indentation. The contact length 
h in the diametral plane (Fig. 2a) grows with increasing penetration in a fairly predictable 
way. This is shown in Fig. 4 for cohesive and frictional soils, where normalized contact 
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length h  is very close to the theoretical value obtained by intersecting the undisturbed 
soil surface with the wheel: 
 

2hh
d

δ δ= = −  (2) 

 
Depending on the aspect ratio and material properties, displaced material moves towards 
or away from the surface of the wheel, such that contact length deviates somewhat from 
the value predicted by Eq. (2). 

Additional insight into the indentation problem comes from looking at the 
evolution of average vertical stress w acting over the contact area with increasing 
penetration. Since contact length along the width is fixed at b for all values of 
penetration, w is defined as w = W/(hb). Fig. 5 shows normalized average stress, w  = 
w/γd, evaluated from numerical simulations with cohesive and frictional soils at selected 
values of penetration (plotted as connected points). With very small penetration, 
discretization error causes the computed values of w to be unreliable, and these points are 
omitted from the figure.  

For cohesive soil, it is seen that w  increases with increasing b , with w  being 
very close to (2 + π) c  for b = ∞ , corresponding to the theoretical value obtained by 
Prandtl (1921) for a uniform load on a rigid-perfectly plastic surface (i.e., a flat punch). 
For b = ∞ , w  remains virtually constant as a function of δ , whereas w  increases 
somewhat with δ  for relatively narrow wheels. For frictional soil, w  does not grow 
monotonically with b . With relatively small δ , w  is smallest for an intermediate wheel 
aspect ratio and largest for a very wide wheel (b = ∞ ). With relatively large δ , 

0.075b =  gives lowest w , but largest w  is still associated with the wide wheel. Unlike 
the behavior observed for cohesive soil, w  increases as a function of δ  for all values of 
b , particularly for b = ∞ . 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Contact length vs penetration for (a) cohesive soil (c  = 1.25, φ = 0) and (b) 
frictional soil (φ = 30º, ψ = 0, c  = 1.25×10-2). 
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Figure 5. Average stress vs penetration for (a) cohesive soil (c  = 1.25, φ = 0) and (b) 
frictional soil (φ = 30º, ψ = 0, c  = 1.25×10-2). 

 

 
 

Figure 6. (a) Average stress vs penetration for flat punch and plane strain (2D FEM, c* = 
31); (b) comparison between plane strain and three-dimensional (3D FEM) predictions of 

force-penetration curve (φ = 0, b/d = 0.04). 
 
 
The variations in w  with b  shown in Fig. 5 can be linked in part to the ratio h/b. 

Irrespective of b , h is greater than b when the penetration is very small. For a wide 
wheel, h remains much smaller than b (Fig. 2b) for all values of penetration. For a narrow 
wheel, there is a small value of penetration at which h = b, and with further penetration, h 
becomes much larger than b (Fig. 2b). When h/b becomes close to unity, one expects that 
three-dimensional effects may be significant. When h/b becomes close to 0, 
corresponding to a wide wheel (b → ∞ ), the configuration is clearly amenable to plane 
strain analysis, as illustrated by the agreement between Prandtl’s (1921) plane strain 
punch solution and the numerical results for b = ∞ . With /h b → ∞ , corresponding to a 
very narrow wheel ( 0b → ), it is also reasonable to expect the existence of a state close 
to plane strain. 
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For 0b = , plane strain prevails in the plane associated with the width of the 
wheel. Viewed in this plane, the problem resembles deep penetration of a flat punch. The 
width of the punch, denoted bp, is associated with the width b of a narrow wheel. Fig. 6a 
shows normalized average stress *w  = w/bp versus normalized penetration *δ  = δ/bp from 
a simulation of punch indentation on cohesive soil, where plane strain is assumed and the 
mesh is comparable to the one used in the plane of the wheel width in three-dimensional 
simulations. Fig. 6b compares the force-penetration relationship from a simulation with 

0.04b =  to the one obtained through proper scaling of the two-dimensional results: 
*W bhw= . In the prediction shown in Fig. 7b, Eq. (2) was used together with the 

equation of regression for *w  (see Fig. 6a). The two-dimensional results match the three-
dimensional results well, with small deviation at large δ  owing to the increasing 
significance of three-dimensional effects with increasing δ . 

The process of a flat punch penetrating soil under plane strain conditions is much 
better understood that the problem of wheel indentation. In view of the correspondence 
between the plane strain solution and the behavior with b → ∞  and 0b → , a simple and 
approximate analytic approach can be formulated. In this approach, indentation of a 
wheel is considered as a sequence of limit states corresponding to the punch solution. A 
somewhat more complicated version of this method including three-dimensional effects 
was found to provide a satisfactory match to numerical results for wheels with 
intermediate aspect ratios (Hambleton 2006, Hambleton and Drescher 2008c). 

The approach utilizes concepts involved in calculating limit loads on foundations, 
where average stress on the foundation is calculated as a superposition of effects from 
cohesion, surcharge, and soil unit weight (Terzaghi 1943) and so-called “depth factors” 
are introduced to compensative for the effects of foundation embedment (Meyerhof 
1963). Albeit approximate, the Terzaghi-Meyerhof formula captures the essential features 
of the punch problem. The formula can be generally expressed as 

 
( ) ( ) ( )* * * * * *

1 2 3, , ,w c F F Fϕ δ δ ϕ δ ϕ δ= + +  (3) 
 

Proposed forms for functions F1, F2, and F3 appearing in Eq. (3) can be found in 
the literature (cf. Das 2008), with F1,F2,F3 ≥ 0 for all φ and F3 = 0 for φ = 0. Dilation 
angle ψ does not explicitly appear in Eq. (3), as the formula derives from static 
considerations independent of the flow rule. Theory of rigid, perfectly plasticity is the 
basis for Eq. (3), such that no elastic parameters are present. Also, the effects of friction 
along the sides of the punch are not explicitly included in the formulation, although it is 
expected that increased resistance can be accommodated through the factors F1, F2, and 
F3. It may be noted that the results shown in Fig. 6a for φ = 0 are consistent with the 
approximation in Eq. (3), with F1 and F2 simply being constants and F3 = 0.  

In the next sections, Eq. (3) is used as the basis for approximating the asymptotic 
behavior associated with b = ∞  and 0b =  for cohesive (φ = 0) and frictional ( 0c = ) 
soils. In all cases, total force W  is computed as a product of average stress w  and contact 
area, where 
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W wh=  (4) 
 
The punch variables and the wheel variables are related through 
 

* * *, ,
p p pb b bw w c c

d d d
δ δ= = =  (5) 

 
For a wide wheel, bp = h and *δ  is effectively zero, as the equivalent flat punch replacing 
the wheel remains at the surface but grows in width as a function of penetration. For a 
narrow wheel, bp = b and * 0δ > . 
 
5.1 Wide wheel on cohesive soil 
 
For a wide wheel (b = ∞ ) on cohesive soil (φ = 0), W  is given by 
 

2
12W cFδ δ= −  (6) 

 
where 1 2F π≈ +  (see numerical results in Fig. 6a). Eq. (6) was obtained by combining 
Eqs. (2)-(5), as well as considering bp = h and * 0δ = . In this case, vertical force simply 
scales with cohesion, and unit weight does not play a role. 
 
5.2 Narrow wheel on cohesive soil 
 
Normalized force for a narrow wheel ( 0b = ) on cohesive soil (φ = 0) takes the form 
 

2
1 22W cF Fδ δ δ⎡ ⎤= − +⎣ ⎦  (7) 

 
where F1 and F2 are functions of * / bδ δ=  only. Compared to the case b = ∞  (Eq. (6)), 
there is an extra term in Eq. (7) and the function F1 also includes the effects of *δ . Since 

*δ → ∞  as 0b → , functions F1 and F2 can be quite large for a narrow wheel. Overall, 
Eq. (7) reveals that W  should increase as b  decreases, which is the behavior determined 
from numerical simulation (Fig. 1). 
 
5.3 Wide wheel on frictional soil 
 
For a wide wheel (b = ∞ ) on frictional soil ( 0c = ), one finds 
 

2 2
2 32 2W F Fδ δ δ δ δ⎡ ⎤= − + −⎣ ⎦  (8) 
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Figure 7. Deviatoric strain rate from (a) plane strain and (b) three-dimensional 
simulations (b  = 0.3) with frictional soil (φ = 15º, ψ = 0, c  = 1.25×10-2) 

 
 
where F2 and F3 are functions of φ only ( * 0δ = ). An important feature of Eq. (8) is the 
second term in the brackets, which depends on δ  as a consequence of bp = h. The term in 
brackets is in fact w , and the relatively strong dependence of w  on δ  is corroborated by 
the trend in numerical results shown in Fig. 5b for b = ∞ . 
 
5.4 Narrow wheel on frictional soil 
 
The force-penetration relationship for a narrow wheel ( 0b → ) on frictional soil ( 0c = ) 
is 

2
2 32W F bFδ δ δ⎡ ⎤= − +⎣ ⎦  (9) 

 
where F2 is a function of both φ and *δ . In contrast to b = ∞  (Eq. (8)), the factor in front 
of F3 does not depend on δ . This implies that averages stress, given in square brackets in 
Eq. (9), should not increase as rapidly with penetration as with b = ∞ . Again, numerical 
results support this conclusion (Fig. 5b). However, there are also competing factors in the 
term involving F3, since F3 depends on *δ  and * / bδ δ= → ∞  as 0b → . If F3 is linear 
or lower order in *δ , this term will vanish as 0b → . 

 
6. Localization 
 
The regular oscillations in W  distinguishable for b = ∞  in Fig. 2 can be attributed to the 
presence of localized deformation. Fig. 7 shows deviatoric strain rate in the soil for 
b = ∞ , where strain rate is normalized by d and the penetration velocity of the wheel δ  
(see legend in Fig. 7). Also shown for comparison are results from a three-dimensional 
simulation with 0.3b = , where strain rate is plotted along the two planes of symmetry. 
Localized deformation is evident for b = ∞  but does not appear with 0.3b = . The 
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oscillations in force for narrow wheels (Fig. 2) can likewise be ascribed to localization, as 
this effect is known to occur in the analogous punch indentation problem. 

The presence of strain localization for b → ∞  and 0b →  appears to be closely 
related to the planar modes of deformation occurring in these cases. For intermediate 
geometries (e.g., b  = 0.3), localization is suppressed as a result of inherently three-
dimensional (non-planar) deformation. It is known, for instance, that strong 
discontinuities in incremental material displacement are inhibited in axisymmetry (Cox et 
al. 1961).  

 
7. Concluding remarks 
 
Three-dimensional numerical simulations of rigid wheels of varying width indenting 
cohesive and frictional materials reveal that plane strain prevails with both b → ∞  (wide 
wheels) and 0b →  (narrow wheels). For wide wheels, indentation bears considerable 
similarity to shallow indentation of a flat punch, with a growing contact region in the 
diametral plane. For narrow wheels, indentation can be likened to deep indentation of a 
flat punch where contact length does not grow in the plane of dominant deformation but 
penetration is large with respect to width of the wheel, such that effects like material 
weight and sidewall friction become important. Since displaced material does not 
contribute to an increase in contact area for a very thin wheel, dilation angle can be 
expected to effect wheel force less than for wheels with intermediate or large width. 
Numerical simulations also reveal the presence of localized deformation for wide and 
narrow wheels on frictional soil, whereas non-planar deformation for wheels of 
intermediate aspect ratio tends to suppress localization.  

Previous studies in soil-wheel interaction largely assumed that deformation occurs 
only within the diametral plane. This assumption, while valid for a wide wheel, 
disregards basic factors governing the force-penetration relationship for narrow wheels, 
as well as essential kinematical features of the problem. For a narrow wheel, deformation 
is almost exclusively within the plane of the wheel width, and errors in the force-
penetration relationship predicted by disregarding effects in this plane depends on the 
wheel geometry and material properties, being large in some cases and small for others. 
The approximate analytic method presented in this paper captures the influence of 
parameters on the force-penetration relationship for wide and narrow wheels in a 
tractable way. 
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article under review: 
 

Hambleton, J.P, and Drescher, A. (2010). Approximate model for blunt objects indenting 
cohesive-frictional material. International Journal for Numerical and Analytical 
Methods in Geomechanics, (under review). 
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Approximate model for blunt objects indenting cohesive-frictional material 
 

J.P. Hambleton a, A. Drescher a,* 
a Department of Civil Engineering, University of Minnesota, 500 Pillsbury Drive SE, 

Minneapolis, MN 55455, USA 
 
Abstract 
 
An approximate two-dimensional model for indentation of blunt objects into a rigid-
perfectly plastic cohesive-frictional material is derived. Particular emphasis is placed on 
considering indentation as a process involving evolution of the boundary of material 
displaced by the indenter. Force-penetration relationships are obtained by an incremental 
approach utilizing key kinematic and static information from indentation of a flat punch. 
Albeit approximate, the proposed model applies to arbitrary indenter geometry and 
weightless or ponderable cohesive-frictional materials exhibiting associated or non-
associated plastic flow. Two specific indenter geometries, the cylinder and blunt wedge, 
are explored in detail. Favorable agreement is found between the analytic results and 
those obtained using the finite element method (FEM). For both the wedge and cylinder, 
it is further shown that accurate analytic expressions relating indentation force explicitly 
to penetration can be derived. In the case of the wedge and weightless material, the 
predictions obtained with expressions for indentation force are very close to those 
resulting from the implicit equations available in the literature. 
 
Keywords: Indentation; Rigid-plastic; Cohesive-frictional; Cylinder; Wedge; Finite 
element method 
 
Introduction 
 
Penetration of a rigid object into plastically deforming material is a common occurrence 
in applications such as strength evaluation of metallic materials, examples being 
indentation of spheres, cones, and pyramids (Johnson 1985). Likewise, indentation of 
conical and non-conical objects into soils is a well-recognized practical methodology of 
determining in situ properties (Schnaid 2009). Indentation also takes place in soil- 
 
__________ 
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machine interaction (SMI), where a variety of tools of agricultural and earth-moving 
machinery penetrate the soil (Bekker 1969, Shen and Kushwaha 1998). Additional areas 
where penetration of an object may be of interest are sediment-object interaction in 
marine environments, and processing of bulk materials.  

This paper is concerned with theoretically modeling the process of quasi-static 
normal indentation of blunt, two-dimensional (plane strain) objects into rigid-perfectly 
plastic cohesive-frictional material. Concentration on the process rather than a particular 
state necessitates consideration of the evolving contact interface between the indenter and 
material as well as the evolution of the lips forming next to the indenter, which possess a 
geometry that is unknown beforehand. Accordingly, the problem belongs to the class of 
unknown boundary type for which solutions may be non-unique (Hill 1950, Petrkyk 
1980). The term “blunt” implies that the ratio of penetration depth to contact length is 
relatively small. Normal indentation is directly involved in many instances in the 
applications indicated above and may be used to approximate oblique and/or rotational 
indentation provided the inclination of the object’s trajectory from the surface normal is 
limited and the object’s rotational velocity is small. 

An example of two-dimensional object indentation most considered is the 
problem of wedge indentation into perfectly plastic cohesive or frictional material. 
Solutions for a weightless material based on the method of characteristics (slip lines) can 
be attributed to Hill et al. (1947), Shield (1953), Grunzweig et al. (1954), Haddow (1967) 
Bai and Dodd (1982), and Tordesillas and Shi (1999). Drescher et al. (1967) included the 
effect of weight in their numerical slip-line calculations, whereas Drescher and 
Michalowski (1984) incorporated weight within the framework of the kinematic method 
of limit analysis. Some of these works considered flow rules other than classical 
associated flow. Experimental results can be found in Drescher et al. (1967) and 
Butterfield and Andrawes (1972), and a discussion of kinematical requirements for 
wedge indentation in cohesive-frictional materials with and without weight is provided 
by Butterfield (1988). Exploratory results on cylinder indentation into soils can be found 
in the authors’ earlier work (Hambleton and Drescher 2008c). 

Previous works on normal indentation are limited in several respects. First, most 
of these works do no consider the effect of material weight. By excluding material 
weight, indentation into purely frictional material does not require any force, and this is 
physically incorrect when the gravity is present. Second, the solutions do not furnish 
explicit formulae amenable for usage in practice. Finally, each previous study focuses on 
one particular indenter geometry (e.g., wedge), and to the authors’ knowledge, no 
universal and efficient methodology applicable to a variety of geometries exists. 

In this paper, a generic approach for determining the force-penetration 
relationship for a blunt object indenting cohesive-frictional material is presented. This 
model accommodates material weight and leads to approximate analytic formulae for 
indentation force for virtually any blunt indenter. The proposed analytic method is 
premised on first constructing the total deformation induced by an indenter as a 
summation of incremental responses, where the incremental response can be evaluated 
from solutions to the fundamental plasticity problem of a flat punch pressed into a 
straight or trapezoidal surface (truncated wedge). The corresponding force acting on the 
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indenter is obtained from integrating the average vertical stresses at the punch-material 
interface.  

The punch problem also was used by Hambleton and Drescher (2008c) as the 
basis for approximate analysis of cylinder indentation. The present model is significantly 
different, however, in that it incorporates the evolution of material lips forming during 
indentation thereby capturing the actual contact length. In earlier work, displaced 
material was simply replaced by surcharge, which had negligible influence on the 
resulting force-penetration curves.  

The material model assumed in the analysis is rigid-perfectly plastic, with the 
linear Mohr-Coulomb yield condition characterized by two material constants: friction 
angle φ and cohesion c. The unit weight of the material is denoted γ. The flow rules 
governing the deformations are considered to be coaxial associated or non-coaxial with 
the dilation angle ψ.   

For assessing the accuracy of the solutions obtained, the results of elastic-plastic 
computations using the finite element method (FEM) also are presented, where high 
elastic modulus emulated the response of the rigid-perfectly plastic model. 
 
Approximate model 
 
The model presented below aims at relating the vertical indentation force Q to the 
penetration δ defined as the vertical distance between the indenter lowermost point and 
the undisturbed material surface (Fig. 1). The geometry of the rigid, symmetric indenter 
is specified through the function f(x), where f(x) is a strictly increasing function defining 
a curve in the x-y coordinate system shown in Fig. 1. The origin of the x-y system is 
coincident with the lowermost point of the indenter and translates in the negative y-
direction as penetration δ increases. Material is displaced upward on either side of the 
indenter, forming material lips which intersect the indenter surface at height l above the 
undisturbed surface. The indenter contacts the deformed surface over a horizontal 
distance h. 
 The basic postulate regarding the deformation induced by the indenter is that the 
material lips outside the indenter are straight, and their angle of inclination to the 
horizontal is β. As shown in Fig. 1, the length of the material lips is given by λh, where λ 
is in general a non-constant multiplier. When the process of indentation is assumed to be 
geometrically self-similar, β and λ are necessarily constants; however, self-similarity is 
not imposed a priori in the approximate model. Self-similarity in the case of wedge 
indentation was considered by Hill et al. (1947), Shield (1953), Drescher and 
Michalowski (1984), and Tordesillas and Shi (1999) among others. During an increment 
of penetration dδ, the lip surface moves a distance κdδ along the surface normal at the 
point where the lip surface contacts the indenter (Fig. 1), where κ is another multiplier. 
The multipliers λ and κ depend on the parameters in the yield condition and the flow 
rule. However, it is recognized that λ and κ may not be independent. 
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Figure 1. Indentation of a blunt, symmetric object 
 
 
 

 An additional simplifying assumption made throughout the remainder of the paper 
is that angle β is small (cosβ ≈ 1, sinβ ≈ β). Angle β  then can be related to l and h by   
 

l
h

β
λ

=  (1) 

 
 The equation governing the evolution of the lips in the course of indentation is 
derived by examining the kinematics at the point where the lip meets the indenter surface. 
As shown in Fig. 2, an infinitesimal change in indenter displacement, dδ, is geometrically 
related to the change in lip height, dl. Line segments AC and CD have lengths given by 
 

cot cot tanAC d dl dlδ α α β= + −  (2) 
 

secCD d dlκ δ β= −  (3) 
 
In (2), α is the angle between the tangent to the indenter and the horizontal at the point 
where the deformed material boundary meets the indenter surface (at height l above the 
undisturbed surface), and it is related to ( )' ( ) /f x df x dx=  through 
 

( )tan 2f hα ′=  (4) 
 
Contact length h in (4) is related to δ and l through  
 

( )2l f hδ + =   (5) 
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Figure 2. Incremental kinematics at point where deformed material boundary meets 
indenter surface 

 
 
Since sin /CD ACβ =  (Fig. 2), one may deduce the following relationship between dl 
and dδ 
 

secsin tan
tan tan

d dl
d dl dl

κ δ ββ α
δ α β

−
=

+ −
  (6) 

 
Combining Eqs. (1) and (6) and utilizing the small-β approximation gives, after some 
manipulation, the following ordinary differential equation 
 

1

tan 1

dl
hd
l

κκ λδ α

+
= −

+
 (7) 

 
Once f(x), λ, and κ, are specified, Eq. (7) may be solved, analytically or 

numerically, to determine l as a function of δ. It should be pointed out that λ, κ, h and 
tanα  in general depend on δ and l, making (7) a non-trivial differential equation. 
 The magnitude of the vertical force Q is derived from the average normal traction 
q acting along the distance h 
 
Q qh=  (8) 
 
where both q and h in general change as functions of δ. 
 Finally, it is postulated that the traction q, as well as the multipliers λ and κ, may 
be assessed from results for the problem of a flat rigid punch of width h pressed into a flat 
or slightly sloping surface (truncated wedge) of a plastically deforming material. The 
punch problem refers to incipient flow beneath and around a rigid punch and not to the 
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process of continuous penetration. The process of indentation is thus modeled as a 
sequence of incipient problems, with overall geometry changing from one increment to 
the next but the incremental variation being considered equivalent to the incipient flow 
problem. The solutions for this problem for a weightless or ponderable material obeying 
associated and non-associated flow rules are presented in the next section. 
 
Punch indentation 
 
Weightless material 
 
For weightless cohesive-frictional materials obeying the associated (coaxial) flow rule (ψ 
= φ), the two well-known solutions obtained by the method of characteristics are shown 
in Fig. 3 (Chen 1975). The left is the Prandtl-type solution referred to as the "rough" 
punch solution, and the right is the Hill-type solution applicable to a "smooth" punch. 
Next to the punch, and next to the free boundary, the characteristics are straight, and in 
the transition zone one family is straight (fan) and the other forms log-spirals (circles for 
φ = 0). In either case, the velocity and stress characteristics coincide and the free 
boundaries move uniformly. Also, multipliers λ and κ, which define the extent and 
incremental movement of the free boundaries, are given by analytic expressions. 
Multiplier κ derives from the ratio of the normal component of velocity of the free 
boundary next to the punch and the velocity of the punch, both determined from the 
hodograph (velocity plan). 
 For the Prandtl-type solution, which is physically more realistic than the Hill-type 
solution, the expressions for q, λ, and κ are 
 

( ) ( )2 tan2
4 2cot tan 1q c e π β φφπφ −⎡ ⎤= + −⎣ ⎦  for φ ≠ 0,   (2 2 )q c π β= + −  for φ = 0 (9) 

 

( ) ( )2 tan
4 2tan e

π β φφπλ −= +  for φ ≠ 0,   1λ =  for φ = 0 (10) 
 

( ) ( )2 tan
4 2

1 tan
2

e
π β φφπκ −= +  for φ ≠ 0,   1

2
κ =  for φ = 0 (11) 

 
It may be noted that expressions for λ and κ differ only by a factor of one half. Eqs. (9)-
(11) also apply to Hill-type mechanism, with a factor of one half multiplying the 
expression for λ, and the factor of one half removed from the formulas for κ.   
 If the flow rule is coaxial non-associative (ψ < φ), velocity characteristics do not 
coincide with those for stresses, and the region undergoing plastic deformation is smaller 
than with ψ = φ (Cox 1963). In the fan, both stress and velocity characteristics are 
curved. As a consequence the velocity field becomes complex, and the free boundary 
does not move uniformly. More importantly, as shown by Drescher and Detournay 
(1993) the solution based on the method of characteristics is thermodynamically 
inadmissible and has no physical value. 
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Figure 3. Indentation of punch on weightless material showing Prandtl-type mechanism 
(left-hand side) and Hill-type mechanism (right-hand side) 

 
 

 
 One possible means of accounting for non-associativity that preserves the 
simplicity of Prandtl- and Hill-type solutions (Drescher and Detournay 1993) involves 
the use of reduced friction angle and cohesion given by  
 

* cos costan tan
1 sin sin

ψ φφ φ
ψ φ

=
−

  (12) 

 
* cos cos

1 sin sin
c cψ φ

ψ φ
=

−
  (13) 

 
However, the new parameters φ* and c* cannot be used in the expressions for λ and κ 
because this would lead to overestimation of the global incremental volume increase. For 
example, the volume of material displaced along the free boundaries with ψ = 0 and φ* > 
0 would not equal volume displaced by the punch, and the incompressibility requirement 
would be violated. 
 The non-coincidence of stress and velocity characteristics in non-associated 
coaxial flow rules has been disputed on the basis of violating the concept of sliding along 
planes where the Mohr-Coulomb yield condition is satisfied, i.e., the stress characteristics 
or slip lines, as discussed by de Josselin de Jong (1959),  Spencer (1964), and Mehrabadi 
and Cowin (1978). Enforcing the sliding concept leads to non-coaxiality of principal 
stresses and strain rates in some problems, an example being punch indentation 
(Tordesillas and Shi 1999, Spencer 1964). As the field of stress characteristics remains 
identical to that for the coaxial flow rule, the expression for q and the extent of the 
deforming material defined by λ, given by Eqs. (9) and (10) respectively for the Prandtl-
type solution, remain unchanged. However, multiplier κ now assumes a different value 
given by 
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( )

( ) ( )
( )tan 24 2 2

4 2

cos cos1
2 cos sin sin

e
φ ππ φ ψ β

φπ

φ ψ
κ

φ ψ ψ

⎛ ⎞− − −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

+ −
=

− − +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 (14) 

 
For the Hill-type solution, the comments for the associated flow rule still apply. With ψ = 
φ, Eq. (14) is the same as (10), making (14) valid for all admissible values of ψ. Also, κ = 
1/(2λ) with ψ = 0 as required by incompressibility. 
 
Ponderable material 
 
For ponderable cohesive-frictional materials, where the method of characteristics still 
applies, the field of characteristics becomes very complex and must be determined 
numerically rather than analytically (Sokolovskii 1965). Accordingly, the tractions at the 
punch-material interface and the velocities at the free boundary are non-uniform 
regardless whether the flow rule is coaxial associative on non-coaxial. This precludes 
arriving at analytic expressions for q, λ, and κ. 
 An approximation often used in practical applications is the formula for q 
originally proposed by Terzaghi (1943)  

1
2cq cN hNγγ= +   (15) 

 
Eq. (15) is based on the field of stress characteristics for a weightless material, with the 
effect of weight superimposed. This would also imply that λ and κ are the same as for a 
weightless material, a characteristic that is not supported by numerical calculations 
(Sokolovskii 1965). While the factor Nc is identically equal to q/c given by Eq. (9), 
proper values of the factor Nγ have been debated extensively (Michalowski 1997, 
Ukritchon et al. 2003, Martin 2005). Table 1 shows results of numerical calculations 
performed by Martin (2005) with γh/c→ ∞, i.e., for a purely frictional material. 
 One potential approach for estimating q, λ, and κ for a ponderable material and 
any β is to draw on results from the kinematic method of limit analysis and using a 
simple velocity field. This methodology, which applies to associated plastic flow, is 
discussed in detail by Chen (1975). An example of such a field is shown in Fig. 4, and it 
closely resembles the Prandtl-type deformation field for weightless materials. The 
difference lies in allowing angles ωi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) to assume values resulting from 
minimization of q rather than from conditions imposed by the method of characteristics. 
A Hill-type deformation field could be considered in the same fashion. An attractive 
aspect of this approach is that κ is determined uniquely, since material velocities at the 
free surface are uniform by construction. If the velocity field were determined 
numerically using the method of characteristics, a representative value of κ (e.g., spatial 
average) would need to be evaluated to implement the approximate model. 

Even though the values of q, λ, and κ can be determined for materials with 
arbitrary φ, c, and γ, the case of c = 0 (purely frictional material) is deemed the most 
interesting. For β = 0, Table 1 shows values of Nγ appearing in the expression for 
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calculating q (Eq. (15)), as well as λ and κ, obtained using the Levenberg-Marquardt 
minimization method. Also presented in Table 1 are values of λ and κ for a weightless 
material.  Clearly, predictions using the kinematic method indicate more material is 
displaced over a smaller distance for a ponderable material as compared with a 
weightless material, and this agrees qualitatively with the solutions based on the method 
of characteristics (Drescher et al. 1967). Table 2 shows the variation in Nγ, λ, and κ with 
β > 0, where tabulated values are normalized by the results for β = 0. 

Values of Nγ determined by Martin (2005) are somewhat lower than those 
obtained using the kinematic method. Martin’s values are closer to the true solution on 
account of their validity for both the partial stress field (lower bound) and velocity field 
(upper bound). Martin’s values of Nγ were therefore used throughout this paper, and to 
account for the influence of β > 0, these values were modified by the factor Nγ/Nγ,β = 0  
given in Table 2.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Prandtl-type mechanism used with kinematic method to estimate Nγ, λ, κ for 
ponderable, cohesionless material 

 
 
 

Table 1. Values of Nγ, λ, and κ for β = 0 and Prandtl-type mechanism. 
 

φ (deg) Nγ Nγ λ κ λ κ 

 (Martin 2005) kinematic method 
(ponderable, cohesionless) 

 Eqs. (10) and (11) 
(weightless) 

0 0.00 0.00 - - 1.00 0.50 
10 0.43 0.77 0.45 3.98 1.57 0.79 
20 2.84 4.58 1.10 3.88 2.53 1.26 
30 14.75 21.70 2.21 5.32 4.29 2.14 
40 85.57 120.0 4.42 9.11 8.01 4.01 
50 742.9 1033.3 9.93 20.19 17.86 8.93 
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Table 2. Values of Nγ, λ, and κ for β > 0 using kinematic method with Prandtl-type 
mechanism 

 

 φ (deg) /β φ  
  0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

10  0.96 0.92 0.88 0.84 0.80 
20  0.93 0.86 0.79 0.72 0.65 
30 1.00 0.88 0.77 0.67 0.57 0.49 
40  0.81 0.65 0.52 0.41 0.31 , 0

N
N

γ

γ β =

 

50  0.71 0.50 0.35 0.24 0.17 
10  1.07 1.15 1.25 1.37 1.53 
20  1.05 1.11 1.04 1.26 1.37 
30 1.00 1.03 1.06 1.09 1.14 1.20 
40  0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.95 0β

λ
λ =

 

50  0.95 0.90 0.86 0.72 0.60 
10  0.93 0.85 0.78 0.71 0.64 
20  0.92 0.85 0.88 0.71 0.64 
30 1.00 0.91 0.83 0.75 0.68 0.61 
40  0.89 0.79 0.70 0.62 0.57 0β

κ
κ =

 

50  0.85 0.72 0.61 0.57 0.56 
 
 
The kinematic method cannot be used for any flow rule other than an associated 

one, since dissipation along the discontinuities cannot be calculated. To account for ψ < 
φ, it can be assumed that λ is the same as with ψ φ= , and that ψ only affects κ. This 
assumption is motivated by behavior of κ with respect to ψ for weightless material and a 
non-coaxial flow rule (Eq. (14)). Based on this assumption, κ is known at the extreme 
case 0ψ = , which corresponds to incompressible material with κ = 1/(2λ). Values of κ 
for 0 ψ φ< <  could be evaluated using an interpolating function possessing similar 
qualities as (14). 
 
Cylinder indentation 
 
This section is devoted to demonstrating the applicability of the approximate model to the 
case of cylinder indentation. Focus is restricted to a rough cylinder using the Prandtl-type 
punch solution, although it is also possible to consider a smooth cylinder by making use 
of the Hill-type punch solution. 
 The shape of a cylinder of radius r is given by the function 
 

( ) 2 2f x r r x= − −   (16) 
 
The contact length h, determined from (5), may be expressed through the following 
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2
2( 2)

4
hf h r r lδ= − − = + ,   ( ) ( )22 2h r l lδ δ= + − +  (17) 

 
Angle α is given by 
 

( )
2 2

2 tan
2 ( 2)

hf h
r h

α′ = =
−

 (18) 

 
Upon substituting (39) and (40) into (7), the differential equation governing the evolution 
of l as a function of δ becomes 
 

( ) ( )
( )

2

1
2

1 2

dl
d r l l

l r l

κκ
δ δ δ

λ
δ

+
= −

⎡ ⎤+ − +
+ ⎢ ⎥

− −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 (19) 

 
No closed-form solution to Eq. (19) could be found regardless of whether λ and κ 

are constant or varying. This equation was therefore solved numerically using initial 
conditions l = l0, λ = λ0, and κ = κ0 at δ = 0. Eq. (19) is singular with l0 = 0, so l0 was 
taken as a very small number in the numerical solution. For the cylinder, which has zero 
slope (tanα = 0) at first contact with the material, it is reasonable to assume β = 0 at δ = 
0, and λ0 and κ0 are therefore determined using the relevant expressions from the 
previous section with β = 0. 

Eq. (19) together with expressions for λ and κ (e.g., (10) and (11)) represent a 
coupled system of equations. The simple and robust numerical scheme used to solve this 
system is based on the Euler (forward) method. In this procedure, numerical values at the 
beginning of the finite difference step (δj, lj, λj, and κj) were first used with Eq. (19) to 
determine the value lj+1 corresponding to the end of the step, calculated based on the 
standard Euler method. Next, the value of β at the end of the increment (βj+1) was 
calculated from Eq. (1) using values of δ and l at the end of the increment (δj+1 and lj+1) 
and the value of λ at the beginning of the increment (λj). Finally, new values λj+1 and κj+1 
were determined using the suitable expressions for λ and κ based on the updated angle 
βj+1. Since βj+1 is evaluated using λj, as opposed to λj+1, the method is fully explicit. A 
very small step size (Δδ = δj+1 - δj) was used in all numerical calculations, with the high 
fidelity of the results confirmed through a convergence study. In the case of ponderable 
material for which only numerical values of λ and κ are available (Tables 1 and 2), cubic 
spline interpolation was used to arrive at functions that are continuous with respect to β.  
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Figure 5. Numerical solution for cylinder indentation with weightless material obeying 
associated plastic flow: (a) normalized lip height l/r; (b) multipliers λ and κ; (c) 
normalized contact length h/r; (d) lip angle β; (e) average normal traction q; (f) 

normalized total force Q/cr 
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From Fig. 5a, it can be seen that normalized lip height l/r is nearly a linear 
function of normalized penetration δ/r for all φ. For given penetration, l/r increases 
dramatically with increasing φ as a result of growing dilatancy. Multipliers λ and κ (Fig. 
5b) decrease slightly throughout the indentation process but remain quite close to the 
initial values λ0 and κ0 (β = 0). For given penetration, h/r sharply increases and β slightly 
decreases with φ.  Most importantly, β is always small (β < 3.5º), providing an a 
posteriori validation of the small-β approximation. 

Much like h/r, normalized total force Q/cr (Fig. 5f) increases with penetration at a 
decreasing rate. In fact, the variation in Q is primarily due to the changing contact length, 
since the average normal traction q (Fig. 5e) decreases only slightly throughout the 
indentation process. In the figure, q is normalized by its initial value q0, which 
corresponds to β = 0. For specified penetration, total force increases very sharply as a 
function of φ, due to an increase in both average normal traction and contact length. 

Fig. 6 shows the deformed shape for the cases φ = 0 and φ = ψ = 30º at two 
particular values of normalized penetration. For φ = ψ = 30º, the lips of displaced 
material are clearly very large in terms of both height (l) and length (λh). The large extent 
and volume of the material lips resulting from dilation in the case φ = ψ = 30º is not 
physically realistic. 

Fig. 7 shows the numerical results for φ = 30º and ψ < φ, where κ is given by (14). 
The dilation angle ψ clearly has a profound effect on the predicted lip location and total 
force. When δ/r is fixed, the lip height l/r, contact length h/r, and normalized force Q/cr 
all increase substantially as ψ is increased. Again, q, λ, and κ remain close to the initial 
values. Lip angle β (not shown) is reduced significantly as ψ  is varied from φ to 0. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Deformed shape with weightless material and two values penetration, δ/r = 0.08 
and 0.16 
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Figure 7. Numerical solution for cylinder indentation with weightless material (φ = 30º) 
and ψ < φ: (a) normalized lip height l/r; (b) multipliers λ and κ; (c) normalized contact 

length h/r; (d) normalized total force Q/cr 
 
 
 
The deformed shape for φ = 30º and ψ = 0 is also shown in Fig. 6. In this case, 

material is displaced very thinly over a relatively large area, and the lip is barely 
perceptible without exaggeration in the vertical direction. Interestingly, lip height l is 
significantly smaller in the case of fully non-associated cohesive-frictional material (ψ = 
0) than with cohesive material (φ = 0). In both instances the material is incompressible, 
but material is displaced over a larger distance with 0φ ψ> =  than with φ = 0. 

It is acknowledged that the proposed model does not strictly conserve mass in the 
case of a cylinder and incompressible material. This can be seen by computing the total 
area of displaced material predicted using the proposed incremental formulation, which is 
somewhat less than the area occupied by the indenter below the undeformed surface. 
Nevertheless, this effect is small, and alternative schemes explored by the authors that 
strictly conserve mass predict similar overall results.  
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Ponderable Material 
 
Figure 8 plots key quantities from numerical computations for ponderable, cohesionless 
material with φ = 30º. The basis for the calculations is the data tabulated in Tables 1 and 
2, as well as Eq. (15) with c = 0. Also shown in the figure for comparison are the results 
obtained for weightless material. As compared to weightless material, normalized lip 
height and contact length are significantly larger for ponderable material with φ = ψ. This 
is ascribed to λ being smaller and κ being larger, so that more material is displaced over a 
smaller length λh with ponderable material. With φ = ψ, multipliers λ and κ also undergo 
a larger variation during the indentation process compared to weightless material, where 
λ is increasing rather than decreasing. Lip angle β (not shown) also increases compared 
with weightless material as a result of the lip height l being larger and lip length λh being 
smaller. 
  
 

 
 

Figure 8. Numerical solution for cylinder indentation with ponderable material (φ = 30º): 
(a) normalized lip height l/r; (b) factor Nγ and multipliers λ and κ; (c) normalized contact 

length h/r; (d) normalized total force Q/γr2  
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Fig. 8 also shows results for ψ = 0. These computations are based on using the 
same data for λ and Nγ as with ψ = φ but taking κ = 1/(2λ), as discussed previously. From 
these results, we again find that ψ has a great impact on the predicted lip location and 
total force, with l/r, h/r, and Q/γr2 dropping considerably as ψ is varied from φ to 0. For 
ψ = 0, the multipliers λ and κ, as well as the factor Nγ, change very little throughout the 
indentation process (Fig. 8b) due to β remaining very small. 
 
Asymptotic solution for cylinder 
 
No exact solution to Eq. (19) could be found, but in this section an approximate closed-
form solution to Eq. (19) is derived by examining the limiting (asymptotic) behavior at 
δ/r = 0. This solution is obtained by rewriting (19) in dimensionless form and postulating 
a linear relationship between l/r and δ/r, motivated from linearity observed in the 
numerical results shown in Figs. 5a, 7a, and 8a. In particular, a solution of the form l = 
ηasymδ  is considered, where ηasym is an as yet unknown constant. Upon rewriting Eq. (19) 
in terms of dimensionless variables and substituting l = ηasymδ, the following expression 
is obtained 
 

( ) ( )
( )

2

1

2 1 1
1 2

1 1

asym

asym asymr

asym asymr

δ

δ

κη κ
η η

λ
η η

+
= −

⎡ ⎤+ − +
⎢ ⎥−
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 (20) 

 
By taking δ/r = 0, i.e., examining the asymptotic behavior corresponding to first contact, 
one arrives at an equation containing only constants η, λ, and κ, which may be solved to 
find 
 

0 0

0

4
1 4asym

l λ κη
δ λ

= =
+

 (21) 

 
Eq. (21) is written in terms of λ0 and κ0 since λ and κ assume their initial values (β = 0) 
with δ/r = 0. 

The asymptotic solution given by (21) is remarkably simple. From this relation, 
the remaining quantities of interest, such as h and β (e.g., Eqs. (17) and (1)), are readily 
determined. In Fig. 9, l/r and h/r from the asymptotic solution are compared with the 
numerical results for both weightless and ponderable material with φ = 30º. The two sets 
of results are nearly indistinguishable when the material is weightless or incompressible 
(ψ = 0), and it is only for ponderable material with associated flow (ψ = φ) that a slight 
difference is visible. Similar agreement was found for other values of φ. 

Most importantly, analytic equations for total force Q that exhibit explicit 
dependence on δ may be easily obtained using (21). The expression for weightless 
material, for example, is 
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Figure 9. Numerical and asymptotic solutions for weightless material and associated 
plastic flow (φ = 30º): (a) normalized lip height l/r; (b) normalized contact length h/r 
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where λ0 and κ0 (in the expression for ηasym) are given by (10) and (14), respectively, 
with β = 0 and ηasym is given by (21). 
 
Secant approximation for arbitrary indenter shape 
 
In this section, an approximate analytic solution that holds for any blunt indenter is 
derived. This approximation rests on two key assumptions. The first is a secant 
approximation, ( )' ( ) /f x f x x≈ , of the derivative appearing as in Eq. (7). By evaluating 

( )f x  and ( )'f x  at x = h/2 as in Eqs. (4) and (5), the secant approximation gives 
 

( ) ( / 2)tan ' / 2 2
/ 2

f h lf h
h h

δα +
= ≈ =  (23) 

 
From (23), it follows that the quantity tanh α  appearing in (7) is simply ( )2 lδ + . As 
shown in Fig. 10, the secant approximation is tantamount to replacing the curved indenter 
by an equivalent wedge, where the wedge’s flanks pass through the indenter’s lowermost 
point and the point of intersection of the indenter and material lip. As a consequence of 
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the locally varying slope of the indenter, the equivalent wedge angle varies as a function 
of penetration δ. 

The second assumption is that λ λ=  and κ κ= , where λ  and κ  are constants 
that may in general be different than λ0 and κ0. The validity of taking λ and κ to be 
constant is supported by numerical results for the cylinder, which show that λ and κ do 
not deviate substantially from their initial values. Also, an intrinsic part of the asymptotic 
solution discussed in the previous section is that λ and κ are constants, and this solution 
was in close agreement with numerical results for the cylinder.  

Upon substitution of (23) into (7) with λ λ=  and κ κ= , the governing equation 
becomes 
 

1

2 1 1

dl
d

l

κκ
δδ λ

+
= −

⎛ ⎞+ +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (24) 

 
Like the asymptotic solution, Eq. (24) has a solution of the linear form l = ηδ, where η is 
a constant. Substitution of l = ηδ into Eq. (24) provides the equation which may be 
solved to find 
 

2
1 2

l λκη
δ λ

= =
+

  (25) 

 
The approximate solution (25) applying to arbitrary indenter geometry is similar to the 
asymptotic solution for the cylinder (Eq. (21)), where only the coefficients are different. 
The solution obtained based on the secant approximation is also shown in Fig. 9, with the 
curves falling slightly slower than those based on the asymptotic solution but again being 
very close to the numerical results. 

It can be noted that (25) may also be obtained for arbitrary f(x) using a first-order 
Taylor approximation ( ) ( )' 0f x f x≈ . For a cylinder, however, ( )' 0 0f =  and the 
interpretation of a result like (25) would be ambiguous. For the cylinder, a second-order 
approximation ( ) ( ) 21

2 '' 0f x f x≈  is required to derive an analytic solution, and in this 
case, the asymptotic solution (Eq. (21)) would be recovered. 

 
 

 
Figure 10. Replacement of curved indenter by equivalent wedge through secant 

approximation 
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Blunt wedge indentation 
 
In this section, the approximate model is applied to wedge indentation. Again, only the 
Prandtl-type mechanism (rough wedge) is considered, although solutions for a Hill-type 
mechanism can also be obtained. With its shape given by ( ) tanf x x α=  (α constant), 
the wedge is the simplest type of indenter. The solution using the secant approximation 
(Eq. (25)) is exact for the wedge, and one readily finds 
 
l ηδ=   (26) 
 

( )2 cot 1h δ α η= +   (27) 
 

( )
tan

2 1
η αβ
λ η

=
+

  (28) 

 
where 2

1 2
λκ

λη += . 
 
Weightless material 
 
Constants λ  and κ  are determined by solving Eqs. (10) and (14) after making the 
substitution λ λ=  and κ κ= . A numerical method is required to obtain exact values of 
λ  and κ  for particular values of α and φ, since β depends on λ  and κ according to Eq. 
(28). However, explicit expressions may be obtained by neglecting β in (10) and (14), in 
which case λ  and κ  are 
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Exact values of λ  and κ  calculated for 0 40α< ≤  and 0 50φ≤ ≤  differ by less than 
4% as compared with the approximate values obtained with Eq. (29). Using 0λ λ=  and 

0κ κ= , it follows that 
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Expressions for l, h, and β may be obtained from (26)-(28), and evaluating Q = qh using  
the formula for q from (9) gives the following expression for total force 
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In (31), λ0 and η are taken from (29) and (30), respectively. 
 In Table 3, predictions of Q/δc from Eq. (31) are compared with values calculated 
numerically using the implicit formulas of Tordesillas and Shi (1999), which in the case φ 
= 0 are identical to formulas obtained earlier by Haddow (1967). The solutions agree very 
well, with the small differences arising apparently due to the approximations sinβ ≈ β, 

0λ λ≈ , and 0κ κ≈ . 
From Table 3, it is seen that lip height and contact length at given penetration are 

strongly dependent on φ and ψ, much like in cylinder indentation. Most significantly, an 
increase in dilatancy causes the lip height and contact length to become larger, which in 
turn requires an increase in total force. 
 
Ponderable material 
 
Expressions of l, h, and β, and Q for ponderable material may be derived in the same way 
as with weightless material, with numerical data (Tables 1 and 2) available for 
determining λ  and κ . The simplifying assumption 0λ λ=  and 0κ κ=  is introduced 
from the outset. Combining Eqs. (15) and (27), total force for cohesionless material is 
given by 
 

2
2 2 0 0

0

22 cot 1
1 2

Q Nγ
λ κδ γ α

λ
⎛ ⎞
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  (32) 

 
For ψ = φ, constants λ0, κ0, and Nγ in (32) are determined using Tables 1 and 2, where Nγ 
is evaluated by interpolating data in Table 2 with the appropriate value of β (Eq. (28)). In 
the case ψ = 0, λ0 and Nγ are again taken directly from Tables 1 and 2, except κ is given 
by κ = 1/(2λ). 
 Table 4 shows normalized lip height, contact length, and total force for 
ponderable, cohesionless material with φ = 30º and the two cases ψ = 30º and ψ = 0. As 
compared with weightless material, lip height and contact length are much larger with 
ponderable material due to more material being displaced over a smaller area next to the 
wedge. Also, dilatancy has a drastic affect on the lip location and total force. For 
example, normalized force Q/δ2γ  with ψ = 30º is nearly 20 times that with ψ = 0 for α = 
10º. 
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Table 3. Values of l/δ, h/δ, β, and Q/δc for wedge indentation with weightless material 
 

 Q/δc 

 α (deg) 
l
δ

 h
δ

 β (deg) analytic 
model 

Tordesillas 
and Shi 
(1999) 

10 15.12 1.26 77.092 77.095 
20 7.33 2.61 37.004 37.010 
30 4.62 4.13 23.081 23.090 φ = 0 

40 

0.333 

3.18 6.01 15.673 15.685 
10 33.13 0.77 982.2 976.6 
20 16.05 1.60 467.5 462.0 
30 10.12 2.54 288.9 283.4 φ = 30º, ψ = 30º 

40 

1.92 

6.96 3.69 194.0 188.6 
10 12.53 0.11 376.65 376.69 
20 6.07 0.23 182.01 182.04 
30 3.83 0.36 114.41 114.44 φ = 30º, ψ = 0 

40 

0.104 

2.63 0.53 78.45 78.47 
 

 

 

Table 4. Values of l/δ, h/δ, β, and Q/δc for wedge indentation with ponderable, 
cohesionless material 

 

 α (deg) 
l
δ

 h
δ

 β (deg) Q/δ2γ 

10 60.49 1.86 24955 
20 29.31 3.84 5370 
30 18.47 6.09 1930 φ = 30º, ψ = 30º 

40 

4.33 

12.71 8.85 805 
10 13.44 0.36 1312 
20 6.51 0.74 303 
30 4.10 1.17 118 φ = 30º, ψ = 0 

40 

0.185 

2.82 1.70 54.8 
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FEM simulation 
 
To assess the validity of the approximate model presented, FEM simulations using the 
code ABAQUS/Explicit were performed. This program is based on explicit time 
integration of the equations of dynamic equilibrium, and this explicit scheme is very 
efficient for problems involving large, plastic deformation. The FEM simulations were 
similar to those described in an earlier paper dealing with wheel indentation (Hambleton 
and Drescher 2008c). An elastic-plastic constitutive law based on the Drucker-Prager 
yield condition and a corresponding associated or non-associated flow potential was used, 
for which parameters may be chosen to closely match the Mohr-Coulomb model 
(ABAQUS 2006). The constitutive law used was therefore based on coaxial plastic flow, 
although results from the analytic model developed for non-coaxial flow are still used in 
comparison. A large value of Young’s modulus E was specified to emulate rigid-plastic 
behavior (e.g., E/c ≈ 7000 for φ = 0), and Poisson’s ratio was taken as ν = 0.3. 

FEM simulation consisted of first applying unit weight, if present, to a finite, 
rectangular domain of material and then displacing the indenter into the material until the 
contact length reached a specified value, denoted h*. The domain was made large enough 
that conditions on the boundaries other than the free surface had minimal effect on the 
results. During displacement of the indenter, the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) 
remeshing algorithm available in the code was utilized in the region of material near the 
indenter to maintain a high-quality mesh. Contact interaction between the indenter and 
material were enforced using the kinematic contact algorithm available in the code. 
Contact conditions consisted of dry friction μ and maximum shear stress τmax = c for 
cohesive materials and dry friction μ = tanφ without a maximum shear stress for 
cohesive-frictional material. 

Accurate time integration was achieved by simulating the process over a 
sufficiently large period of time such that quasi-static conditions applied.  A mesh 
refinement study also showed that errors due to spatial discretization were small (i.e., less 
than 2%) using linear, quadrilateral elements with Le/h* ≈ 0.02, where Le is the edge 
length of the initially square elements near the indenter. 

Figures 11 compares the lip locations determined using FEM simulation and the 
approximate model for weightless material. For cohesive material, excellent agreement 
can be seen, with the lip height from the approximate model being only slightly less than 
that from FEM simulation. For cohesive-frictional material with ψ = φ and ψ = 0, the 
agreement is also very good, with FEM results showing that material is displaced thinly 
over a relatively large distance with ψ = 0. Although the lip geometries from FEM 
simulation are not straight and differ on a point-wise basis from the lip geometry from the 
approximate model, the overall deformed shape is predicted very well using the 
approximate model. In particular, predictions of lip height and contact length are close to 
the values from FEM simulation. 

As shown in Fig. 12, the lip location for ponderable material is also predicted very 
well using the approximate model. In the FEM simulations, the material was nearly 
cohesionless, with small cohesion (c/γr = 0.17) included to provide stability. Agreement 
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Figure 11. Comparison of free surfaces from FEM simulation and approximate model for 
weightless material (δ/r = 0.07). 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 12. Comparison of free surfaces from FEM simulation and approximate model for 
ponderable material (δ/r = 0.06). 
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between analytic and FEM results provides a validation of the values of λ and κ for 
ponderable material from Tables 1 and 2, which were estimated using the kinematic 
method of limit analysis. 

As shown in Figs. 13 and 14, the force-penetration relationships from the 
approximate approach and FEM simulation also agree very well. In the case of weightless 
cohesive material (φ = 0) and cohesive-frictional material with φ = ψ, the agreement is 
excellent. For ψ = 0, the force-penetration curve from FEM simulation lies below the 
curve from the approximate model when q (Eq. (9)) is evaluated using the true material 
properties φ and c. Estimating q based on the modified constants φ* and c* (Eqs. (12) and 
(13)) brings the curve closer to the FEM results for weightless material, as shown by the 
dashed line in Fig. 13. With ponderable, nearly cohesionless material (Fig. 14), for which 
there is greater uncertainty in accurately assessing λ, κ, and q, the results obtained with 
true constants φ and c are nearer to the FEM predictions than with φ* and c*. 
 

 
 

  
 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Comparison of force-penetration curves from FEM simulation and 
approximate model for cylinder on weightless material 
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Figure 14. Comparison of force-penetration curves from FEM simulation and 
approximate model for cylinder on ponderable material with small cohesion (c/γr = 0.17) 
 
 
 
Discussion of results 
 
In the approximate model, quantities q, λ, and κ depend on lip angle β and are assessed 
from the analogous problem involving a flat rigid punch pressed into a surface that slopes 
at angle β (truncated wedge). For the cylinder and wedge respectively, Figs. 15 and 16 
show predicted force-penetration relationships that were obtained from numerical 
computations based on evaluating q, λ, and κ with β ≠ 0. Also shown are the results 
obtained when  q, λ, and κ are evaluated by taking β = 0 in the relevant expressions (e.g., 
Eqs. (9)-(11)). The two approaches (β ≠ 0 and β = 0) clearly yield similar results, with a 
substantial discrepancy appearing only in the case of ponderable material with ψ = φ. 

A major ramification of the viability of evaluating q, λ, and κ with β = 0 is that 
the solution for an indentation process may be constructed with reasonable accuracy 
based simply on results for a rigid punch pressed into a flat surface. In other words, 
satisfactory results may be achieved without knowing the solution to the truncated wedge 
problem, which is considerably less tractable than when the surface is flat, especially 
when the material’s weight is included. It should be recognized that while q, λ, and κ 
may be taken as constants corresponding to β = 0, the lips of displaced material with 
inclination β ≠ 0 remain present in the approximate model. 
 In the approximate model, major emphasis is placed on predicting the evolving 
geometry of material displaced by the indenter, especially with regard to evolution of 
contact length. The effect of displaced material on indentation force can be illustrated by 
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considering the results obtained when displaced material is altogether neglected (i.e., l = 
β = 0) and contact length is therefore taken as the length over which the indenter 
intersects the undisturbed material surface. These results are also shown in Fig. 15 and 
16. In contrast with the small error introduced by approximating  q, λ, and κ as constants 
corresponding to β = 0 (dashed lines), neglecting displaced material and therefore 
underestimating contact length leads to a large error (dotted lines). Furthermore, 
displaced material has a particularly profound effect on the indentation force for dilating 
material (Figs. 15b,c and 16b,c). For the wedge (Fig. 16), the influence of displaced 
material becomes very large as the angle α of the wedge flank becomes small (i.e., the 
wedge semi-angle becomes large). With small α, a small variation in lip height has a 
tremendous effect on contact length. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 15. Exact force-penetration relationships for cylinder compared with zero-β and 
no-lip approximations 
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Figure 16. Exact force computations for wedge compared with zero-β and no-lip 
approximations 

 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
This paper presents an approximate model for the process of blunt objects indenting 
rigid-plastic material, where special consideration is given to the evolving contact at the 
indenter-material interface and boundary geometry. This model is based on 
approximating the lips of displaced material adjacent to the indenter with straight lines 
and determining the lip location (i.e., lip height l and angle β) from a governing equation 
(Eq. (7)) derived from kinematical considerations for an increment of deformation. The 
model further assumes that an increment of deformation is analogous to that for a flat 
rigid punch pressed into a surface that is inclined at angle β on either side of the punch 
(truncated wedge). Since the punch problem is relatively well understood, the proposed 
model yields results for a wide variety of materials, including ponderable materials. By 
introducing several simplifying assumptions in the approximate model, accurate analytic 
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expressions relating lip height l, lip angle β, contact length h, average normal traction q, 
and ultimately indentation force Q to penetration δ are available. Cylindrical and wedge-
shaped indenters were investigated in detail in the paper, although the model may be 
applied to arbitrary indenter shape provided the ratio δ/h remains small (i.e., blunt 
indenter).  
 The approximate model relies on utilizing three key quantities from the problem 
of a flat rigid punch resting on a surface: λ, κ, and q. The quantity λ may be viewed as 
the normalized lip length, while κ is dimensionless normal velocity at points along the lip 
surface. For all materials considered in the paper, λ was found to be independent of 
dilatancy, whereas κ depended on the dilation angle ψ. For weightless materials, the 
quantities λ, κ, and q may be precisely determined from classical solutions to the problem 
involving a flat punch. For ponderable materials, quantities λ, κ, and q can be evaluated 
tractably using an approach based on the kinematic method of limit analysis. 

A finding seen as having paramount significance in the process of blunt object 
indentation is that information from the problem of a flat rigid punch resting on a flat 
surface is sufficient to construct the force-penetration relationship for an indentation 
process with reasonable accuracy. In particular, quantities λ, κ, and q can be taken as 
constants and estimated from the punch problem with β = 0. The problem involving a flat 
punch on a flat surface can in this way be regarded as fundamental, in much the same was 
as the Flamant solution is a fundamental solution in linear elastic theory. 

The presence of the lips of displaced material adjacent to the indenter was found 
to have a significant influence on the indentation force. This is especially true for dilating 
materials, for which a potentially large error would be introduced by disregarding 
material displaced by the indenter. The error introduced by neglecting displaced material 
comes from underestimation of the contact length, which is the single most important 
factor in determining total force. The displaced material has a particularly large influence 
on indentation force for blunt indenters, as a small increase in height of the material lips 
causes a relatively large increase in the contact length. 

For the cylinder, very good agreement between the approximate analytic 
predictions and results from FEM simulations was demonstrated. For the wedge, the 
approximate model provides a synthesized framework for understanding problems that 
have been considered separately in the literature (Hill et al. 1947, Shield 1953, 
Grunzweig et al. 1954, Haddow 1967, Tordesillas and Shi 1999) and generates novel 
explicit analytic formulae that agree with the implicit equations obtained by other 
authors. Compared with previous works, a key assumption that enables explicit analytic 
formulae to be determined is that angle β is small. This small-angle approximation was 
validated a posteriori in this paper. 

Some degree of interface friction is present in any real indentation process. 
Accordingly, emphasis was placed on rough indenters in this paper. For blunt indenters, 
the value of friction needed for a dead material cap to form beneath the indenter can be 
quite low (Grunzweig et al. 1954, Tordesillas and Shi 1999), and the pattern of 
deformation will be of the Prandtl-type shown in Fig. 3. Nevertheless, the model also 
applies to smooth indenters. In order to apply λ, κ, and q from the punch problem to 
smooth indenters possessing curvature, an implicit assumption that the curved surface can 
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be approximated as flat is required, but such an assumption seems reasonable when the 
indenter is blunt. 

Findings in this paper pertain to rigid-perfectly plastic materials for which elastic 
effects are secondary. Such materials include clays, dense sands, and some soft metals. 
Validation of the proposed theoretical model via experiments remains an item of future 
work, as published experimental results are for sharp wedges (Drescher et al. 1967, 
Butterfield and Andrawes 1972) and narrow cylinders, or wheels (Hambleton and 
Drescher 2008c). 

Using an approach similar to the one presented in this paper, force-penetration 
relationships may also be developed for axisymmetric (e.g., sphere, cone, etc.) or other 
three-dimensional indenters (e.g., pyramid, cylinder of finite length, etc.). Such analyses 
would be based, for instance, on parameters identified from the axially symmetric punch 
problem (Cox et al. 1961) or the three-dimensional problem for a generally rectangular 
punch (Michalowski 2001). 
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Abstract 
 
Theoretical models for predicting penetration of non-driving (towed) rigid cylindrical 
wheels rolling on frictional/cohesive soils are presented. The models allow for 
investigating the influence of soil parameters and wheel geometry on the relationship 
between the inclined rolling force and wheel sinkage in the presence of permanently 
formed ruts. The rolling process is simulated numerically in three dimensions using the 
finite element code ABAQUS. The numerical simulations reveal that the advanced three-
dimensional process of rutting can be regarded as steady, and an approximate analytic 
model for predicting sinkage under steady-state conditions, which accounts for three-
dimensional effects, is also developed. The differences between wheel rolling and wheel 
indentation (considered in a separate paper) are discussed. Numerical and analytic results 
are compared with test results available in the literature and obtained from preliminary 
small-scale experiments, and general agreement is demonstrated. 
 
Keywords: Rigid wheel rolling; Rutting; Finite element method; Elastic-plastic; Analytic; 
Experiments; PIV; Clay; Sand 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Models for predicting soil rutting induced by a rolling wheel can be used to determine the 
impact of off-road vehicles (ORVs) in sensitive natural areas (cf. Li et al. 2007), assess 
mobility of ORVs in adverse terrain, and facilitate methods for evaluating in situ soil 
properties premised on relating rut depth to material strength parameters (Hambleton 
2006). Formation of permanent ruts by the rolling wheels of ORVs presents a particularly 
complex and challenging problem when analyzed within the framework of mechanics. 
The primary reason is that rutting is a result of a process rather than particular state of 
loading, with the latter often being sufficient in the study of geomechanics problems. 
__________ 
Corresponding author. Tel.: +1-612-625-2374; fax: +1-612-626-7750. 
Email addresses: dresc001@umn.edu (A. Drescher), hamb0025@umn.edu (J.P. Hambleton). 
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Fig. 1. Deformation induced by non-driving wheel: (a) photograph of wheel on medium 
density sand; (b) schematic depicting sinkage, rut depth, and wheel forces. 

 
 
When rutting occurs, the soil undergoes a loading-unloading sequence resulting from 
wheel contact that ultimately induces extremely large and inherently three-dimensional 
deformation. 
 In a separate paper (Hambleton and Drescher 2008c), the initial phase of rutting 
was modeled as an indentation process in which the wheel displaces normally into the 
soil without rotation or horizontal (i.e., longitudinal) translation of the wheel. This paper 
is dedicated to modeling the formation of a rut in the process of a wheel rolling on soil 
and, in particular, the advanced phase when the process can be regarded as steady. In the 
steady configuration, stresses and the velocity field when measured with respect to the 
wheel do not change with time. Both papers have their origin in the exploratory work 
presented in (Hambleton 2006, Hambleton and Drescher 2007) and complement 
numerous monographs and papers in the literature on the subject (e.g., Bekker 1969, 
Karafiath and Nowatzki 1978, Wong 2001, McRae 1964, Maclaurin 1987, Gee-Clough 
1991, Muro 1993, Shibly et al. 2005, Maciejewski and Jarzebowski 2004). All phases of 
rutting are considered here as quasi-static, which is acceptable for wheels traveling with 
slow or moderate velocities. The modeling is further limited to non-driving wheels, 
which do not transmit a torque. Non-driving wheels include the front wheels of many 
vehicles and wheels of towed equipment. This assumption simplifies the analysis, 
whereas slip and erosion induced by driving wheels complicates the problem 
significantly. 
 The most essential characteristic of wheel-induced rutting is the three-
dimensionality of the deformation field, which involves only one plane of symmetry 
parallel to the midplane of the rolling wheel. The deformation field depends on the type 
of soil and its previous loading history, which affect possible soil distortional and 
volumetric changes. Material is typically pushed in front of and to the sides of the wheel, 
which results in the formation of two parallel berms along an extending rut (Fig. 1a). 
Rigorous solutions for this complex three-dimensional problem cannot be obtained 
analytically, leaving numerical simulation as the only viable means for precise modeling. 
Valuable examples of three-dimensional numerical modeling aimed at simulating wheel 
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penetration in soils or snow (Chiroux et al. 2005, Shoop et . 1999) and modeling the 
interaction of various tools with soils (Abo-Elnor et al. 2003, Kamakar and Kushwaha 
2006, Plouffe et al. 1999) can be found in the literature. Attempts also have been 
undertaken to consider rolling as a two-dimensional process (Yong et al. 1978, Block et 
al. 1994, Foster et al. 1995, Liu and Wong 1996, Fervers 2004).  
 The present paper concentrates on exploring the adequacy of modeling rutting 
with a simple elastic-plastic constitutive law, consisting of a linear elastic part (Young's 
modulus E; Poisson's ratio ν) and perfectly-plastic part described by the Mohr-Coulomb 
yield condition (friction angle φ; cohesion c) with an associated or non-associated flow 
rule (dilation angle ψ ≤ φ). Elastic parameters play a secondary role in the analysis and 
were fixed at E/γd = 1000 and ν = 0.3, where wheel diameter d and soil unit weight γ are 
used for normalization. This elastic-plastic law was employed in preliminary analyses 
described in (Hambleton 2006, Hambleton and Drescher 2007) and the detailed analysis 
of indentation (Hambleton and Drescher 2008c) in which predicted soil response 
displayed encouraging agreement with experimental data. A tacit assumption reflected in 
the soil constitutive models used in this paper is that the soil does not compact. Ample 
literature is available to show the relevance of compaction for loose materials (e.g., 
Adebiyi et al. 1991, Chi et al. 1993, Arvidsson and ristic 1996, Muro et al. 1998, Botta et 
al. 2002), although compaction is minimal or altogether absent for a large class of 
materials including saturated clays and dense sands. 

The main objective of the theoretical modeling presented in this paper was to 
arrive at a relationship between wheel load and penetration that incorporates wheel 
geometry and basic soil properties, considering the simplest case of a rigid, right-
cylindrical wheel. Wheel sinkage, denoted s, results from both inelastic and elastic soil 
deformation and in general is not the same as the rut depth r, with s ≥ r (Fig. 1b). The 
difference between s and r arises due partly to elastic rebound of the soil and partly to 
upward plastic flow in a zone directly to the rear of the wheel, as can be seen in images of 
deformation induced by a rolling cylinder (Wong 2001). However, it is shown in this 
paper through comparison of s and r computed from numerical simulation that sinkage 
and rut depth can be regarded as practically interchangeable (s ≈ r) for a non-driving 
wheel and the soil model considered. Since s is easily determined for a rigid wheel, being 
equivalent to vertical wheel displacement, it is the variable predominantly used in this 
paper. 
 As in (Hambleton 2006, Hambleton and Drescher 2007, 2008c), numerical 
simulations presented in this paper were performed using the explicit (dynamic) version 
of the computational platform ABAQUS. The numerical simulations are supplemented 
by an approximate analytic approach originally presented in (Hambleton 2006, 
Hambleton and Drescher 2007) and expanded in (Hambleton 2008). The results of 
computations are compared with experimental data available in the literature and 
exploratory small-scale experiments. Finally, the similarities and differences between 
wheel rolling and wheel indentation are assessed. 
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Fig. 2. Reference configuration for numerical simulation of rolling wheel (wheel travels 
in positive y-direction). 

 
 
2. Numerical simulations  
 
The very large deformations induced by a rolling wheel make the ABAQUS/Standard 
(Lagrangian) version of the ABAQUS code inadequate for numerical simulations due to 
unacceptable distortions of the initial finite element mesh. An alternative used in this 
paper is the ABAQUS/Explicit version (ABAQUS 2006), which provides an arbitrary 
Lagrangian/Eulerian (ALE) analysis option allowing for continuous remeshing. This 
version also was used in (Hambleton and Drescher 2008c) for analyzing wheel 
indentation, thus providing data for comparison that is unaffected by algorithmic 
differences. Use of ABAQUS/Explicit required approximating the Mohr-Coulomb yield 
condition by the extended Drucker-Prager yield condition (ABAQUS 2006), which may 
be considered a smooth counterpart of the Mohr-Coulomb criterion and has a 
corresponding associated or non-associated flow potential. The two conditions match 
exactly in stress states corresponding to triaxial compression and are in close agreement 
in triaxial extension. 
 In contrast to wheel indentation, the mesh considered in rolling consisted of two 
regions with different material properties. This was motivated by the fact that the 
formation of a rut begins when a wheel passes from a relatively strong soil onto a weak 
bed. To simulate this process, the soil volume was partitioned into regions of strong and 
weak material (Fig. 2), with material properties for the strong region consistently chosen 
such that little wheel penetration occurred. Both regions were discretized using 8-node 
linear hexahedral elements with reduced integration and hourglass control. The number 
of elements was roughly 65,000 in total. Out-of-plane displacements were not allowed on 
all boundaries except the free surface at which the wheel and soil interact, thus providing 
the symmetry condition on the boundary representing the midplane of wheel (the face of 
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the soil domain visible in Fig. 2 and parallel to the y-z plane) and giving remaining 
boundaries limited freedom to displace. Boundaries of the soil volume were placed far 
enough from the location of the wheel to have virtually no effect on the deformation field 
or rolling horizontal force. 

The right-cylindrical wheel of diameter d and width b was modeled as an analytical 
rigid surface (i.e., not discretized) and governed by a single reference node located at the 
wheel center. The edge of the wheel was filleted, with a fillet radius of b/20. Introducing 
a fillet was necessary to avoid numerical problems in the algorithm reproducing changing 
contact between the rotating wheel and the soil. The soil-wheel interface was assumed to 
be frictional, with coefficient of friction μ = 0.5. 
 The simulations began with application of a uniform body force over the entire 
soil region corresponding to the soil unit weight γ. Next, a concentrated vertical (z-
direction in Fig. 2) force QV representative of weight on the wheel was applied gradually 
at the wheel reference node while the wheel was positioned on the strong soil region, and 
as a result the wheel settled slightly into the soil. After application of QV, the wheel 
reference node was given a horizontal (y-direction) linear velocity, which ramped up 
slowly to a specified value and became constant when the center of the wheel was 
directly above the boundary between the strong and weak soil regions. When moving 
horizontally, the wheel was free to rotate about its center and move vertically while the 
vertical force and horizontal velocity were kept constant. Wheel rotation was a result of 
frictional interaction at the soil-wheel contact surface. The initial vertical loading rate and 
horizontal velocity were chosen small enough to guarantee negligible inertial forces, and 
adaptive meshing was used to avoid excessive element distortion. 
 During rolling, evolution of the horizontal component of the force on the wheel, 
denoted QH, and vertical wheel displacement, equivalent to sinkage s for the rigid wheel, 
were the particular variables of interest. Field variables in the soil region were also 
readily determined from the simulations, with the displacement field being of interest for 
comparison with experimental data. Applied vertical forces were such that computed 
values of steady-state sinkage were moderate (i.e., s/d < 0.1) and representative of those 
commonly encountered in application. 
 Pervasive numerical instabilities were encountered when attempting to simulate a 
wheel rolling on purely frictional soil, much like in the case of wheel indentation 
(Hambleton and Drescher 2008c) but to a greater extent. For indentation, stability was 
maintained by introducing small cohesion. A similar approach was employed in the 
simulations of rolling, with the marked difference that the cohesion necessary for stability 
in the rolling case was quite large. The instabilities appear to result from the code’s 
inability to perform calculations for stress states in the neighborhood of the yield 
condition’s vertex, which corresponds to zero isotropic stress for cohesionless material. 
Unlike indentation in which isotropic stresses are primarily compressive, the deformed 
configuration for rolling is such that stress states are consistently near or at the yield 
condition’s vertex, particularly at the soil surface directly to the rear of the wheel. 
Likewise, granular materials undergo avalanching as material collapses into the rut left 
by a wheel or is pushed in front of the wheel, and this phenomenon cannot be realistically 
reproduced by a continuum model. 
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Fig. 3. Deformed mesh at end of simulation with cohesive soil (φ = ψ = 0, c/γd = 1.25, 
b/d = 0.3, QV/γbd2 = 1.9): (a) side view (direction of wheel travel is from left to right); (b) 

view from in front of the wheel. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Sinkage and horizontal wheel force vs horizontal wheel displacement for 
simulation with cohesive soil (φ = ψ = 0, c/γd = 1.25, b/d = 0.3, QV/γbd2 = 1.9). 

 
 
 
3. Results of numerical simulations  
 
Fig. 3 is an example of the deformed mesh at the end of a simulation with purely 
cohesive (clay) soil (φ = ψ = 0; plastic incompressibility). Normalized cohesion in the 
simulation was c/γd = 1.25, and a normalized vertical force QV/γbd2 = 1.9 was applied to 
a wheel with aspect ratio b/d = 0.3. Variation of s and QH with horizontal wheel 
displacement uy is shown in Fig. 4. As seen in this figure, sinkage and horizontal force 
become nearly constant after an initial transient phase of rolling (roughly 0 ≤ uy/d ≤ 1.5). 
This advanced phase, in which there is material upheaved in front of the wheel and a rut 
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surrounded by two berms to the rear of the wheel (Fig. 3), can thus be regarded as steady-
state operation of the wheel. 

The existence of a steady state was revealed for other wheel aspect ratios, 
although steady state for very wide wheels (e.g., b/d > 1.5) and moderate to large wheel 
forces (QV/γbd2 > 1) was not readily achieved within the rolling distance uy/d ≤ 2.25 
allowed by the reference configuration considered. The differing behavior for wide 
wheels is explained by the tendency for material to accumulate in front of the wheel 
rather than move to the sides. This “bulldozing” effect for wide wheels has been noted in 
several rolling resistance studies involving various materials (Bekker 1969, Sitkei 1966, 
Gee-Clough 1979). Gee-Clough (1979) showed a photograph of material accumulating to 
a height of roughly d/2 for a kinematically-controlled wheel (s/d = 0.25) with b/d = 0.54 
operating on sand. For the sake of comparison, the maximum aspect ratio considered in 
this paper is b/d = 1.2, although such a roller geometry should be considered a cylinder, 
or drum, rather than a wheel. Typical aspect ratios for wheels of SUVs, ATVs, special-
purpose ORVs, and off-road motorcycles are 0.1 ≤ b/d ≤ 0.5. 
 The results of a single three-dimensional simulation, as in Figs. 3 and 4, provide 
steady-state values of s and QH for one particular value of QV. Several simulations with 
different vertical force were thus required to obtain the global force-sinkage relationship 
for specified material properties and wheel geometry. The resulting steady-state force-
sinkage curves for cohesive soil and some wheel aspect ratios are shown in Fig. 5. As in 
remaining figures, a smooth approximation to the discrete data is included to highlight 
trends. Clearly, the steady-state force-sinkage relationship is nonlinear, with the slope of 
the curves decreasing with increasing sinkage, and vertical force per unit width increases 
with increasing aspect ratio. Fig. 6 depicts the dependence of the force inclination angle β 
on s under steady-state conditions, where β is defined as (Fig. 1b) 
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It may be noted that plotting β as a function of s is basically equivalent to showing QH as 
a function s, with the former being a more convenient representation for the purposes of 
this paper. As a result of the increased accumulation in front of a relatively wide wheel, 
angle β increases sharply with an increase in b/d. 
 Steady-state force-sinkage curves resulting from simulations for a frictional soil 
with sufficient cohesion for computational stability (φ = 30º, ψ = 0, c/γd = 0.25) are 
shown in Fig. 7. The curves exhibit similar trends as seen for cohesive material except 
that force per unit width is not strictly increasing with increasing aspect ratio, being for 
the most part larger with b/d = 0.1 than with b/d = 0.3. The relationship between steady-
state β and s for varying b/d was found to be virtually identical to that determined for the 
cohesive material with φ = ψ = 0 and c/γd = 1.25 (Fig. 6). Increasing dilation angle had a 
similar effect on QV as in indentation (Hambleton and Drescher 2008c), with both QV and 
β increasing substantially with increasing ψ. Also like indentation, the coefficient of 
interface friction μ > 0 had relatively little effect on the force-sinkage curves. 
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Fig. 5. Vertical force vs steady-state sinkage with varying wheel aspect ratios and 
cohesive soil (φ = ψ = 0, c/γd = 1.25). 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Force inclination angle vs sinkage in steady state with varying wheel aspect ratios 
and cohesive soil (φ = ψ = 0, c/γd = 1.25). 
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Fig. 7. Vertical force vs steady-state sinkage with varying wheel aspect ratios and 
frictional/cohesive soil (φ = 30º, ψ = 0, c/γd = 0.25). 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Steady-state sinkage and rut depth from numerical simulations with varying soil 
properties (QV/γbd2 = 7, b/d = 0.3). 
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 In addition to sinkage, rut depth can be readily determined from numerical 
simulations. Fig. 8 compares sinkage and rut depth for a heavy wheel (QV/γbd2 = 7, b/d = 
0.3) in steady rolling on various soils. It is seen that rut depth and sinkage are virtually 
the same when wheel penetration is significant, with elastic deformation causing some 
difference at small sinkage (i.e., for strong materials).  
 In the next section, an analytic approach for predicting steady-state wheel sinkage 
is developed. This method not only provides closed-form formulae but also allows for 
predicting sinkage on purely frictional soils. 
   
4. Approximate analytic approach 
 
The approximate analytic approach bears some similarity to the analysis of tillage forces 
considered in (Godwin and O’Dogherty 2007) and focuses on determining the force on a 
non-driving wheel in an advanced, steady state of rolling. The approach is an extension of 
the methodology discussed for indentation (Hambleton and Drescher 2008c) and derives 
from preliminary work presented in (Hambleton 2006, Hambleton and Drescher 2007). 
The method hinges on two fundamental assumptions. The first is that the actual geometry 
of the soil-wheel contact interface can be considered equivalent to a flat rectangular 
surface with area and inclination determined uniquely by the sinkage. Accordingly, the 
approach applies when sinkage is small relative to the wheel diameter. The second 
assumption is that the yielding state in the soil is such that average stress over the flat 
rectangular surface may be taken as the average ultimate stress (bearing capacity) for an 
equivalent shallow foundation. Bearing capacity is denoted qu and calculated based on 
the Terzaghi-Meyerhof formula (Terzaghi 1943, Meyerhof 1063) 
 

1
2u c cs cd ci q qs qd qi s d iq cN F F F qN F F F BN F F Fγ γ γ γγ= + +  (2) 

 
where q = γD is surcharge acting at footing depth D and B is the footing width. Formulas 
for the bearing capacity factors Nc,…,Nγ, shape factors Fcs,…,Fγs, depth factors 
Fcd,…,Fγd, and inclination factors Fci,…,Fγi appearing in Eq. (2) are given in Appendix A. 
 After computing qu according to Eq. (2), wheel force corresponding to given 
sinkage is determined as the product of qu and the assumed soil-wheel contact area. The 
formulation is fully three-dimensional in that the shape factors in Eq. (2) account for 
changes in average stress arising due to the aspect ratio of the footing B/L, where L ≥ B is 
the footing length. Unlike the numerical simulations, dilation angle ψ nowhere directly 
enters the calculation, although the bearing capacity formula was derived semi-
analytically for Mohr-Coulomb material with associated plastic flow (ψ = φ). 
 The approximate analytic method is predicated on knowing a priori the force 
inclination angle β. This angle is related to the distribution of contact stresses over the 
soil-wheel interface and therefore can be assessed from experimental stress 
measurements (Uffelmann 1961, Onafeko and Reece 1967, Krick 1969). An example of 
the contact stresses measured by Onafeko and Reece (1967) for a non-driving wheel is 
shown in Fig. 9. Based on these measurements, it is now assumed that the distribution of 
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Fig. 9. Contact stresses measured by Onafeko and Reece (1967) for towed rigid wheel 
with d = 1.2 m and b = 0.3 m on loose sand. 

 
 
shear stress is antisymmetric about the ray originating from the wheel center and 
bisecting the arc corresponding to the soil-wheel contact interface. Likewise, it is 
assumed that the normal stress distribution is symmetric. From these assumptions, it 
follows that β is simply half of the contact angle α shown in Fig. 1b. Since α is 
geometrically related to s and d, angle β may be expressed as 
 

11 cos 1 2
2 2

s
d

αβ − ⎛ ⎞= = −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (3) 

 
Keeping only the first term of a power series expansion of β about s/d = 0 gives 
 

s
d

β =  (4) 

 
Eq. (4) is quite similar to expressions derived empirically or semi-empirically in previous 
works (Bekker 1969, Gee-Clough 1979, McRae 1964), in which the ratio QH/QV was 
expressed as simple or relatively complicated functions of /s d . 
 Fig. 10 compares predicted values of β using Eq. (4) with results from numerical 
simulations. The equation qualitatively matches the numerical results very well, with β 
being somewhat underestimated with relatively large s. The numerical results predict that 
β depends to some extent on b/d, but agreement is reasonable for wheels of typical width. 
Values from numerical simulations for cohesive soil (φ = ψ = 0, c/γd = 1.25) and 
frictional/cohesive soil (φ = 30º, ψ = 0, c/γd = 0.25) are virtually indistinguishable, 
supporting the material-independence of Eq. (4). Also shown in the Fig. 10 are 
experimentally-determined points calculated from values of QV, QH, and s reported in 
(Onafeko and Reece 1967), which agree very well with predictions from Eq. (4).  

Two versions of the analytic approach, which handle the effects of inclined 
loading in different ways, are now considered. 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of force inclination angle from Onafeko and Reece (1967), 
numerical simulations (steady-state values), and Eq. (4). 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 11. Rolling wheel in steady state as analogous shallow footing: (a) side view of 
wheel; (b) plan view of wheel (direction of wheel travel is from left to right); (c) 

equivalent footing with inclined force; (d) equivalent inclined footing. 
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4.1 Inclined force method 
 
In the first version of the analytic approach, the wheel is effectively replaced by a 
horizontal footing, and the total force Q is therefore inclined relative to the footing (Fig. 
11c). This formulation, referred to as the “inclined force method,” therefore accounts for 
the effect of inclination directly through the inclination factors Fci,…,Fγi appearing in Eq. 
(2). In keeping with considering the footing to be horizontal, the footing contact distance 
h is taken as shown in Fig. 11a and is geometrically related to sinkage and wheel 
diameter as 
 

2h ds s= −  (5) 
 
The footing width B and length L in the bearing capacity formula are then 
 
B h
L b

= ⎫
⎬= ⎭

 for h b< ,   
B b
L h

= ⎫
⎬= ⎭

 for h b≥  (6) 

 
and the total force Q together with its vertical component QV are 
 

uQ q bh= ,   cos cosV uQ Q q bhβ β= =  (7) 
 
 The variable D appearing in (2) is viewed as accounting for material pushed in 
front and along the sides of the wheel, and it enters through the surcharge q = γD and the 
depth factors Fcd,…,Fγd. Depth D is estimated by considering mass balance of soil 
displaced by the wheel (Hambleton 2006), resulting in the approximation 
 

1
6

D s=  (8) 

 
Final algebraic expressions relating QV to s, b, d, φ, c, and γ are determined by 
substituting results (2), (4)-(6), and (8) into Eq. (7). The resulting equations are in 
Appendix A. 
 
4.2 Inclined footing method 
 
A second version of the analytic method is developed by replacing the wheel with an 
equivalent footing that is inclined at angle β to the horizontal (Fig. 11d). This version is 
referred to as the “inclined footing method.” With the footing inclined at angle β, the total 
force Q is necessarily perpendicular to the footing, and the configuration is nearly 
identical to the case of a vertically loaded footing on a slope. Bearing capacity for a 
footing on sloping ground can be calculated with formula (2) using modified bearing 
capacity factors *

cN , *
qN , and *Nγ . The modified factors proposed in (Chen 1975, Hansen 

1970), given in Appendix A, are used in further developments. An error is introduced 
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because the modified bearing capacity factors were derived for gravity acting 
perpendicular to the footing, although this error is minimal for small sinkage. Also, shape 
and depth factors are taken to be the same as for a footing on horizontal ground, despite 
the fact that they are somewhat different for sloping ground. 

In addition to the modified bearing capacity factors, the inclined footing method 
differs in how the footing length and equivalent depth D are calculated. The variable h in 
the inclined force method is replaced with *h  (Fig. 11a), where   
 

*h ds=  (9) 
 
Depth D is also replaced with *D  to be consistent with the concept of a footing on 
sloping ground: 
 

* 1cos cos
6

D D sβ β= =  (10) 

 
The final force-sinkage equations resulting from the inclined footing method are in 
Appendix A. 
 
5. Results of approximate analytic approach 
 
Force-sinkage curves predicted using the analytic approach are similar in character to the 
numerical results. Fig. 12 shows example curves using the inclined footing method for 
varying soil properties and b/d = 0.2. Sinkage at which B = L is clearly visible in the 
figure, as the first derivative of QV with respect to s is discontinuous at this point. As with 
the curves from numerical simulation, vertical force is a nonlinear function of sinkage, 
with the force increasing at a decreasing rate. For cohesive soil (φ = 0), force increases 
roughly linearly with cohesion, and for frictional soil (c = 0), force increases almost 
exponentially with friction angle. 

Fig. 13 compares results from numerical simulation with those from the analytic 
approach for cohesive soil. The inclined footing method gives curves situated above 
those from the inclined force method, and they locate closer to curves obtained from 
numerical simulations. The analytic approach qualitatively predicts the same dependence 
of force on the wheel aspect ratio (i.e., three-dimensional effects) as the numerical 
simulations. The overall shape of the curves resulting analytically and numerically is 
similar, with better agreement at small sinkage than large sinkage. 

Fig. 14 compares analytic and numerical results for frictional/cohesive soil. 
Trends are similar to the case of cohesive soil, and the inclined footing method again 
gives predictions closer to numerical simulations than the inclined force method. 
Agreement between analytic and numerical predictions for b/d = 0.3 is quantitatively 
quite good, whereas the discrepancy is considerable for b/d = 0.1. Furthermore, the 
analytic approach and numerical simulations contradict one another in terms of how force 
is affected by b/d at relatively large sinkage, with numerical simulations indicating that 
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Fig. 12. Examples of vertical force vs sinkage using analytic (inclined footing) method 
with b/d = 0.2. 

 

 
 

Fig. 13. Force-sinkage predictions using analytic method and numerical simulations with 
cohesive soil (φ = ψ = 0, c/γd = 1.25). 
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Fig. 14. Force-sinkage predictions using analytic method and numerical simulations with 
frictional/cohesive soil (φ = 30º, ψ = 0, c/γd = 0.25). 

 
 
force per unit width should be higher for b/d = 0.1 than b/d = 0.3 and the analytic 
approach predicting the opposite. The analytic approach does, however, predict the same 
trend as the numerical simulations in the interval 0 ≤ s/d ≤ 0.025. Effects of b/d in the 
analytic method are linked to the shape factors present in the bearing capacity formula 
(Eq. (2)), and differences with numerical results point to possible improvements to these 
factors (e.g., Zhu and Michalowski 2005). 

 
6. Experiments 
 
Simple constitutive models for the soil were used in the numerical and approximate 
analytic approaches presented in previous sections. To assess the capability of both 
approaches in predicting wheel sinkage in real soils, limited experimental data were 
generated using two setups similar to those used for indentation (Hambleton and 
Drescher 2008c). The first setup, consisting of a 780mm × 440 mm × 80 mm container 
with a Plexiglas front wall, provided information on the incremental displacement field in 
a granular material subject to wheel rolling. The material consisted of crushed walnut 
shells, characterized in (Hambleton and Drescher 2008c, Waters and Drescher 2000), 
over which an acrylic wheel of diameter d = 100 mm and width b = 19 mm was rolled 
next to the transparent wall to simulate one-half of a three-dimensional rolling wheel with 
b/d = 0.38. The wheel was attached to a horizontal shaft and rolled at prescribed sinkage 
(kinematic control), meaning that the wheel’s axis of rotation was kept at the same 
position relative to the undisturbed material surface as the wheel moved. The wheel was 
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Fig. 15. Steady-state incremental displacement field in granular material approximating 
response at wheel midplane (direction of wheel travel is from right to left; numerals on 

scale denote cm): (a) experimental results using PIV; (b) results of numerical simulation 
(φ = 40º, ψ = 20º, c/γd = 20). 

 
 
free to rotate (i.e., non-driving or towed wheel), with free rotation facilitated by leaving a 
very small gap between the wheel and Plexiglas wall. Even though the friction between 
the material and wall affected local displacements, it may be argued that the 
measurements represent quantities at the midplane of a fully three-dimensional 
configuration reasonably well. 
 Figure 15a is an example of the displacement increment field obtained using 
digital photography processed using particle image velocimetry (PIV) software White et 
al. 2003. Prescribed sinkage was s/d = 0.04, with analysis of the deformation at several 
wheel locations indicating a nearly steady field. Accumulation in region BCDKB is 
clearly visible, and because the wheel is transparent, the height of material flowing to the 
side of the wheel and forming a berm can be seen. Particles move forward within zone 
ABCDEIJA in front of the wheel, and particles move rearward in region EFGHI below 
and to the rear of the wheel. Regions ABJA and EGHE are characterized by upward 
motion, and particles move downward in zone DEID. Regions DIJD and EHIE are 
transition regions with both downward and upward flow. Overall, the mechanism looks 
like a skewed version of the classical Prandtl failure mechanism for a shallow footing 
(Prandtl 1921), with the key difference that no distinct boundaries with a jump in 
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displacement increments (shear bands (Vardoulakis and Sulem 1995) or shocks (Drescher 
and Michalowski 1984)) were observed. Vectors are not shown in regions BCDKB and 
EFLE due to poor image correlation in the PIV analysis, which appears to be the result of 
avalanching and particle rotation in these regions.  
 In view of failed numerical simulations of rolling on purely frictional material, no 
direct comparison with experiments was possible. Instead, a simulation of rolling on a 
frictional/cohesive material with φ = 40º, ψ = 20º, and c/γd = 20 is shown in Fig. 15b. The 
friction and dilation angles are roughly the measured properties for the material and gave 
numerical results agreeing favorably with the experimentally-determined kinematics for 
indentation (Hambleton and Drescher 2008c). It is evident that in spite of large cohesion 
the field of displacement increments resembles the experimental one, and this is 
consistent with the generally-accepted observation from numerous geomechanics 
problems (e.g., retaining walls and foundations) that cohesion does not affect the 
kinematics significantly in the region of induced shear. 

Several features in the experiment are not, however, reproduced in the numerical 
simulation. Namely, numerical results show no rearward flow zone and give that the 
height of material pushed in front of the wheel is approximately 1.5 times that measured 
experimentally. These differences appear to be caused by the cohesion required for 
computational stability. It is not surprising that a discrepancy arises in the zone directly 
below and to the rear of the wheel, as it is this region where tensile isotropic stresses 
develop in the numerical simulation despite the fact that such stresses cannot exist in 
granular material. Similarly, avalanching of material in front of the wheel was observed 
in the experiments but does not occur in the simulation, with avalanching causing the 
height of material in front of the wheel to decrease.  
 The second experimental setup was aimed at providing data on the relationship 
between the vertical force on the rolling wheel and sinkage in a true three-dimensional 
setting. These were conducted on saturated clay and dry sand (described in (Hambleton 
and Drescher 2008c)) placed in a 100 mm × 250 mm × 300 mm container. The container 
was affixed to a linear bearing, and a wheel of diameter d = 115 mm and width b = 38 
mm with coarse sandpaper adhered to the contacting surface was attached to a load cell 
connected to a vertical shaft above the center of the container. The load cell was oriented 
to measure the vertical component of force acting on the wheel, and it was verified that 
horizontal force on the wheel, which was not measured during the experiments, had an 
insignificant affect on readings of vertical force. As with the experiment involving PIV, 
the wheel was free to rotate, such that a non-driving wheel was replicated. The wheel was 
lowered to prescribed sinkage, and the container was then moved horizontally by means 
of a stepper motor. After initial variation, the vertical force became nearly constant with 
further rolling of the wheel, thus indicating a state close to being steady. Several tests 
with different sinkage were conducted to construct the force-sinkage curves.  

Experimental results are shown in Fig. 16 together with superimposed curves 
obtained from numerical simulations and the analytic approach using φ and c (as well as 
E in numerical simulation) as determined from uniaxial and triaxial compression 
(Hambleton and Drescher 2008c). The theoretical predictions agree favorably with the 
experimental results, particularly for the sand. For the clay, both numerical and analytic 
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Fig. 16. Comparison of experimental and predicted steady-state force-sinkage curves: (a) 
clay ; (b) dense sand. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 17. Comparison of force-sinkage predictions using analytic (inclined footing) 
method and data from Willis et al. (1965): (a) clay; (b) sand. 
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Fig. 18. Comparison of force-sinkage curves for steady rolling and indentation 
(Hambleton and Drescher 2008c): (a) results from numerical simulation with cohesive 

soil (φ = ψ = 0, c/γd = 1.25); (b) results from analytic method with frictional soil (φ = 35º, 
c/γd = 0, inclined footing method). 

 
 
predictions somewhat overestimate the wheel force at small sinkage, and the analytic 
method somewhat underestimates the force at large sinkage. As results using the analytic 
approach are based on the inclined footing method, it appears that the inclined footing 
method provides more realistic predictions than the inclined force method. 
 Predictions using the analytic approach are also compared with force-sinkage data 
obtained by Willis et al. (1965), who performed tests with rigid wheels on clay and sand. 
The test procedure consisted of rolling a wheel under given vertical load (static control) 
and measuring sinkage. Reported properties were φ = 7° and c = 22 kPa for the clay. 
Properties for the sand were φ = 35° and γ = 14 kN/m3. It is not clear from the text how φ 
and c were determined by the authors, but the values are nevertheless typical for clay 
with high water content and medium density sand. Comparison is made with test results 
for a wheel with d = 406 mm and b = 76 mm on clay and a wheel with d = 406 mm and b 
= 114 mm on sand. The experimental data are shown in Fig. 17 and compared with 
theoretical predictions using the analytic method. Very good agreement is seen in the 
comparison for clay, and reasonable agreement is found for sand. Commensurate with the 
uncertainty in measured soil properties, two theoretical curves are presented for the sand, 
which also show the sensitivity of the prediction with respect to φ. 
 
7. Comparison between rolling and indentation 
 
Fig. 18a shows, based on numerical simulation with cohesive soil, the relationship 
between vertical force and steady-state sinkage for rolling as compared with indentation 
(Hambleton and Drescher 2008c). Qualitatively, the shape of the curves is very similar; 
however, the magnitude of the force for a given sinkage in rolling is just over half of that 
for indentation. As no numerical results were available for purely frictional material, only 
the approximate analytic results are compared (Fig. 18b). At given sinkage, vertical force 
for rolling is drastically less than with indentation. These differences between rolling and 
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Fig. 19. Comparison of force-sinkage curves for steady rolling and indentation 
(Hambleton and Drescher 2008c) from small-scale experiments: (a) clay; (b) dense sand. 

 
 

indentation for cohesive and frictional soils are further supported by the experimental 
results shown in Fig. 19. Obviously, there is a fundamental difference in the deformation 
field in rolling and indentation, and therefore no direct comparison is made. 
 There are three essential differences between indentation and rolling of a non-
driving wheel. The first basic difference is that the soil-wheel contact area in the rolling 
process is smaller than with indentation at the same sinkage. This area in rolling is 
approximately half of that in indentation, and this is clearly seen in the expressions used 
in the analytic approach for the contact length h with rolling (Eqs. (5) and (9)) 
 

2 *h ds s h ds= − ≈ =    (small s/d) (11) 
 
and with indentation (Hambleton and Drescher 2008c) 
 

22h ds s= −  (12) 
 
If one regards vertical force as being fixed, the contact area reduction in rolling as 
compared to indentation requires that the wheel sinks deeper during rolling. The second 
key difference is that the load is inclined in rolling, which also causes a rolling wheel to 
sink more than an indenting wheel with the same vertical force. Lastly, rolling and 
indentation are distinguished by the tendency for material to accumulate in front of a 
rolling wheel. The significance of accumulation can be shown by comparing the effects 
of the wheel aspect ratio for rolling and indentation with cohesive material. In rolling, 
vertical force per unit width was found to be strictly increasing with increasing b/d (Fig. 
5). In indentation (Hambleton and Drescher 2008c), vertical force per unit width for 
given sinkage was found to be relatively insensitive to b/d. The change in dependence on 
b/d between rolling in indentation is explained by resistance from accumulated material 
in front of the wheel during the rolling process. 
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8. Closing remarks 
 
In numerical simulations, success in reproducing three-dimensional deformation fields 
around a non-driving wheel strongly depended on the value of the friction angle and 
cohesion. For cohesive soil (φ = ψ = 0), the solutions were numerically stable. 
Simulations of rolling on a purely frictional (c = 0) material failed, and this illustrates the 
limitations of the particular code and soil constitutive model chosen. This failure can be 
attributed to very large deformations induced by a rolling wheel and corresponding near-
zero isotropic stresses over a significant portion of the material deforming around the 
wheel. Adding significant cohesion moves the vertex in the yield condition and flow 
potential into the tensile zone away from zero isotropic stresses, lends stability to the 
simulations, and prohibits material avalanching in regions ahead of and to the rear of the 
wheel where it is prone to occur. Effects of dilatancy were not explicitly presented for 
rolling but were found to be virtually the same as in indentation (Hambleton and 
Drescher 2008c), with an increase in dilation angle having a significant influence on 
vertical and horizontal forces at a given sinkage. 
 Overall, the numerical and analytic approaches predict similar trends in the force-
sinkage curves for a rolling wheel, with vertical force increasing with sinkage at 
decreasing rate. Quantitative agreement between the numerical and analytic curves is also 
reasonable. The theoretical predictions match the results of small-scale experiments very 
well, and supplemental data from the literature (Willis et al. 1965) support this 
conclusion. Roughly speaking, sinkage is inversely proportional to the width of the wheel 
for sandy soils and inversely proportional to the width squared for cohesive soils. Thus, 
reducing wheel width by half leads to a two-fold increase in sinkage with sands and to a 
four-fold increase in sinkage with clays. For both types of soil, sinkage is nearly inversely 
proportional to wheel diameter, which implies for fixed wheel force a two-fold increase 
in sinkage with either soil when wheel diameter is reduced by half. 
 Even though stable numerical simulations required significant cohesion, it appears 
that the occurrence of localized deformation (shear bands or shocks) observed in many 
classical geomechanics problems (retaining walls, slopes, foundations) does not take 
place in wheel rolling. The lack of localized deformation also was observed in the small-
scale experiments on granular material. Geomechanics problems are often solved or 
tested as two-dimensional (plane strain) problems, while the simulations and experiments 
presented in this paper are three-dimensional. It is known (cf. Vardoulakis and Sulem 
1995) that plane strain problems are susceptible to deformation localization, particularly 
for non-associated flow rules, whose adequacy has been generally accepted in view of 
tests on specimens of frictional soils.  
 In presenting the results, attention was focused on the vertical component of 
wheel force, as it equals weight on the wheel and appears to be the most important 
contributor to rutting caused by non-driving wheels. Horizontal (i.e., longitudinal) 
component of force was also determined, although this force is of interest in studying 
vehicle mobility and falls outside the scope of this paper. 
 The results above indicate the ability of the simplified constitutive models to 
reproduce, approximately at least, the relationship between the force on a rolling wheel 
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and wheel sinkage for different soils and moderate sinkage (s/d < 0.1). Predictions closer 
to experimental data would require more sophisticated soil models. As the emphasis was 
on the influence of plastic parameters, a limited set of representative elastic parameters 
was used in the simulations. The numerical simulations also showed (and the analytic 
solutions assume) the existence of a rut and berms left by a rolling wheel. As the volume 
of berms compensating volumetrically for material missing in the rut is small, it may be 
difficult to assess as whether modeling rut formation necessarily requires a constitutive 
model allowing for compaction or not. Indeed, it was noted in tests on saturated (nearly 
incompressible) clay that the material outside the rut was elevated by a hardly discernable 
amount and spread over a relatively large area. This was also observed in the numerical 
simulations of these experiments. Certainly, in very loose soils or snow, disregarding 
compaction is unacceptable. 
 Several conclusions obtained from the analysis of a non-driving wheel closely 
match those obtained from modeling wheel indentation (Hambleton and Drescher 2008c). 
Force-sinkage curves have similar shape, and the deformation field is unquestionably 
three-dimensional in both. Lack of localized deformation was also observed in both 
processes. Of particular interest in detecting weak soils is the observation that the vertical 
force in rolling is a predictable fraction, dependent on material properties, of that in 
indentation. This may provide a practical, first order link between continuous rolling 
processes and the local penetration process.  
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Appendix A 
 
Bearing capacity factors (Prandtl 1921, Reissner 1924, Vesic 1970): 
 

( ) ( )2 tantan , 1 cot , 2 1 tan
4 2q c q qN e N N N Nπ ϕ

γ
π ϕ ϕ ϕ⎛ ⎞= + = − = +⎜ ⎟
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Shape factors (De Beer 1970): 
 

1 , 1 tan , 1 0.4q
cs qs s
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NB B BF F F
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Depth factors (D/B ≤ 1) (Hansen 1970): 
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Inclination factors (Meyerhof 1963): 
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Modified bearing capacity factors (Chen 1975, Hansen 1970): 
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Analytic approach; inclined force method: 
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Analytic approach; inclined footing method: 
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This appendix provides the author-created final version of the following published 
journal article: 
 

Hambleton, J.P., and Drescher, A. (2009c). On modeling a rolling wheel in the presence 
of plastic deformation as a three- or two-dimensional process. International 
Journal of Mechanical Sciences, 51(11-12), 846-855, Copyright © 2009 Elsevier 
Ltd. 
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On modeling a rolling wheel in the presence of plastic deformation as a 
three- or two-dimensional process 

 
J.P. Hambleton a, A. Drescher a,* 

a Department of Civil Engineering, University of Minnesota, 500 Pillsbury Drive SE, 
Minneapolis, MN 55455, USA 

 
Abstract 
 
This paper compares predictions of deformation and horizontal (drag) force resulting 
from three- and two-dimensional numerical simulation of a torque-free (towed) wheel 
operating on ductile material. The finite element code ABAQUS/Explicit is used to 
simulate a complete process beginning with wheel indentation and ending, if admissible, 
with steady rolling. The wheel is rigid, and the material is modeled as elastic-perfectly 
plastic with the von Mises yield condition, with focus on plastic rather than elastic 
effects. It is shown that two-dimensional analysis of a rolling wheel cannot readily be 
applied to a narrow wheel to predict wheel penetration, although horizontal forces from 
three- and two- dimensional simulations follow a similar trend. In particular, it is 
observed that steady-state penetration is constant over a range of applied vertical forces 
in the two-dimensional analysis, whereas steady-state penetration is an increasing 
function of vertical force for narrow wheels simulated in three dimensions. This 
illustrates potential errors in simplifying wheel rolling by utilizing two-dimensional 
analysis and the necessity of considering a fully three-dimensional process. In the paper, 
the latter is investigated in detail. 

Keywords: Rolling wheel; Three-dimensional; Plastic; Finite element method; 
Penetration; Force 
 
1.   Introduction 
 
Theoretical modeling and physical testing of the interaction between a rolling wheel and 
supporting bed of material fall within the interest of contact mechanics (cf. Johnson 
1985). In many practical applications, applied wheel forces are so large as to induce  
 
__________ 
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List of symbols 
 
Roman symbols 
 
b wheel width 
b  dimensionless wheel width ( /b b r= ), i.e., wheel aspect ratio 
E Young’s modulus 
E  dimensionless Young’s modulus ( /E E k= ) 
h projected (chord) length of contact between material and wheel (Fig. 1a) 
h  dimensionless contact length ( /h h r= ) 
H horizontal component of wheel force 
H  dimensionless horizontal wheel force ( /H H kbr= ) 
k shear yield stress ( 0 / 3k σ= , where 0σ  is uniaxial yield stress) 
q average normal stress over projected length of contact ( /q Q hb= , Fig. 1a) 
q  dimensionless average normal stress ( /q q k= ) 

Q resultant force ( 2 2Q W H= + ) 
r wheel radius 
u horizontal wheel displacement 
u  dimensionless horizontal wheel displacement ( /u u r= ) 
W vertical component of wheel force 
W  dimensionless vertical wheel force ( /W W kbr= ) 
x,y Cartesian coordinates (Fig. 7b) 
 
Greek symbols 
 
α  contact angle at material-wheel interface (Fig. 8b) 
β  angle of inclination of resultant force from vertical (Fig. 1a) 
δ  wheel penetration 
δ  dimensionless wheel penetration ( / rδ δ= ) 
μ  coefficient of dry friction at material-wheel interface 
ν  Poisson’s ratio 
θ  angular coordinate (Fig. 9) 

nσ  normal contact stress (Fig. 9) 

tσ  shear contact stress (Fig. 9) 
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primarily plastic deformation. Such areas include metal forming (Roberts 1978, Tselikov 
et al. 1981, Mori and Osakada 1984), rutting in asphaltic pavements (Chen et al. 2001) 
and unpaved roads (Jones et al. 2005, Shoop et al. 2006c), evaluation of vehicle mobility 
in soils and snow (Bekker 1969, Karafiath and Nowatzki 1978, Wong 2001, Shoop et al. 
2006a,b), and assessment of vehicle-induced destruction of land (Li et al. 2007). In some 
of these applications, a chief objective is to predict wheel penetration for applied vertical 
force (weight on wheel), torque, wheel geometry, material properties, and contact 
properties at the material-wheel interface. Penetration prediction is central in recently 
investigated approaches for determining material properties over large areas (Hambleton 
2006, 2007). In this inverse problem, the record of penetration resulting from rolling a 
wheel over a surface may be translated to a log of in situ material properties, as opposed 
to the single, local measurement obtained with traditional methods utilizing indenters or 
penetrometers. 

Rolling of a wheel over a bed of material is a process. In the initial phase, the 
wheel comes into contact with the material, and this can be regarded as normal or oblique 
indentation. Subsequently, the wheel is subject to a combination of prescribed horizontal 
velocity, torque, horizontal force, or rotational velocity at specified vertical force (force 
control) or penetration (kinematic control). The movement of the wheel and the 
corresponding recoverable and permanent deformations depend on material properties, 
magnitude of applied forces, and contact properties at the material-wheel interface. In 
general, the wheel may reach a steady state of motion at some limited penetration, or it 
may sink and bury itself in the material. 

Observations indicate that deformation induced by the narrow wheels of typical 
vehicles and mobile machinery is clearly three-dimensional. This greatly hampers 
modeling efforts, especially when the material response is nonlinear. Two-dimensional 
solutions therefore have been suggested as viable alternatives, and in addition to 
providing first order approximations, they provide valuable reference (Mandel 1967, 
Marshall 1968, Dagan and Tulin 1969, Collins 1972 A, Collins 1972 B, Yong et al. 1978, 
Foster et wl. 1995, Liu and Wong 1996, Tordesillas and Shi 2000, Fevers 2004). Three-
dimensional analyses have only recently been proposed (Shoop et al. 2006a,b,c, 
Hambleton 2006, Hambleton and Drescher 2007, 2008c, 2009a, Chiroux et al. 2005). 

This paper attempts to theoretically analyze the process of a narrow wheel rolling 
over plastically deforming material, with emphasis on three-dimensional effects. Two-
dimensional (plane strain) rolling of a cylinder is considered for comparison. In both 
cases the analysis is based on extensive numerical simulations using the finite element 
method (FEM). Flexibility of the wheel is disregarded, and the wheel is taken to be rigid. 
Also, the potentially complex geometry of a wheel is simplified to a right-cylinder. The 
material deforming beneath the rolling wheel is assumed to be elastic-plastic (no rate 
effects), and the process of rolling is quasi-static (no inertial effects). The analysis is 
limited to wheels with no driving torque, i.e., free-rolling wheels that are towed or 
pushed. Effects of repeated loading are not considered. 

Simulations described in this paper pertain to materials exhibiting pressure-
independent yielding according to the classical associated flow theory of plasticity. 
Materials obeying this constitutive model include ductile metals and saturated clays 
under undrained conditions. This simple material model is used for consistence with 
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previous studies (Hambleton 2006, Hambleton and Drescher 2007, Collins 1972, 1978), 
although constitutive laws representing other types of materials may be implemented 
(Shoop et al. 2006a,b,c, Hambleton and Drescher 2008c, 2009a). 

The three-dimensional simulation methods employed to analyze the rolling 
process were originally developed in previous works (Hambleton 2006, Hambleton and 
Drescher 2007, 2008c, 2009a). In extension of these works, this paper focuses on 
differences arising between three- and two-dimensional models, particularly the potential 
errors ensuing from the assumption of two-dimensionality. Detailed analysis of the 
contact area and stresses at the material-wheel interface are also provided in this paper. 
This analysis highlights basic similarities and differences between three- and two-
dimensional rolling processes, as well as the similarity between steady rolling and 
indentation processes. 
 
2.   Material and numerical models 
 
Material in contact with the rolling rigid wheel was modeled as isotropic and elastic-
perfectly plastic, with linear elasticity (Young’s modulus E; Poisson’s ratio ν) and 
plasticity governed by the von Mises yield condition (shear yield stress k = σ0/ 3 , where 
σ0 is uniaxial yield stress) with associated (incompressible) plastic flow. Dry friction with 
coefficient of friction μ and shear stress limit k was prescribed as the contact interaction 
between the material and wheel. The material was assumed to be weightless, although it 
was verified that introducing unit weight does not noticeably affect the results. 
 The geometry of the wheel is defined by two variables: radius r and width b. The 
vertical (i.e., normal) and horizontal (i.e., tangential or longitudinal) components of force 
acting at the wheel’s center of rotation are denoted W and H, respectively.  As the wheel 
is torque-free, W and H are the only forces present. Vertical penetration of the wheel is 
denoted δ (Fig. 1). In presenting and interpreting the results, the following dimensionless 
variables are used: 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Schematic of three-dimensional rolling wheel on plastic material: (a) diametral 
plane; (b) breadthwise plane, section AA'. 
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, , , ,b W H Eb W H E
r r kbr kbr k
δδ = = = = =   (1) 

 
Normalized width b  is also referred to as “aspect ratio,” and this parameter is typically 
in the range 0.2 0.6b≤ ≤  for mobile machinery. Note that W  and H  in Eq. (1) represent 
forces per unit wheel width. Force per unit width in the two-dimensional (plane strain) 
simulations are used interchangeably with the ratios /W b  and /H b  appearing in Eq. (1). 
The two-dimensional configuration is denoted by b = ∞ , as the plane strain condition is 
exact for an infinitely wide cylinder. 

The effects of elasticity and contact friction do not play a central role in the 
results presented in this paper. That is, it was confirmed that the same basic findings 
regarding plastic flow around a rolling wheel apply for varying values of E , ν , and μ , 
with the exception of the scenario 0E →  which degenerates to the purely elastic 
problem. Simulations were performed using 700E =  and 0.3ν = , which are 
representative of soft metals and geomaterials. The coefficient of friction was 0.5μ = . 

As described in previous papers (Hambleton 2006, Hambleton and Drescher 
2007, 2008c, 2009a), the rolling process was simulated using the commercial FEM 
software ABAQUS/Explicit. Compared to implicit schemes, the explicit time integration 
used in ABAQUS/Explicit is particularly efficient in tracing the highly nonlinear solution 
path present in the rolling process, which arises due to large, plastic deformation and 
contact interactions at the material-wheel interface. Remeshing capabilities for correcting 
element distortions, via the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method, are also 
provided in ABAQUS/Explicit (ABAQUS 2006). The code is dynamic, although a quasi-
static solution is obtained through slow and smooth application of boundary conditions. 

The bed of deforming material was represented by a prismatic (rectangular for 
two-dimensional simulations) body of length 20r, depth 5r and width 8-12r discretized 
using linear 8-node hexahedral elements (4-node quadrilaterals in two dimensions) with 
reduced integration and hourglass control. Element length in the region of material 
contacting the wheel was roughly 0.05r. Three-dimensional simulations took advantage 
of the plane of symmetry at the wheel midplane, and only one half of the full material 
domain and wheel was therefore simulated. The right-cylindrical wheel was modeled as 
an analytical rigid surface (ABAQUS 2006), meaning that it was a smooth, non-
discretized surface with rigid body displacements and forces specified at a single 
reference node. A fillet of radius b/20 was used at the wheel edge to avoid numerical 
difficulties in the contact algorithm. The material was partitioned into strong and weak 
regions in order to replicate a realistic process by which a wheel enters a region prone to 
significant penetration. The yield strength k in the strong region was taken four times that 
in the weak region, such that 175E =  in the strong region. In some simulations, a 
homogeneous bed of material with 700E =  was modeled. 

Simulation consisted of three stages. In the first stage, the vertical force W was 
applied to the wheel while it was placed on the region of relatively strong material. Next, 
horizontal velocity at the wheel’s center was ramped smoothly from zero to a prescribed 
value. In the final stage, the wheel rolled into the region of relatively weak material with 
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constant W and horizontal velocity, being free to displace vertically (penetrate an amount 
δ) and rotate through frictional interaction with the material surface. Zero wheel torque 
about the wheel’s axis of rotation was specified in the second and third stages. 

As the results presented in this paper derive from numerical simulation, inherent 
errors arise due to spatial and time discretizations. Also, inertial effects are present with 
the particular code used, and the process must be simulated over sufficiently large time 
for quasi-static conditions to apply. These issues were not explored in detail for this 
paper; however, simulation parameters affecting numerical error (e.g., element length, 
size and number of time steps, remeshing increment, etc.) were chosen based on a 
previous work (Hambleton 2006) in which satisfactory accuracy was demonstrated. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. (a) Penetration and (b) horizontal force vs horizontal wheel displacement for 
varying vertical force (b  = 0.6). 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. (a) Penetration vs horizontal wheel displacement with varying wheel aspect 
ration and (b) penetration in steady state vs varying wheel aspect ratio (W = 2). 
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3.   Wheel rolling 
 
Figure 2a shows normalized penetration δ  (plotted positive downward) as a function of 
u  for several values of W , where /u u r=  and u is horizontal wheel displacement. The 
value of δ  at 0u =  is the penetration resulting from normal indentation while the wheel 
is positioned over the region of strong material ( 175E = ). While the wheel is over this 
region, deformation is largely elastic. The dashed line at 0.25u =  indicates the position 
at which the center of the wheel passes directly over the boundary between strong and 
weak material. For 1.7 4.3W≤ ≤  in the figure, there is clearly a transient regime in 
which δ  varies with u  (e.g., 0 3u≤ ≤  for 2.6W = ), and beyond some value of u , δ  
becomes constant with increasing u  (i.e., / 0d duδ = ). The value of u  after which δ  
becomes constant tends to increase as W  increases. As shown in Fig. 2b, normalized 
horizontal force H  follows a similar pattern, with H  being noisier data than δ  as a 
result of its higher order in the displacement-based finite element formulation. 

Values of δ  and H  corresponding to / / 0d du dH duδ = =  are said to be steady, 
with u  replacing time in the conventional definition of steadiness for the quasi-static 
problem. For W  exceeding some value (e.g., 5.8W =  in Fig. 2), no steady state exists 
and unstable penetration occurs in the sense that δ  continually increases with increasing 
u . 

The evolution of δ  and H  with u , as shown in Fig. 2, is of course affected by 
the magnitude of the difference in material properties in indentation (strong material) and 
in rolling (weak material). However, qualitatively similar behavior was also observed in 
simulations with homogenous material, with penetration in the indentation phase larger 
than in Fig. 2a. In particular, it was verified that δ  and H  in steady state were the same 
whether there was a strong-to-weak transition or the material was homogenous. 

Figure 3a shows δ  as a function of u  with varying wheel aspect ratio b  and 
fixed W . For comparison, the response when the wheel becomes an infinitely wide 
cylinder (b = ∞ ) is superimposed. In the indentation phase with predominantly elastic 
deformation ( 0u = ), δ  increases slightly as the wheel becomes wider. In the transient 
phase, different behavior can be observed for various b . For the narrowest wheel 
( 0.2b = ), δ  increases monotonically before steady state is reached. For wider wheels, 
increasing δ  is followed by decreasing δ  in the transient phase, with steady-state δ  
decreasing with an increase in b . For b = ∞ , δ  in the steady state is close to zero, being 
in fact less than in the (elastic) indentation phase. 

The influence of aspect ratio on normalized steady-state penetration is plotted for 
2W =  in Fig. 3b, where a dashed line is included to indicate that δ  becomes nearly zero 

as b → ∞ . The analogous curve for indentation (Hambleton and Drescher 2008c), with 
the same material properties as the weak material in the rolling simulation ( 700E = ), is 
also shown. While steady-state δ  decreases monotonically as a function of b  for rolling, 
it increases monotonically for indentation (with 0.025δ →  as b → ∞ ). 
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Figure 4. Final configuration from three-dimensional numerical simulation of rolling 
wheel ( 3.75W = ) with (a) 0.6b = and (b) 4.8b = . 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Response curves for steady rolling: (a) penetration vs vertical force; (b) 
horizontal force vs vertical force. 

 
One might expect that penetration, for the same vertical force, should be greater 

for a steady rolling wheel than an indenting wheel. As illustrated for 0.6b <  in Fig. 3b, 
this is indeed true for narrow wheels, and the authors previously attributed this behavior 
to the decreased contact area and horizontal force present in rolling as compared to 
indentation (Hambleton 2006, Hambleton and Drescher 2007, 2008c, 2009a). The 
reversal occurring as the wheel width increases can be ascribed to the tendency for 
material to accumulate in front of a wide wheel rather than flow to the sides. The added 
accumulation resulting from an increase in wheel width is shown in Fig. 4, which 
compares the deformation resulting for a narrow wheel and wide wheel with fixed W  and 
u . The volume of material ahead of the wide wheel is clearly much larger than the 
volume ahead of the narrow wheel. The face visible in the lower left represents the 
midplane, or plane of symmetry, of the full configuration, and the dashed line shows the 
position of the boundary between strong and weak materials. The wheel, while it is 
computationally smooth, is represented by a faceted surface in the figure. The narrow 
wheel in Fig. 4a has reached steady state, whereas the wide wheel in Fig. 4b is climbing 
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( / 0d duδ < ) and would reach steady state at larger u  if in fact a steady state exists for 
the applied vertical force. 

The relationship between δ  in the steady state and W  is plotted in Fig. 5a for 
varying b . This was obtained by constructing lines through individual points, each 
obtained from a single simulation where a steady state existed for the applied vertical 
force. The dotted line in Fig. 5a approximates the location of a boundary separating 
steady rolling from unstable wheel penetration, showing an increase in the threshold 
value of W  for decreasing b . The figure reveals that the behavior noted in Fig. 3a for a 
particular value of W  applies for other values as well. That is, steady-state δ  increases 
as b  decreases when W  is held constant. Figure 5b depicts the variation of steady-state 
H as a function of W  in steady rolling, showing that H  increases with decreasing b  for 
fixed W .  

A key feature of Fig. 5a is that, irrespective of W , steady-state δ  becomes very 
small as b  tends towards infinity and the two-dimensional problem. This degenerate 
behavior is not visible in Fig. 5b, where the dependence of H  on W  does not 
qualitatively change as b  varies. The behavior and the response curves for an infinitely 
wide cylinder are analyzed in the next section. 
 
4.   Cylinder rolling 
 
In this section, results of rolling an infinitely wide cylinder (b = ∞ , plane strain) are 
discussed in detail. This problem has attracted much attention in the literature both in the 
elastic and fully plastic steady regimes (Johnson 1985). In the latter, when the material is 
treated as rigid-perfectly plastic, there is lack of uniqueness in the solution, for the 
geometry of the surface in contact with the wheel in steady state is unknown beforehand 
(cf. Collins 1972). 

As argued in the literature (cf. Hill 1950, Petryk 1980), the shape of the surface in 
problems dealing with steady plastic flow may result from (1) the loading history or (2) 
through minimization of dissipated energy (i.e., “minimum effort” hypothesis). On the 
other hand, numerical simulations of the whole rolling process as described in this paper 
appear devoid of this ambiguity, with the resulting shape of the free surface determined 
uniquely. Petryk (1980) suggested, on the basis that a solution with minimal energy is 
stable against small perturbations, that the minimum energy principle plays a larger, if 
not exclusive role over the loading history in determining the physically most likely 
solution among an infinity of admissible solutions. It may be said further based on results 
of the numerical simulations described in this paper that initial conditions do not seem to 
play a role in determining the steady-state configuration for a rolling wheel, as the same 
steady state was reached for particular wheel loading and material parameters regardless 
of how the indentation phase was simulated. 

Figure 6a shows δ  as a function of u  for b = ∞  and various values of W . With 
increasing ,W  the wheel penetrates deeper when rolled onto the weak material and then 
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Figure 6. Cylinder rolling: (a) penetration vs horizontal displacement; (b) penetration and 
horizontal force vs vertical force in steady rolling; (c) geometry of plastic lip in steady 

rolling for varying vertical force. 
 
 
climbs up and slightly rolls down to a constant penetration corresponding to steady state. 
A steady state again exists provided W  is not so large as to induce unstable penetration 
(e.g., 2.6W ≥  in Fig. 6a). Figure 6b gives the dependence of δ  and H  on W  in steady 
state. For small W , when elasticity dominates, the steady state penetration is nearly a 
linear function of W . For relatively large W  corresponding to primarily plastic 
deformation, δ  is constant, while H  strictly increases.  It should be noted as in the 
previous section that δ  is quite small overall. The non-zero penetration occurring in the 
predominately plastic regime is in fact due to minor elastic effects, and plasticity is 
responsible for forming a lip, or bow, of material in front of the wheel (Fig. 6c). The 
piecewise linear and constant relationship between penetration and vertical force was also 
observed for different values of the elastic modulus, which only affected the range and 
slope of the linear portion of the response. 

The reason for constant δ  at large W , and the increase in H  with W , is the 
increasing size of the lip in front of the wheel (Fig. 6c). Disregarding elastic effects, the 
material ahead of and behind the plastically deforming region near the wheel must be at 
the same elevation as a consequence of plastic incompressibility and mass conservation. 
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Incompressibility does not necessarily imply the absence of increasing δ  with increasing 
W . That is, a steady state with the lowermost part of the wheel below the free surfaces at 
the same level ahead of and behind the plastically deforming region is fully acceptable. It 
appears, however, that such a configuration would require a higher total force than rolling 
with the wheel penetrating only elastically. With reference to the minimum energy 
hypothesis discussed previously, this may be regarded as a plausible explanation for the 
absence of significant penetration in the two-dimensional problem. Neglecting small 
elastic volumetric strains, this also means that the volume occupied by the lip in front of 
the wheel equals the volume displaced plastically in the initial phase of rolling when the 
wheel dips into the material. The evolution of the free surface for homogeneous material 
is illustrated in Fig. 7. The vertical scale in Fig. 7b is exaggerated by a factor of 10 
compared to the horizontal, such that the circular wheel appears as an ellipse. 

In Fig. 8a, the numerical results relating H and W  are compared with some 
approximate or exact analytic solutions presented in the literature for rigid-perfectly 
plastic material (Mandel 1967, Marshall 1968, Collins 1972, 1978). Other solutions 
yielding similar curves (Segal 1971, Petryk 1983) are not plotted for clarity. All solutions 
predict a qualitatively similar steepening relationship, with the solutions by Collins 
(1972, 1978) appearing the closest to the numerical results. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 7. Cylinder rolling ( 2W = ): (a) penetration vs horizontal wheel displacement; (b) 
evolution of free surface (surface and wheel are scaled by factor of 10 along y-direction). 
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Figure 8. Comparison of numerical and analytic results for a rolling cylinder: (a) 
horizontal force vs vertical force; (b) field of characteristics after Collins (1972). 

 
 
The first solution published by Collins (1972) makes use of stress and velocity 

characteristics and is approximate in that the shape of the contact surface is taken as a 
chord, with the free surface also consisting of straight line segments (Fig. 8b). It also 
assumes no penetration, and this is supported by numerical simulations. In his earlier 
paper, Collins (1972) provided the results of calculation taking contact angle α (Fig. 8b) 
to be small, although the mechanism he constructed also allows for large α. Without the 
small angle approximation, it can be readily shown that the horizontal and vertical forces 
are given by 
 

(2 2 )sinW π α α= + −  (2) 
 

( )( )2 2 1 cosH π α α= + − −   (3) 
 
Eqs. (2) and (3) provide the relationship between H  and W  in parametric form. The 
small- and large-α solutions shown in Fig. 8a are significantly different, with the large-α 
solution being quite close to the results of the present study and the later contribution by 
Collins (1978), in which numerical calculations were performed using the method of 
characteristics with a mechanism consisting of curved boundary segments. It should be 
noted that the curve from Collins (1978) was reconstructed from graphical results, as no 
numerical data were provided and no closed form solution is available for the mechanism 
with curved boundaries. 

Additional insight into the steady rolling process is provided in the next section 
by analyzing the evolution of the contact area and contact stresses. 
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Figure 9. Contact normal and shear stresses for 2W = . 
 
 
5.   Contact area and contact stresses 
 
Previous results were in terms of the global variables involved in steady rolling, namely 
W , H , and δ . The forces W  and H , as well as the torque about the wheel’s axis of 
rotation (zero in this paper), are related to the distribution of contact stresses over the 
contact area between the wheel and underlying material. 

Figure 9 gives the distribution of normal and shear stresses, denoted nσ  and tσ  
respectively, over the arc of contact from three-dimensional ( 0.6b = ) and two-
dimensional (b = ∞ ) simulations of steady rolling with 2W = . Contact stresses from the 
three-dimensional simulation were evaluated at the wheel midplane (plane of symmetry). 
The shear stresses are considerably smaller than the normal stresses and are pointwise 
positive and negative as a result of the condition for vanishing wheel torque. The normal 
stresses are roughly constant over the arc of contact, with the contact angle α being larger 
and normal stresses being on average lower in the two-dimensional simulation than the 
three-dimensional simulation, due to increased material accumulation ahead of the wheel. 
Slight elastic rebound causes material to contact the wheel surface over a very small 
region behind the lowermost part of the wheel (θ < 0 in Fig. 9). 
 Based on the distribution of contact stresses in Fig. 9 consisting of roughly 
constant normal stresses and small shear stresses, the average stress concept is both 
useful and meaningful in analysis. In steady rolling, it is natural to define average stress 
in terms of the resultant force Q, defined as 
 

2 2Q W H= +   (4) 
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and the inclined contact length h defined in Fig. 1a. Contact length h is the projected 
(chord) length as opposed to the arc length. Collins (1972) used a similar simplification 
in taking the contact surface as a chord (Fig. 8b). As shown in Fig. 10a, simulations 
reveal that the inclination angle β (Fig. 1a) and the contact angle α are related by 
 

2
αβ ≈   (5) 

 
for arbitrary W  in the predominantly plastic regime. The condition in Eq. (5) is 
equivalent to saying that the resultant force is nearly perpendicular to the chord defining 
h. In the solution by Collins (1972), Eq. (5) holds by construction as opposed to being the 
result of analysis. With perpendicularity of the resultant force to the chord defining h, an 
appropriate definition of average normal stress q is 
 

Qq
hb

=   (6) 

 
Complimentary with Eq. (6) is that average shear stress over the chord defining h is zero. 
As in previous considerations, force per unit width in the two-dimensional problem is 
viewed as being interchangeable with the ratio Q/b in Eq. (6). Contact length h in Eq. (6) 
is related to the contact angle α through 
 

2 sin
2

h r α
=  (7) 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 10. (a) Variation of force inclination angle β with contact half-angle α/2 and (b) 
average stress vs contact length for steady rolling. 
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In the remainder of this section, normalized average stress /q q k=  and 
normalized contact length /h h r=  are the operative variables. Using Eqs. (5)-(7) and 
several trigonometric identities, normalized forces may be expressed as 
 
Q q h=   (8) 
 

21cos cos 1
2 4

W Q q h q h hαβ= ≈ = −   (9) 

 
21sin sin

2 2
H Q q h q hαβ= ≈ =   (10) 

 
In Eqs. (8)-(10), force is simply the product of q  and an algebraic function of h . 
 The relationship between q  and h  in steady rolling is given in Fig. 10b for 

0.6b =  and b = ∞ . It should be pointed out that h  was found directly from the 
numerical results, whereas q  was calculated, with the aid of Eqs. (4) and (6), from 
specified W  and numerical values of h  and H . The basic result illustrated in Fig. 10b is 
that q  does not substantially change as h  varies. In other words, average stress is 
roughly a constant in Eqs. (8)-(10), and forces on the wheel vary chiefly through 
changing contact length. For both 0.6b =  and b = ∞ , average stress initially increases 
somewhat as a function of h , and at some value of h , it begins to gradually decrease. 
The decrease in average stress with h  can be attributed to inclination of the resultant 
force. In fact, the value of inclined average stress q  is quite close to that from Hill’s 
(1950) wedge solution with wedge angle / 2α  (see inset in Fig. 10b). The wedge solution 
gives 
 

12 2 2 4sin
2
hq π α π − ⎛ ⎞

= + − = + − ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

  (11) 

 
The expression to the right of the first equality in Eq. (11) is recognizable as the factor 
preceding the trigonometric function in Eqs. (2) and (3), as the solution proposed by 
Collins (1972) is fundamentally equivalent to the wedge solution.  

Fig. 10b shows that q  with 0.6b =  is generally higher than with b = ∞ . The 
increase in q  for the three-dimensional process also agrees with what is known in the 
literature regarding limit loads on elastic-plastic material. That is, average stress is greater 
in the three-dimensional failure mechanism as compared to the two-dimensional one (cf. 
Zhu and Michalowski 2005). It is not surprising that Eq. (11) provides a better match to 
the results for a two-dimensional rolling wheel, as it derives from a two-dimensional 
solution. 
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Figure 11. Contact length vs penetration for steady rolling. 
 

 
In Eqs. (8)-(10), wheel forces are related to contact length, and whether contact 

length can be related to penetration depends crucially on the width of the wheel. This is 
demonstrated in Fig. 11, which shows that contact length cannot be uniquely related to 
penetration in the two-dimensional process. As mentioned previously, penetration in the 
two-dimensional process would be zero for all values of contact length in the absence of 
elasticity. However, contact length is fully determined by the penetration with a narrow 
(three-dimensional) wheel. Indeed, the authors (Hambleton 2006, Hambleton and 
Drescher 2007, 2008c, 2009a) successfully formulated an approximate analytic method 
for three-dimensional steady rolling that involved use of the relationship 
 

2h δ=   (12) 
 
Eq. (12), also plotted in Fig. 11, is obtained through simple geometric construction by 
disregarding the lip of accumulated material ahead of the wheel. As the wheel becomes 
narrower, material accumulation tends to decrease and Eq. (12) provides a better 
approximation to the true contact length. 
 The steady rolling process bears considerable similarity to indentation. Figure 12 
shows how contact length and average stress vary as a function of penetration in 
indentation, where indentation simulations were carried out as described in a previous 
paper (Hambleton and Drescher 2008c). Contact length evolves as a function of 
penetration in essentially the same way for the three- and two-dimensional processes, 
being very close to the theoretical prediction obtained by disregarding material displaced 
by the wheel (Fig. 12a). Aside from the relatively minor effects of inclined loading, this 
is the fundamental difference between indentation and steady rolling, where 
incompressibility in steady rolling imposes a kinematic constrain leading to very small 
(elastic) steady-state penetration. Fig. 12b shows that normalized average stress is very 
close to 2 π+ , which is the value obtained by Prandtl (1921) for a uniform load on a flat, 
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Figure 12. (a) Contact length and (b) average stress vs penetration for indentation 
process. 

 
 
rigid-plastic surface (Fig. 12b). Prandtl’s solution is the particular case of Hill’s (1950) 
wedge solution (see Fig. 10b), when wedge angle is zero. As in rolling, it can be seen that 
three-dimensional effects tend to increase the average stress.  
 
6.   Conclusions 
 
Deformation and forces predicted from three- and two-dimensional simulations of a rigid 
torque-free wheel rolling on plastically deforming material were assessed in detail, 
considering both transient and steady rolling regimes. In particular, the dependence of  
wheel penetration, material-wheel contact area, and contact stress on applied wheel force 
were evaluated for narrow and wide three-dimensional wheel geometries as well as 
wheels of theoretically infinite width (cylinders), for which two-dimensional (plane 
strain) analysis applies. Comparison with the indentation process is also provided to show 
the basic similarities and differences between the indentation and steady rolling 
processes. 
 A basic conclusion from the paper is that rolling resistance (i.e., the relationship 
between horizontal and vertical force) is qualitatively similar whether three- or two-
dimensional analysis is employed, whereas wheel penetration and material deformation 
can be quite different. This conclusion is especially true for narrow wheels, where 
induced material deformation in inherently three-dimensional and the propensity for 
material to displace to the sides of the wheel is entirely disregarded in two-dimensional 
analysis. Since previous theoretical works in the literature were based on two-
dimensional formulations consisting of deformation only within the plane of wheel 
motion, this paper provides a reference as to potential errors arising from neglecting out-
of-plane effects. 

As applications involving a cylinder are relatively few in number compared to 
those involving a narrow wheel, the findings described in this paper are of practical 
relevance. In mobility applications, for instance, it is desirable to transport a weight with 
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the least amount of effort. Results provided in this paper indicate that, for a given weight, 
multiple narrow wheels provide less rolling resistance than a single wide wheel. Reduced 
rolling resistance is, however, at the cost of increased penetration. Furthermore, 
theoretical results suggest that the wheels will bury themselves in the material (i.e., 
penetrate unstably) at lower vertical force for a single wide wheel as compared with 
multiple narrow wheels. Such conclusions regarding penetration, rolling resistance, and 
load capacity supplement previous works on vehicle mobility (e.g., Bekker 1969). 

For the von-Mises type material considered in this paper, both three- and two-
dimensional results show that increasing wheel force causes a corresponding increase in 
contact area between the wheel and material as opposed to a significant change in 
average stress over that area. For a narrow wheel, material accumulation ahead of the 
wheel is minimal and contact area increases as a result of increased wheel penetration. 
For a very wide wheel, contact area increases mainly through increased accumulation, as 
material flow to the sides of the wheel is prohibited. Thus, penetration can be large for a 
narrow wheel and small for a wide wheel even though force per unit width may be the 
same. Horizontal force, which arises due to material exerting a horizontal force along the 
arc of contact, qualitatively depends on applied vertical force per unit width in the same 
way for narrow and wide wheels. 
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